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'Radiotorial Comment 

THAT the great increase in interest in radiocasting 

during the past four years has not been accompanied 

by a corresponding increase in amateur radio transmis- 

sion is a matter of regret to many who have the welfare of 

American boys at heart. No other kind of play combines 

fascination and useful instruction to such a degree. No 

boy could be better engaged, not only from his own stand- 

point but also from that of the nation, than in perfecting 

himself as a radio operator. 
These facts have been recently recognized by the Navy 

and by the Army, both of whom are endeavoring to build 

a trained reserve personnel and who are offering attractive 

propositions to amateur operators. But they find that only 

a fraction of the licensed operators are on the air with their 

own sets and that the number of transmitters is actually 

tending to decrease. 
There are many good reasons for this. The simplicity 

of constructing and the joy of operating the old-time spark 

set is no longer possible, now that the spark has been abol- 

ished because of its interference proclivities. The ban on 

operation during the evening concert hours deters many a 

young man who should be in bed by the time that he is al- 

lowed to transmit. Both of these restrictions are necessary 

for the protection of the more numerous concert listeners 

and yet would not prove insurmountable were it not for the 

fact that far greater technical knowledge is necessary for 

the successful operation of a vacuum tube transmitter on 

the shorter wavelengths now available for amateur use. 

This last is probably the real reason why many licensed 

operators who have passed the examination on code and 

theory are not on the air. The construction and adjustment 

of a non -interfering tube transmitter to operate on a specified 

wavelength requires technical knowledge and skill that can 

be acquired only by intensive study. It is greatly to the 

credit of many young men that they have worked out the 

problems as explained in such magazines as this and it is 

to be hoped that many more will do likewise. 

Such home study should be supplemented by class study 

either at a commercial radio school or at the classes that 

have been established by the Navy. Similar classes will prob- 

ably be established by the Army as this plan of organization 

gets under way. There is only one road to success in radio 
m -hard study. 

To justify the past consideration that has been shown the 

amateur in the reservation of several bands of frequencies 

for his use it is necessary that he use them. Other interests 

want these wavelengths and may eventually get them unless 

the amateur demonstrates his willingness and ability to 

use them. 
Radio transmission offers a most interesting and profit- 

able field for experimentation. With even moderate -sized 

and low-cost equipment many American amateurs are com- 
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municating with amateurs in other countries. The famili- 

arity gained from handling vacuum tube circuits will be of 

great use in understanding and applying them to their 

forthcoming industrial uses in power work. We can not too 

strongly urge the benefits that will accrue to any young man 

who will study the subject. 

QNE of the factors contributing to the stabilization 

of the radio industry has been the proportionately 

greater number of factory -built receivers that are 

being sold as compared to the sale of parts for home -built 

sets. This tendency on the part of the radio publie, desirable 

as it is, is frequently cited as an indication of the ultimate 

extinction of the amateur experimenter and builder of sets. 

With this view we cannot agree. 

Although a good home -built set is no longer enough 

cheaper than a factory -built radio to make its construction 

worth while for pecuniary reasons, it offers a pleasure and 

satisfaction that amply compensates for the time and trouble 

taken. There is a certain pride in personal accomplish- 

ment to which all men are susceptible. 

All the reading that may be done does not teach us as much 

about radio as does the actual assembly of a receiver. Even 

the man who has bought a fine set solely in order to hear 

good programs likes to understand the general principles 

governing its operation, if for no other reason than that he 

may take an intelligent part in the prevalent conversation 

about radio. This he can readily do by buying a few parts 

for a bread -board assembly which allows an opportunity 

for substitution and addition. 
To assist the man who has no desire to compete with the 

manufacturer as a maker of sets for concert reception and 

yet who wants to know how the thing works, it is proposed 

to publish in these columns each month a complete descrip- 

tion of several factory -built sets. These will not be the 

manufacturers' statements but will set forth the results of 

tests in our calibration laboratory. These tests will include 

a determination of the actual wavelength range, a curve 

of audio frequencies transmitted, a comparison as to selec- 

tivity, and a measurement of sensitivity. 

This information will be in addition to the usual con- 

structional and theoretical articles. While primarily for the 

benefit of the B. C. L., the information will also be of in- 

terest and value to the well-informed, whose advice is so 

frequently sought when purchase of a radio is contemplated. 

Time spent in studying any phase of radio is time well 

spent. While everybody cannot expect to become a radio 

expert, we are sure that a large number of people will con- 

tinue to be as much interested in the how and why of what 

they hear as in the mere matter heard. Thus these is little 

probability of the radio experimenter becoming as extinct 

as the dodo. 
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The Eiffel Tower Short -Wave Transmitter 
A New and Novel Short 
Transmitter Developed by 

the French Signal Corps 
ByLloydy'acquet, U-2 OZ 

THE radio station of the Eiffel 
Tower, the veteran amongst the 
stations of the world, was not the 

last to take up the use of short waves, a 
comparatively modern development of 
the radio art. For fully a year there 
has been in operation a 115 meter trans- 
mitting plant about which there has 
been much mystery. 

Developed in the thorough way of the 
engineers of the "Tower," and with 
new circuits of unknown possibilities, 
the short wave transmitter has already 
a fine record. It has been heard in New 
Zealand, to the West; in Indo-China 
to the East; and it has perhaps a unique 
North and South range, since it was 
picked up in Capetown, South Africa, 
and by Don Mix, on the Bowdoin in 
the Arctic. It has practically circled the 
globe, and many amateurs in every coun- 
try know its quick, clear signals. 

In searching for a stable and reliable 
type of transmitting circuit for the exact- 
ing service of the Signal Corps, Com- 
mandant Mesny developed the "bal- 
anced" circuit, which is similar in prin- 
ciple to the push-pull transmitter de- 
scribed by D. B. McGown in September 
RADIO. The method of connection 
is as simple as it is original. 

Two coils, or inductances, wound in 
opposite directions, the one G connecting 
the grids together; and the other, P the 
plates of two three -electrode vacuum 
tubes, form the grid and plate coils re- 
spectively, of the system, as shown in 

Grid Resistance Control Unit for Keying Transmitter. 

View of Transmitter, Showing Metho d al Mounting the Inductance Coils. +- ocgre 
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Fig. I. Schematic Diagram of Eiffel Tower Transmitter. 

Fig. 1. A small condenser, which may 
be removed for work on very short 
waves, may be connected in parallel with 
each inductance. 

The central point of each winding, 
from the grid and plate coils, are con- 
nected to either side of the filament poles, 
by means of the wires A and B. In the 
grid circuit, a resistance of a few thous- 
and ohms is located so as to control the 
d. c. filament -grid current. 

These are the elements, then, of the 
"balanced" circuit. It can be readily 
understood that the parts of the circuits 
connected to the valves will have, at a 
given moment, potentials of equal value, 
but of opposite signs. Thus, the oscil- 
lations will be localized in the grid and 
plate windings, and in the wiring con- 
necting the filaments of the triodes. The 
filament circuits are, of course, connected 
in parallel. 

(Continued on Page 46) 
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Broadcasting in The British Isles 

4 

By H. de Donisthorpe 

Rectifier Panels at Daverlrl 

BROADCASTING made its ap- 
pearance in the British Isles about 
a year after its debut in America. 

All the stations are under the control of 
the British Broadcasting. Company, or 
the B. B. C. as it is familiarly known, 
which is a composite company formed by 
six wireless and electrical corporations 
under the control of the government 
through the Post Office department, to 
whom any deviation from the regular 
policy has to be referred. 

There are twenty-one stations in the 
B. B. C.'s system. Of these, nine are 
main stations of medium power, eleven 
are low power relay stations, and one 
high power station capable of reaching 
out all over the islands. A list of these 
stations is herewith given together with 
their wavelengths and call letters: 

CALL WAVE- REF. N0. 
LOCALITY LETTERS LENGTH ON MAP 

HIGH POWER STATION 
Daventry 5XX 1600 1 

MAIN LOW POWER STATIONS 
Aberdeen 2ZD 495 8 

Belfast 2BE 435 9 

Birmingham SIT 475 5 

Bournemouth 6BM 385 3 

Cardiff 5WA 351 4 

Glasgow 5SC 420 7 
London 2L0 365 2 
Manchester 2ZX 375 21 
Newcastle 5NO 400 6 

Low POWER RELAY STATIONS 

Bradford 2LS 346 17 

Dundee 2DE 331 20 
Edinburgh 2EH 328 19 
Hull 6KH 335 15 

Leeds 2LS 301 16 
Liverpool 6LV 375 18 

Nottingham 5NG 326 12 
Plymouth SPY 338 10 

Sheffield 6FL 301 14 
Stoke-on-Trent 6ST 306 13 

41- Swansea SSX 485 11 

Fig. 1 shows the location of these 
stations and from this it will be seen 
that each relay station is situated close 
to a main station with which it is con- 
nected by landline and from where it is 

(Continued on Page 50) 
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Fig 1. Map Showing Distribution of 
Broadcast Stations in British Isles. 

Daventry High Power Station. 
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Financial Returns on Radio 

WHAT will be the returns as a 
result of the time and energy 
you are devoting to radio ? 

Will your compensation be in dollars 
and cents or, always as now, in the di- 
version ? Are you satisfied to rest on 
your laurels and sit back with an air of 
satisfaction now that you have mastered 
the fundamentals of radio or are you 
one who has been severely bitten by the 
"radio bug" and now in the radio game 
for all you can get out of it? If you 
are and unless your life's work has pre- 
viously been chosen elsewhere, you may 
be interested in making radio your vo- 
cation. 

First let us consider the advisability of 
commercializing a hobby. May your 
avocation be broadened so as to include 
your vocation? It has been said by a 
very well known radio engineer, "One 
disadvantage of radio as a vocation is 
that you are thus denied it as an avoca- 
tion." This is as you make it; viz, 
radio is now so specialized that anyone 
may easily commercialize one phase of 
radio, providing it is sufficiently far re- 
moved from the particular side -line 
which is your diversion so there will be 
no conflict between the two. 

You may readily call to mind men 
prominent in the amateur field who are 
regularly occupied as radio salesmen, op- 
erators of radiocasting station's, dealers, 
and manufacturers. They are not only 
prominent in their amateur activities 
but are successful in their business as 
well, because they take such an intense 
interest in their work. 

The individual who is devoting much 
of his time to this fascinating art as an 
amateur operator or experimenter is pre- 
paring himself for the future. These 
two groups have contained the names 
of men who are now internationally 
famous. Review the history of DeFor- 
est or Armstrong-experimenters and 
amateurs of the highest order. How- 
ever, we can't all be like these men nor 
expect to become famous. On the other 
hand, we may take advantage of the op- 
portunities presented by our environ- 
ment and improve our present status. 

For instance, if it so happens that you 
are an amateur, see to it that your trans- 
mitter and receiver are of the best; but 
do not stop there. Strive for individu- 
ality of design or improvement of cir- 
cuits. Join every worth while organ- 
ization and strive to become more than 
just an amateur. Join the local club or 
if there is none, see that the necessary 
interest is aroused to instigate such an 
association. Take an active part there- 
in; be one of the officers if possible. It 
will mean work on your part but it will 

Br Geo. S. rurner 
train your mind and give you confidence 
in yourself that you never before pos- 
sessed. Do not be afraid to advertise 
yourself in this manner. It is really 
necessary in this age of strong compe- 
tition. 

As an amateur radio operator do not 
be content to copy your ten words per 
minute-improve your ability by copy- 
ing just a little faster than your normal 
speed. When you have become pro- 
ficient in the Continental code, learn 
Morse. It may be of use to you at some 
future date-if not, your mind has been 
improved by the effort and you will be 
the better operator for the learning. You 
may wonder how it is possible for you 
to measure your ability along these lines. 
I know of no better way than to take 
the U. S. Government radio examina- 
tions. The different classes of operators' 
licenses now issued by the Department 
of Commerce, in the order of their im- 
portance, are as follows: Commercial 
extra -first class, Commercial first class 
(three grades), Commercial second 
class, Commercial second class-broad- 
cast grade, Commercial grade four, Ama- 
teur extra -first grade, Amateur first 
grade, Amateur second grade. Informa- 
tion regarding each of these licenses and 
the regular days when these examina- 
tions are held will be furnished upon re- 
quest, by your nearest Radio Supervisor. 

A large number of men now proficient 
in the radio field obtained their experi- 
ence either in the Army or Navy during 
the recent world war. Either branch 
of the service has well conducted and 
organized radio schools in theory and 
code. Both are anxious to a' operate 
with radio amateurs. Complete details 
may be had by addressing Army or Navy 
headquarters in your district. 

Of late years another way to become 
proficient in radio is offered at the voca- 
tional and manual training high schools. 
An investigation of the course of study 
available in some of these schools has 
convinced the most skeptical of their 
great value. Or, if a student desires a 
more complete course of study he may 
enter one of the many colleges or uni- 
versities where radio is taught. In such 
a course, however, the radio subjects are 
supplementary to the regular engineer- 
ing curriculum and for this reason no 
university is offering a degree in radio. 
However, when one considers the large 
number of so-called radio engineers who, 
at the present, are infesting the game, 
one is perhaps the better off without 
such a title. 

For the ambitious student, lack of 
funds necessary to attend a university 
is no longer a hindrance. Practically 

every school has a radio station which is 
operated by one or more of the students. 
The money obtained from this source 
goes a long way toward paying the 
room and board bill. In addition, a 
large number, of fellows operate ship 
stations during their vacation months 
and are thus able to obtain a higher edu- 
cation and to see the world where other- 
wise it would be almost impossible. 

It would hardly be fair not to men- 
tion the few radio trade schools situated 
throughout the country where one may 
go and obtain valuable instruction. 
These schools appeal to the fellow who 
either does not have the money or the 
inclination to learn radio at a univer- 
sity. Surely they fill a pressing need as 
proven by the large number of radio men 
who got their start at just such a school. 

Before a student enters the radio field 
he wishes to know what particular phase 
of the game he should follow. Natural- 
ly that is for the individual to determine. 
However, it might be well to mention 
the different branches now available that 
he may take his choice. Radio was once 
grouped into a very few lines which, 
with the passing of the years, have in- 
creased in number until it is now diffi- 
cult to accurately classify the subject. 
Nevertheless, such a classification must 
be briefly attempted. 

First we have commercial radio subdi- 
vided into marine radio with its ship to 
ship and ship to shore communication; 
land stations which carry on general and 
point to point communication such as the 
high power trans -oceanic and trans -con- 
tinental stations; the smaller stations 
such as are used by the Post Office De- 
partment in connection with the air mail 
service; also, the small private point to 
point stations used by individual con- 
cerns such as the oil companies for re- 
porting pressure and flow of oil. 

We probably should classify the radio - 
cast stations as next in importance and 
truly this branch of radio has grown so 
rapidly as to place it near the top. It is 
a field where the largest salaries are to 
be had, considering the effort and abili- 
ty required. Let us hope they never 
fall to the level with the average com- 
mercial operators pay. 

Next we have the manufacturing and 
retail radio trade, both on a par. Op- 
portunities are without number here and 
anyone with varying degrees of ability 
and knowledge of radio may proportion- 
ately partake of the rewards. It is un- 
necessary to go into detail regarding such 
lines of endeavor for we may investigate 
numerous factories and stores at any 
time we see fit. For those interested in 

(Continued on Page 53) 
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An Efficient Two -Tube Set 
The Third in the Series Started in December RADIO 

By E. M. Sargent 

S previously stated, all of the A sets in this series have been de- 
signed with selectivity as the first 

consideration, tone quality next, and 
ability to get distance a third but still 
an important factor. It is the belief 
of the writer that these three items 
should be considered in this order in any 
radio set, it being obvious that the first 
thing to do is to be able to get the sta- 
tion that you want, that after getting the 
station it is next important to have it 
sound well, and third, the ability to get 
distance gives a greater choice of sta- 

> tions from which to pick a good pro- 
gram. Following out this order, Cir- 
cuit No. 2 is merely Circuit No. 1 with 
one good stage of audio frequency added. 
This is a set that will bring in all locals, 
clear and loud on the speaker, without 
any interference. The real long distance 
fans will have to wait until next month 
when Circuit No. 3 comes out before 
they will be able to log a great number 
of DX stations. 

We are now fortunate in having at 
our disposal a large number of extreme- 
ly fine audio transformers. These trans- 
formers not only have from two to 
three times the power of the transform- 
ers formerly available but they also have 
flat frequency characteristics, which 
means that they amplify equally well 
over practically the entire musical scale. 
It is, therefore, not an easy matter to 
select the best. The writer has chosen 
the General Radio No. 285, 6 to 1 trans- 
former as being well suited for the re- 
quirements of the series of circuits. This 
transformer delivers about the same 
power in a one stage amplifier that form- 
er transformers delivered with two 
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Rear View of Completed Receiver. 

stages. Other transformers that may be 
substituted are the Rauland Lyric, the 
Thordarson 2 to 1, the Karas Harmon- 
ic or the Amertran De Luxe. Any 
one of these five, when used with the cir- 
cuit diagram shown in Fig. 1 will suc- 
cessfully operate a cone type loudspeak- 
er. 

The parts neeeded, in addition to those 
used in Circuit No. 1 as described in 
January 1926 RADIO, are one high 
grade audio transformer, one vacuum 
tube socket, one rheostat and two Eby 
C binding posts. The panel layout is 
the same as for Circuit No. 1 except the 
holes for the rheostat to be placed in 
the lower left hand corner, correspond- 
ing to those in the lower right hand 
corner. This makes a well-balanced 
panel which remains practically the 
same for the subsequent three and four 
tube sets. 

The placement of parts is shown in 
the rear view of the completed set, which 
leaves room for the addition of a third 
and fourth tube. To facilitate wiring, 
the transformer should be placed with 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Circuit No. 2 for the Efficient Two -Tube Set. 

the primary toward the panel. The 
set should be wired up with No. 14 
round tinned wire, spaghetti being used 
in any places where the wires are likely 
to short-circuit. Otherwise, insulation is 
unnecessary. 

The operation of Circuit No. 2 is 
exactly the same as that of Circuit No. 1. 
The first adjustment is the battery clip 
on the input coil. This clip should be 
set on the tap which gives the best se- 
lectivity and all-around results. The 
coupler at the bottom of the panel in the 
center should be set in a position so that 
the coils are about / of the way un- 
coupled. These two are selectivity con- 
trols and in no case should be used as tun- 
ing controls to vary the wavelength. Al- 
though the variocoupler may look like a 
tickler coil, it is not one, regeneration be- 
ing accomplished with the three plate 
condenser at the top of the panel. This 
condenser should be brought into the re- 
generative position, which will be about 
half way in, and then the two large dials 
turned in unison to locate the stations 
that are on the air. The best voltage to 
use on the detector is 22/, and the 
transformer should be provided with a 
C battery of 4/ volts. 

Circuit No. 2 will operate fairly well 
with dry cell tubes if the builder has not 
had storage battery tube experience. The 
recommendation of the writer in a pre- 
vious article,-to hock everything in- 
cluding the family silverware in order 
to get a storage battery-still stands if 
the builder expects to get the very best 
that is in the set. 

The selectivity of Circuit No. 2 is 
something to be marvelled at and com- 
pares very favorably with the best neu- 
trodynes. A recent test made at a dis- 
tance of one mile from KTAB, 1,000 
watts, 240 meters, proved that with a 

(Continued on Page 52) 
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Financial Returns on Radio `n 

WHAT will be the returns as a 
result of the time and energy 
you are devoting to radio ? 

Will your compensation be in dollars 
and cents or, always as now, in the di- 
version? Are you satisfied to rest on 
your laurels and sit back with an air of 
satisfaction now that you have mastered 
the fundamentals of radio or are you 
one who has been severely bitten by the 
"radio bug" and now in the radio game 
for all you can get out of it? If you 
are and unless your life's work has pre- 
viously been chosen elsewhere, you may 
be interested in making radio your vo- 
cation. 

First let us consider the advisability of 
commercializing a hobby. May your 
avocation be broadened so as to include 
your vocation? It has been said by a 
very well known radio engineer, "One 
disadvantage of radio as a vocation is 
that you are thus denied it as an avoca- 
tion." This is as you make it; viz, 
radio is now so specialized that anyone 
may easily commercialize one phase of 
radio, providing it is sufficiently far re- 
moved from the particular side -line 
which is your diversion so there will be 
no conflict between the two. 

You may readily call to mind men 
prominent in the amateur field who are 
regularly occupied as radio salesmen, op- 
erators of radiocasting stations, dealers, 
and manufacturers. They are not only 
prominent in their amateur activities 
but are successful in their business as 
well, because they take such an intense 
interest in their work. 

The individual who is devoting much 
of his time to this fascinating art as an 
amateur operator or experimenter is pre- 
paring himself for the future. These 
two groups have contained the names 
of men who are now internationally 
famous. Review the history of DeFor- 
est or Armstrong-experimenters and 
amateurs of the highest order. How- 
ever, we can't all be like these men nor 
expect to become famous. On the other 
hand, we may take advantage of the op- 
portunities presented by our environ- 
ment and improve our present status. 

For instance, if it so happens that you 
are an amateur, see to it that your trans- 
mitter and receiver are of the best; but 
do not stop there. Strive for individu- 
ality of design or improvement of cir- 
cuits. Join every worth while organ- 
ization and strive to become more than 
just an amateur. Join the local club or 
if there is none, see that the necessary 
interest is aroused to instigate such an 
association. Take an active part there- 
in; be one of the officers if possible. It 
will mean work on your part but it will 
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train your mind and give you confidence 
in yourself that you never before pos- 
sessed. Do not be afraid to advertise 
yourself in this manner. It is really 
necessary in this age of strong compe- 
tition. 

As an amateur radio operator do not 
be content to copy your ten words per 
minute-improve your ability by copy- 
ing just a little faster than your normal 
speed. When you have become pro- 
ficient in the Continental code, learn 
Morse. It may be of use to you at some 
future date-if not, your mind has been 
improved by the effort and you will be 
the better operator for the learning. You 
may wonder how it is possible for you 
to measure your ability along these lines. 
I know of no better way than to take 
the U. S. Government radio examina- 
tions. The different classes of operators' 
licenses now issued by the Department 
of Commerce, in the order of their im- 
portance, are as follows: Commercial 
extra -first class, Commercial first class 
(three grades) , Commercial second 
class, Commercial second class-broad- 
cast grade, Commercial grade four, Ama- 
teur extra -first grade, Amateur first 
grade, Amateur second grade. Informa- 
tion regarding each of these licenses and 
the regular days when these examina- 
tions are held will be furnished upon re- 
quest, by your nearest Radio Supervisor. 

A large number of men now proficient 
in the radio field obtained their experi- 
ence either in the Army or Navy during 
the recent world war. Either branch 
of the service has well conducted and 
organized radio schools in theory and 
code. Both are anxious to cuoperate 
with radio amateurs. Complete details 
may be had by addressing Army or Navy 
headquarters in your district. 

Of late years another way to become 
proficient in radio is offered at the voca- 
tional and manual training high schools. 
An investigation of the course of study 
available in some of these schools has 
convinced the most skeptical of their 
great value. Or, if a student desires a 
more complete course of study he may 
enter one of the many colleges or uni- 
versities where radio is taught. In such 
a course, however, the radio subjects are 
supplementary to the regular engineer- 
ing curriculum and for this reason no 
university is offering a degree in radio. 
However, when, one considers the large 
number of so-called radio engineers who, 
at the present, are infesting the game, 
one is perhaps the better off without 
such a title. 

For the ambitious student, lack of 
funds necessary to attend a university 
is no longer a hindrance. Practically 

every school has a radio station which is 
operated by one or more of the students. 
The money obtained from this source 
goes a long way toward paying the 
room and board bill. In addition, a 
large number, of fellows operate ship 
stations during their vacation months 
and are thus able to obtain a higher edu- 
cation and to see the world where other- 
wise it would be almost impossible. 

It would hardly be fair not to men- 
tion the few radio trade schools situated 
throughout the country where one may 
go and obtain valuable instruction. 
These schools appeal to the fellow who 
either does not have the money or the 
inclination to learn radio at a univer- 
sity. Surely they fill a pressing need as 
proven by the large number of radio men 
who got their start at just such a school. 

Before a student enters the radio field 
he wishes to know what particular phase 
of the game he should follow. Natural- 
ly that is for the individual to determine. 
However, it might be well to mention 
the different branches now available that 
he may take his choice. Radio was once 
grouped into a very few lines which, 
with the passing of the years, have in- 
creased in number until it is now diffi- 
cult to accurately classify the subject. 
Nevertheless, such a classification must 
be briefly attempted. 

First we have commercial radio subdi- 
vided into marine radio with its ship to 
ship and ship to shore communication; 
land stations which carry on general and 
point to point communication such as the 
high power trans -oceanic and trans -con- 
tinental stations; the smaller stations 
such as are used by the Post Office De- 
partment in connection with the air mail 
service; also, the small private point to 
point stations used by individual con- 
cerns such as the oil companies for re- 
porting pressure and flow of oil. 

We probably should classify the radio - 
cast stations as next in importance and 
truly this branch of radio has grown so s 
rapidly as to place it near the top. It is 
a field where the largest salaries are to 
be had, considering the effort and abili- 
ty required. Let us hope they never 
fall to the level with the average com- 
mercial operators pay. 

Next we have the manufacturing and 
retail radio trade, both on a par. Op- 
portunities are without number here and 
anyone with varying degrees of ability 
and knowledge of radio may proportion- 
ately partake of the rewards. It is un- 
necessary to go into detail regarding such 
lines of endeavor for we may investigate 
numerous factories and stores at any 
time we see fit. For those interested in 

(Continued on Page 53) 
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An Efficient Two -Tube Set 

4 

The Third in the Series Started in December RADIO 

By E. M. Sargent 

S previously stated, all of the A sets in this series have been de- 
signed with selectivity as the first 

consideration, tone quality next, and 
ability to get distance a third but still 
an important factor. It is the belief 
of the writer that these three items 
should be considered in this order in any 
radio set, it being obvious that the first 
thing to do is to be able to get the sta- 
tion that you want, that after getting the 
station it is next important to have it 
sound well, and third, the ability to get 
distance gives a greater choice of sta- 
tions from which to pick a good pro- 
gram. Following out this order, Cir- 
cuit No. 2 is merely Circuit No. 1 with 
one good stage of audio frequency added. 
This is a set that will bring in all locals, 
clear and loud on the speaker, without 
any interference. The real long distance 
fans will have to wait until next month 
when Circuit No. 3 comes out before 
they will be able to log a great number 
of DX stations. 

We are now fortunate in having at 
our disposal a large number of extreme- 
ly fine audio transformers. These trans- 
formers not only have from two to 
three times the power of the transform- 
ers formerly available but they also have 
flat frequency characteristics, which 
means that they amplify equally well 
over practically the entire musical scale. 
It is, therefore, not an easy matter to 
select the best. The writer has chosen 
the General Radio No. 285, 6 to 1 trans- 
former as being well suited for the re- 
quirements of the series of circuits. This 
transformer delivers about the same 
power in a one stage amplifier that form- 
er transformers delivered with two 

ANT. 
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Rear Hew of Completed Receiver. 

stages. Other transformers that may be 
substituted are the Rauland Lyric, the 
Thordarson 2 to 1, the Karas Harmon- 
ic or the Amertran De Luxe. Any 
one of these five, when used with the cir- 
cuit diagram shown in Fig. 1 will suc- 
cessfully operate a cone type loudspeak- 
er. 

The parts neeeded, in addition to those 
used in Circuit No. 1 as described in 
January 1926 RADIO, are one high 
grade audio transformer, one vacuum 
tube socket, one rheostat and two Eby 
C binding posts. The panel layout is 
the same as for Circuit No. 1 except the 
holes for the rheostat to be placed in 
the lower left hand corner, correspond- 
ing to those in the lower right hand 
corner. This makes a well-balanced 
panel which remains practically the 
same for the subsequent three and four 
tube sets. 

The placement of parts is shown in 
the rear view of the completed set, which 
leaves room for the addition of a third 
and fourth tube. To facilitate wiring, 
the transformer should be placed with 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Circuit No. 2 for the Efficient Two -Tube Set. 
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the primary toward the panel. The 
set should be wired up with No. 14 
round tinned wire, spaghetti being used 
in any places where the wires are likely 
to short-circuit. Otherwise, insulation is 
unnecessary. 

The operation of Circuit No. 2 is 
exactly the same as that of Circuit No. 1. 
The first adjustment is the battery clip 
on the input coil. This clip should be 
set on the tap which gives the best se- 
lectivity and all-around results. The 
coupler at the bottom of the panel in the 
center should be set in a position so that 
the coils are about 3/4 of the way un- 
coupled. These two are selectivity con- 
trols and in no case should be used as tun- 
ing controls to vary the wavelength. Al- 
though the variocoupler may look like a 
tickler coil, it is not one, regeneration be- 
ing accomplished with the three plate 
condenser at the top of the panel. This 
condenser should be brought into the re- 
generative position, which will be about 
half way in, and then the two large dials 
turned in unison to locate the stations 
that are on the air. The best voltage to 
use on the detector is 22/, and the 
transformer should be provided with a 
C battery of 4/ volts. 

Circuit No. 2 will operate fairly well 
with dry cell tubes if the builder has not 
had storage battery tube experience. The 
recommendation of the writer in a pre- 
vious article,-to hock everything in- 
cluding the family silverware in order 
to get a storage battery-still stands if 
the builder expects to get the very best 
that is in the set. 

The selectivity of Circuit No. 2 is 
something to be marvelled at and com- 
pares very favorably with the best neu- 
trodynes. A recent test made at a dis- 
tance of one mile from KTAB, 1,000 
watts, 240 meters, proved that with a 

(Continued on Page 52) 
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PORTABLE RADIO STATION 
,6XBR 

6XBR is a 250 -watt portable radio - 
cast station operated on 108 meters in 
connection with KFWB at Hollywood, 
Calif., by Warner Bros. Moving Picture 
Studio. The apparatus is mounted on 

a motor coach 22 ft. long behind the 
dash, giving ample room. 

The antenna system consists of a 45 - 
ft. and a 25 -ft. collapsible tower which 
fold down on top of the truck, along 
which the counterpoise is also run. The 
transmitter is a coupled Hartley circuit 
with Heising modulation. 

The input panel uses two stages of 

impedance -coupled power amplification 
with a third stage when needed. This 
panel delivers about ten watts to the 50 - 

watt speech amplifier. A 500,000 ohm 
potentiometer controls the volume of the 
input panel. A jack and plug arrange- 
ment is used in all circuits to test the 
plate current. Two microphones may 
be used and a switch is provided for 
changing from one to the other. 

A separate panel controls the power 
for the generators. On this is mounted 
switches for changing from one genera- 
tor to the other or throwing the two in 
parallel. On this panel are two volt- 
meters, one for each generator. This 
enables the operator to read both genera- 
tors separately which is necessary when 
running them in parallel. 

A fourth panel controls the entire 
power supply. On this are the switches 
for the six -volt tubes used on the input 
panel, and the plate supply for same. 
The filament voltage for the 250 watters 
and the current for the generators are 
also controlled on this panel. When all 
switches are in the up position the bat- 
teries are on discharge, when down all 
are on charge. Provision is made for 
charging the batteries at their different 
voltages. 
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_9nnouncer, and F. N. Murphy, Electrical Engineer Ready to 
Radiocast from 6XBR. 

The two generators are supplied with 
24 volts direct current and deliver 1500 
volts D.C. running at 6000 r.p.m. Four 
hours of steady service is had from one 
charging of the batteries. Jelly batteries 
are used throughout, both for the gen- 
erators and filament. Particular care 
was taken to run all wires in the truck 
whether from batteries to tubes, or from 
one panel to the other in lead covered 
grounded cable. 

Radio 6XBR was built for experimen- 
tal purposes and to tie up with KFWB 
on 252 meters. In testing this station 
out it was found that it reached a class 
of listeners -in that had been overlooked, 
that of the radio amateur and the BCL 
who make it a business to listen -in on 
the low waves. 

In the future 6XBR will reverse op- 
erations and rebroadcast KFWB on 108 

Interior I'iew of 6XBR. 

meters. On the first test, letters were 
received from as far east as Denver and 
north to Portland, from those who had 
heard it on 108 meters. 

All equipment and mounting was built 
at the Warner Brothers' Studios, under 
the supervision of Frank N. Murphy, 
their electrical engineer. This portable 
truck will be used to broadcast sport 
events, musical entertainment and pro- 
grams from theatres using Warner 
Brothers' pictures. These will be put 
on the air on 108 meters and will be 
picked up by Warner Brothers' station 
KFWB, where it will be rebroadcast on 
252 meters. 

Pure metallic ductile thorium has 
been prepared for the first time by 
the Research Laboratories of the West- 
inghouse Lamp Company, according to 
a statement by Dr. H. C. Rentschler, 
head of the Research Department, and 
Dr. J. W. Marden. Thorium is of 
particular interest to the radio enthusi- 
asts because it is the active constituent 
of practically all radio tube filaments. 
The present method of ' making radio 
tube filaments consists of compounding 
thorium oxide in the tungsten wire, as 
thorium has the ability to throw off elec- 
trons with great ease and at a very low 
temperature. As the tube is heated, the 
thorium oxide comes to the surface of 
the wire in the form of minute quanti- 
ties of thorium metal, which gradually 
work off through the emission of elec- 
trons. As the thorium on the surface 
of the tungsten is used up, more 
of the thorium oxide in the filament 
comes to the surface, the life of the 
tube ending when the thorium is all used 
up. Through the use of the new method, 
thorium can now be produced commer- 
cially in filamentary form as contrasted 
with the minute admixture with tungs- 
ten used at present. 
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A Non -Oscillating R. F. Circuit 
Wherein A High Resistance Primary Takes The Place of Neutralizing 

Condensers, Stabilizers or Other Control Methods 
By Charles H. Smith 

AFIVE -TUBE tuned radio f re- 
quency receiver, combining sensi- 
tivity and selectivity with extreme 

simplicity of construction and operation 
can be made by employing tuned radio 
frequency transformers having a high 
resistance primary, and a minimum ex- 
ternal magnetic field. The purpose of 
such a transformer is to reduce the in- 
ductive coupling between windings and 
the capacity coupling of the grid and 
plate of the vacuum tube. Its use, to- 
gether with proper arrangement of parts 
and wires and proper by-pass condensers, 
practically obviates all causes of oscilla- 
tion. 

Inductive coupling between trans- 
formers may be minimized by using split 
winding coils whose slight external field 
is still further reduced by placing them 
so that there is little interaction between 
them. 

The energy ordinarily fed back from 
the plate circuit to the grid circuit 
through the capacity of these elements 
can be counteracted by feeding back -en - 
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LIST OF PARTS 
3 .0003 variable condensers. 

3 R. F. Transformers (Caulfield 
Duoformers). 

5 tube sockets. 
2 audio frequency transformers. 
1 0 ohm rheostat. 
1 15 ohm rheostat. 
1 1 mfd. by-pass condenser. 
2 .002 mfd. fixed condensers. 
1 .00025 mfd. fixed condenser. 
i .00025 mfd. fixed condenser with 

grid leak mounting. 
1 double circuit 4 -prong jack. 
1 single pole double throw anten- 

na switch. 
1 2 Megohm grid leak. 

14 binding posts. 
1 panel 7x21.x3/16 in. 
1 binding post strip 9%x1%x5/16 

in. 
t baseboard, 9%x2Ox% in. 

End View Showing Antenna Connections. 
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ergy that is out of phase with the energy 
fed back through the tube, thus prevent- 
ing oscillation. The usual methods of 
oscillation prevention introduce losses 
which either cut down the efficiency of 
amplification or require critical adjust- 
ments. But by introducing the right 
resistance in the primary it is possible to 
reverse the phase of the energy inten- 
tionally fed back so that it just neutra- 
lizes that fed back by the tube capacity, 
thus maintaining the efficiency of ampli- 
fication and not requiring change in 
adjustments once made. 

View of Completed Set. 

Such radio frequency transformers 
can be obtained ready made as described 
in the list of parts, or they can be made 
according to the following dimensions. 
Each transformer consists of two com- 
plete primary and secondary sections, 
each section consisting of 4 turns pri- 
mary and 68 turns secondary, wound 
on a 15/8 in. moulded bakelite form or 
fiber tubing. The primary is wound 
first, and the secondary placed over it. 
The primary wire is No. 40 Advance 
resistance wire. As this may be diffi- 
cult to obtain in some localities, the 
availability of the wire should be investi - 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram. 
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gated before trying to wind the coils. 
The secondary wire is No. 24 double 
silk -covered copper wire. Each bakelite 
form is 2N in. long, and the coils are 
fastened together with small brass strips 
as can readily be seen in the pictures. 
The coils are fastened together so that 
the windings are all in the same direc- 

this manner, whenever the use of a siec- 
volt storage battery is practical. 

The set will operate satisfactorily, but 
with slightly less efficiency, when dry 
battery tubes are used. In either case 
the set has been designed to use a power 
tube in the last audio stage. The circuit 
has been so arranged that no changes 
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Fig. 2. Panel Tam plate. 

tion, the filament connection being at 
the bottom end of ene coil, and the grid 
connection at the bottom of the opposite 
coil, the two coils being fastened to- 
gether at the top, and forming a con- 
tinuous inductance. Care must be taken 
not to have the two sets of windings op- 
posing or the set will not operate. 

If resistance wire cannot be obtained 
for the primary, fine copper wire may 
be substituted, and in this case, some 
sort of variable losser must be placed 
in the primary circuit of each transform- 
er between the coil and the B battery. 
A variable 1500 ohm resistance will 
serve the purpose ordinarily. The an- 
tenna coil is wound with the same size 
wire and number of turns as for the 
secondaries of the r.f. transformers but 
is tapped at the 12th and 25th turns 
for the antenna connections. 

Fig. 1 is the schematic wiring diagram 
of the circuit using storage battery tubes. 
The transformers are primarily designed 
for use with storage battery tubes and 
it is recommended that they be used in 
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in accordance with Fig. 3, and screw all 
of the apparatus in place on it. Next 
mount all of the apparatus on the panel, 
except the three variable condensers, and 
secure the panel to the baseboard. The 
condensers should be mounted and con- 
nected in the circuit after all of the 
other wiring is finished. This is recom- 
mended because they might otherwise 
be in the way when running some of 
the wires. 

The set is now ready for wiring. Be- 
fore proceeding with this, the schematic 
wiring diagram of Fig. 1, the actual wir- 
ing diagram of Fig. 4 and the pictures 
should be studied carefully. To those 
already experienced in wiring sets, the 
schematic wiring diagram will probably 
be a sufficient guide. For those who are 
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Fig. 5. Details of Binding Post Strip. 
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in the wiring are necessary to change 
from one type of tube to the other. 

In building the set, drill the bakelite 
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Fig. 3. Baseboard Layout of Apparatus. 

panel and binding post strip in accord- 
ance with the dimensions shown in 
Fig. 2. Next, lay out the base board 
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Fig. 4. Pictorial Wiring Diagram of Five -Tube Receiver. 

not generally familiar with such dia- 
grams, the actual wiring diagram of Fig. 
4 should be closely followed. The bind- 
ing post strip dimensions are shown in 
Fig. 5. After the wiring has been com- 
pleted, it should be carefully checked 
several times to insure that no mistakes 
have been made, which might result in 
the burning out of tubes or the failure 
of the set to operate. 

The set is now ready for test. Before 
any tubes have been inserted in the 
sockets, the batteries should be con- 
nected. These connections are made in 
accordance with Fig. 6. After the bat- 
teries have been connected, turn on both 
rheostats part way and insert one tube. 
The filament should now light up to a 
dull glow. If it does, all is in order and 
the other tubes may be inserted. If it 
fails to light or flashes up brightly, there 
is a mistake in the wiring, and it should 
be traced out and corrected before pro- 
ceeding further. 

It is recommended that an antenna 
having a total length of 100 ft. from it) 

(Continued on Page 58) 
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44 A High Quality Power Amplifier 
Specific Directions for Building a Two -Stage Distortionless Audio Amplifier 

Giving Great Volume and Using A. C. Supply 

ONSI DERABLE attention has 
been given within the past two 
years to the development of the 

'radio frequency amplifier, with the re- 
sult that great improvements have been 
made in the sensitivity and selectivity of 
the average radio receiver, in that part 
of the set which is ahead of the detector 
tube. Presumably the audio frequency 
amplifier, on which depends to a large 
extent the quality of the output of the 
receiver, has been considered ,good 

ik enough. 
ziir The new power amplifiers manufac- 

tured by the Western Electric and Gen- 
eral Electric Companies have shown that 
the best quality is not obtainable with 
the ordinary type of receiving tube, such 
as is used in the r. f. or detector part of 
the circuit, as this tube is not capable 
of handling the power required for prop- 
er operation of cone type loud speakers. 
It behooves us, if we wish to obtain 
maximum enjoyment from our radio 
sets, to improve our audio frequency 
amplifiers so that distortion is elimin- 
ated. 

Distortion in an audio amplifier is 
caused by any one or all of three things: 
failure to keep the grid negative with 
respect to its filament at all times; im- 
perfect transfer of energy from tube to 
tube at all frequencies; failure to use 
a tube of sufficient size in the last stage, 
to handle the necessary power output. 
The remedies for these defects are readi- 
ly discernible. 
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Fig. 2. Panel View of High Quality Amplifier. 

The three usual methods of inter -tube 
coupling employed in audio amplifiers 
are resistance, impedance and transform- 
er coupling. These methods have been 
set forth in the order of their ability to 
transfer faithfully all frequencies. Each 
method has its good points as well as its 
objectionable qualities. So in the ampli- 
fier to be described, use is made of all 
three methods, in such a manner that 
only the good points of each method are 
utilized. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of a 
two stage amplifier, consisting essential- 
ly of an input circuit, a voltage ampli- 
fier consisting of a "high mu" tube and 
associated apparatus, a power amplifier, 
and an output circuit. In designing the 
input circuit, it is remembered that most 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram. 

receiving sets operate the detector tube 
at a plate voltage of about 45 volts, so 
the coupling medium to the first stage 
of the amplifier should have a compara- 
tively low d. c: resistance in order that 
the voltage drop through this medium 
be small. This advantage is secured by 
an inductance of high value, so that the 
detector tube is coupled to the first audio 
stage by means of impedance coupling. 
Since the inductance of the coil used is 
approximately 400 henrys, and the 
coupling condenser to the grid of the 
first stage is 1 mfd., the difference in 
energy transferred to the grid of the 
first amplifier tube at 50 and at 7000 
cycles is less than 5 per cent. 

The tube used in the first stage should 
have an amplification constant of 20 or 
more, the Daven High Mu tube being 
used in the experimental layout, al- 
though the Western Electric 102-D 
High -Mu tube is equally good, but un- 
fortunately not easily obtainable. By 
its use, one of the objections to resist- 
ance coupling, that of low amplification 
per stage, is removed. The amplifica- 
tion obtainable is at least equivalent to 
that had with a 3 to 1 transformer and 
tube having a "mu" of 7. While this 
tube normally operates on 'a 6 volt bat- 
tery without rheostat, it will still func- 
tion properly at 4 volts, so that a rheo- 
stat is provided for voltage control and 
conservation of filament current. A C 
battery of 172 volts, obtained from a 
small flashlight cell, provides the nec- 
essary grid voltage, for 150 volts plate. 
A 1 megohm grid leak furnishes a ter- 
mination for the grid circuit and re- 
quires no adjustment. 

To secure maximum amplification and 
quality of output from a tube using re- 
sistance coupling, the external or coup- 
ling resistance must be large compared 
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with the plate -filament resistance of the 
tube. In a high mu tube this resist- 
ance is about 50,000 ohms, so the plate 
resistor must be considerably higher for 
good results. At 150 volts plate, the 
plate current of the Daven tube is .9 
milliamperes, and as the plate voltage 
available from the power source is 425 
volts, the plate resistor must reduce this 
to 150 volts while also acting as a coup- 
ling resistance. This situation, it will 
be seen, removes the remaining objection 
to resistance coupling, the necessity of 
employing extra batteries to take care 
of the voltage drop through the coup- 
ling resistance, and is ideal in that for 
maximum quality and gain the coupling 
resistance should be high, and in the case 
at hand it must be high in order to re- 
duce the plate potential to the proper 
value. The coupling resistance is made 
up of three 100,000 ohm Crescent La - 
vite resistance units connected in series, 
which gives coupling resistance six times 
the plate -filament resistance of the tube. 
The coupling condenser has a capacity 
of 1 mfd., but should be capable of with- 
standing 1000 volts, so a filter conden- 
ser is preferable. 

We now come to the power stage of 
the amplifier, which is, to a large ex- 
tent, responsible for the volume secured. 
An audio frequency amplifier should be 
so designed that all stages except the 
last are operated as voltage amplifiers, 
that last stage being designed to operate 
as a power amplifier. To fulfil this 
function and secure a maximum trans- 
fer of energy, this tùbe should have a 
large plate current and should work into 
a circuit whose impedance is equal to 
the output impedance of the tube. These 
conditions are fulfilled by the use of the 
new type CX310-UX210 power tube, 
together with the General Radio Type 
364 output transformer. This tube op- 
erates with a plate potential of from 350 
to 425 volts and a negative grid poten- 
tial of from 27 to 35 volts. It has a 
1.25 ampere filament current at 7V2 
volts. 

The coupling transformer to the loud 
speaker separates the a. c. and d. c. com- 
ponents of the plate current of the power 
tube and the transfer of the a. c. energy 
to the loud speaker. This is most effi- 
ciently done by the use of a transformer 
whose primary impedance matches the 
output impedance of the tube and whose 
secondary impedance matches the im- 
pedance of the loud speaker. This meth- 
od also obviates the necessity of passing 
the high d. c. potential through the wind- 
ings of the speaker. 

The last section of the circuit com- 
prises the current supply set which op- 
erates to furnish filament current for 
the power tube and the rectifier tube, as 
well as the high plate potential for the 
entire amplifier. By its use the neces- 
sity for a 7/ volt filament battery is 
eliminated, as well as a bank of high 
voltage B batteries. In the amplifier 

Fig. 3. Rear View, Shoving Closeup of Apparatus. 

LIST OF PARTS USED 
l Amertrau Power Transformer - 

110 -450-7.5v. 
2 60 henry choke coils-Amertran, 

General Radio. 
3 2 mfd. 1000 v. filter condensers- 

Tube Deutschmann. 
1 1 mfd. 1000 v. filter condenser- 

Tobe Deutschmann. 
2 1 mfd. by-pass condensers-Dubl- 

lier. 
1 1 megohm gridleak with mount- 

ing. 
1 1/2 megohm grid leak with mount- 

ing. 
3 100,000 ohm Lavite Resistances- 

Crescent or Western Electric 
38-W. 

I 48,000 ohm Lavite Resistance- 
Crescent or W. E. 38-A. 

1 Output Transformer, General Radio 
No. 364. 

I Thordarson Autoformer. 
I Filament control jack. 
1 switch for 110 v. a. e. 
1 15 to 30 ohm rheostat. 
4 binding posts. 
3 vacuum tube sockets (2-UX and 

1 Navy). 
i Eveready No. 950 flashlight bat- 

tery. 
1 Federal No. 25 potentiometer, 

(1500 ohm resistance). 
1 Panel 10z20ä3/16 in. 
1 Baseboard 8z18z% in. 
1 Daven MU -20 tube. 
L CX-316-B or UX-216-B Rectifier 

tube. 
1 CX-310 or UX-210 power tube. 
1 0-50 m. a. milliammeter (option- 

al)-Weston, Jewell. 

constructed by the writer, both the am- 
plifier and current supply set were built 
as one unit and housed in the same cabi- 
net, although they may be built sep- 
arately if desired. 

The power transformer has 4 wind- 
ings, 1 primary and 3 secondaries, the 
primary winding being designed to op- 
erate from the 110 volt, 60 cycle house 
lighting lines. Two of the secondary 
windings furnish filament current at 
7/ volts for the rectifier and power 
tubes. The winding for the filament of 
the power tube has a center tap at the 
neutral point for the grid return of this 
tube. The rectifier tube used is the 
CX316B-UX216B. This tube contains 
no grid, as its function is merely to rec- 
tify the a. c. current. The third secon- 
dary winding is the high voltage wind- 
ing of 450 volts, one end of it being con- 
nected to the plate of the rectifier tube 
and the other end to the shielding on the 

base board of the amplifier, which is 
also connected to a good water pipe 
ground. 

The filament of the rectifier tube is 
the positive tap for the high plate po- 
tential and the choke coils and their as- 
sociated condensers comprise the filter 
system for smoothing out the rectified 
a. c. Due to the fact that the rectifier 
is of the half wave type, the filter is in 
two sections, each filter coil having an 
inductance of 60 henrys with 30 milli- 
amperes flowing through the windings. 
A total of 6 mfd. is required for the fil- 
ter, the condensers each having a capacity 
of 2 mfd. and capable of withstanding 
1000 volts. It will be remembered that 
the peak voltage of an alternating cur- 
rent is 1.4 times the voltage as indi- 
cated by an a. c. voltmeter, so that in 
the case at hand, where the secondary 
voltage of the power transformer as 
measured with a voltmeter is 450 volts, 
the actual peak voltage is 630 volts. 
Hence, condensers tested to 500 volts 
d. c. will not do. 

The 1500 ohm resistance which is 
connected between the center tap of the 
power tube filament winding and ground 
is for the purpose of providing the proper 
negative grid potential for the power 
tube, and eliminates the necessity of a 
dry cell C battery. A Federal No. 25 
potentiometer, which has an average re- 
sistance of 1500 ohms, can be used in 
this part of the circuit. The plate cur- 
rent of the power amplifier, in order to 
return to ground must flow through this 
resistance. As the plate current is 18 
milliamperes, the resistance causes a 
drop of 27 volts in the plate supply, and 
furnishes the necessary grid voltage. 

The purpose of the 48000 ohm lavite 
resistance in series with the grid leak of 
the power tube is to eliminate any 60 
cycle hum which might enter the grid 
circuit through the C biasing resistance. 
As the grid of the tube is always main - 

(Continued on Page 54) 
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Transmitting Tubes 
Specific Data and Characteristics of Various Types 

By Lieut. Jennings B. Doze, U. S. N. 

DUE to the lack of standardization 
of vacuum tubes to be used for 
radio transmission it is still neces- 

sary to have knowledge of individual 
.types of tubes in order to get the best 
results. Both the electrical and physi- 
cal dimensions of different types vary 
greatly and only a limited standardiza- 
tion has been attained in plate voltages 
and base construction. 

In all of the types manufactured by 
the General Electric Company, as shown 
in Fig. 1, tungsten or thoriated fila- 
ments are used. These tubes are de- 
signed to withstand abnormal voltages 

111P between elements as well as excessive 
plate dissipation for short periods of time. 
Plate dissipation means the energy which 
is liberated from the plate by heating it. 
If some means, such as water-cooling, is 

used to carry away the heat energy lost 
on the plate, the output of a given tube 
may be materially increased. Since a large 

r 

1 
fig. 1. G. E. Power Tubes. (Left to Right: 5 watt UV -202, 50 watt UV -203 or 203-.4 

250 watt 204 or 204.1, 1 k. w. UV206, 5 k. w UV208, 20 k. w. UV207.) 

Pig. 2. W. E. Power Tubes. (Left to Right: S k. w. 2208, 250 -watt 212D, 
SO-wwt 211D, S-soatt 205D.) 

percentage (40 to 60) of the total en- 
ergy supplied to a tube is lost within the 
tube, and since this loss manifests itself 
in heat, the larger sizes of tubes are re- 
stricted to artifically cooled types. It 
is interesting to-compar: the overall sizes 
of air and water-cooled types. 

In Fig. 2 will be seen four commonly 
used types of tubes manufactured by 
the Western Electric Company. The 
one on the left is a water-cooled type, 
and has a tungsten filament. The others, 
normally rated at 250, 50 and 5 watts 
respectively, employ oxide -coated plati- 
num filaments. The use of the latter 
type of filament permits of adequate fila- 
ment emission at cherry red tempera- 
tures, which is contributory to longer 
filament life. 

A disadvantage found in the use of 
the oxide filament lies in the effects of 
excessive filament temperatures and plate 
dissipation. The effect of high tempera- 
tures originating in either the filament 
or other elements of this type of tube, 
is to release gases resulting from decom- 
position of the filament or occluded gases 
from the element structures. The 
amount of gas which may be released 
by overheating is considerably greater 
than that which would result from over- 
heating other types, and since such gases 
may not be cleared, as in the case 9f 
tungsten filament tubes, by burning the 
filament at a high temperature for a 
continued period of time, safety in the 
use of oxide -coated filament types is not 
so great as in others of identical rating. 
For normal operation, however, a longer 
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filament life is generally obtained than 
for tubes having tungsten filaments. 

Fig. 3 shows the conventional method 
of water-cooling a high -power tube. The 
cylindrical copper plate of the tube is 
clamped in position in the water jacket 
and by means of a small motor -driven 
pump, vater is circulated around the 
plate. \Vater obviously enters through 
the lower fitting and leaves through the 
upper one. Since the jacket of such an 
arrangement is always at plate potential, 
it is necessary, in case water or another 
conducting solution is used for cooling, 
to provide appropriate insulation in the 
solution path between the jacket and 
low potential parts of the circuit. When 
water is used and it is not desired to 
isolate the entire water system as in Fig. 
4, a sufficient length of hose is usually 
inserted in the water path to and from 
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Fig. 4. 20 k. w. Water -Cooled Tube 
Transmitter. 

the jacket to adequately insulate the 
system. 

Fig. 5 shows three commonly used 
low -power types of rectifier tubes. Their 
use as rectifiers is covered in a later 
chapter. The physical dimensions of the 
three tubes illustrated are similar to the 
5, 50 and 250 -watt pliotrons of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5. Kenotron Rectifier Tubes. 
(Left to Right: 20 -watt UV216, 150 -watt 

U1'217, 2.5 k. w. UV218). 

Because the efficiency of rectifier tubes of 
these types is considerably higher than 
the corresponding sizes of pliotrons, and 
because the requirements of a two -ele- 
ment arrangement permit of better 'con- 
struction, these rectifier tubes are rated 
as outputs of 20, 150 and 2590 watts 
respectively. 

The Meaning of the New Tube 
Nomenclature 

By KIRK B. MORCROSS 

The confusion caused by the new 
designations of the new types of tubes 
can be obviated by remembering the 
simple rules that underlie the letter and 
number trade names that distinguish the 
different trade names. Some of the new 
tubes have new characteristics that make 
them better adapted for certain purposes; 
some of them merely have new bases to 
fit new types of sockets; all of the new 
so-called standard tubes are designated 
by the letter X in the trade name. 

The first letter and number in the 
trade name generally indicates the man- 
ufacturer: U and the 200 series for the 
Radio Corporation of America, C and 
the 300 series for E. T. Cunningham, 
Inc., W for Westinghouse, D for 
DeForest, etc. An exception to this rule 
is the 199 for R.C.A. and 299 for Cun- 
ningham, although these also are close 
to their respective numerical series. 

The second letter, if any, differentiates 
between the new and old bases: V mean- 
ing the old base of RCA tube, D the old 
base of Westinghouse tube, and X the 
new base tubes. The new bases differ 
from the old in that they fit the new 
types of sockets, which give firmer con- 
tacts. They come in two sizes, depend- 
ing upon the size of tube. But the pins 
in either size are spaced alike so that the 
difference is merely in the size of the 
moulded insulation in which the pins are 
imbedded. The new tube with the large 
base fits either the old or the new stand- 
ard socket, but the old tube with the 
large base does not fit the new socket. 
The new tube with the small base fits 
the new socket and may be used with an 
adapter to fit the old socket. 

When X is the only change, the new 
tube is identical in all respects to the old 
type except in size of base. Thus the 
new UX-201A is the same as the 
UV -201A except that it has the new 
base, similarly with the UV -199 and 
UX-199, the WD -11, WD -12 and the 
WX-12 the UV -200, UX-200 and the 
corresponding C -designations. 

The confusion between these "base" 
types will probably be short-lived as the 
manufacture of the older types will be 
gradually discontinued as users realize 
the improved results obtainable with the 
better contacts given by the new sockets. 

C. E. RECTIFIER TUBE DATA 
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UV216 20 12.5 550 7.5 2.35 Tungsten 5.25 2.13 

UV217 150 100 1500 10. 6.5 Tungsten 7.5 2. 

11/218 2500 350 15000 11. 14.75 Tungsten 15.5 5, 

UV219 1^. -KW 1'00 16000 22. 24.5 Tn..-cten 22.7 6. 

Of the new tubes with new charac- 
teristics two are of especial interest to 
owners of receiving sets. These are the 
UX-120, CX-220, which is intended to 
replace the UV -199, C-299, in the last 
stage of audio frequency amplification, 
and the UX-210, CX-310 which like- 
wise replace the UV -201A, C -301A. 
Both of these are power amplifier tubes 
for delivering more energy to the loud- 
speaker giving greater volume without 
distortion. 

They both require more filament cur- 
rent and greater B and C battery volt- 
age to give maximum results. The 
UX-120 takes .125 ampere filament cur- 
rent at 3 volts, which may be supplied 
by dry batteries, 135 volts B battery and 
22.5 volts C battery. The UX-210 
takes 1.25 amperes filament current at 
7/ volts, which may be supplied by a 
transformer, from 90 to 250 volts B 
battery, and from 4.5 to 10.5 volts C 
battery, depending upon the B battery 
voltage. The higher voltages give greater 
power amplification. 

The UX-112, CX-112 is a new 6 - 
volt wet battery tube drawing 5/2 am- 
pere giving a voltage amplification of 8 
with 135 volts B and 1011/2 volts C bat- 
tery. It has about double the mutual 
conductance of the "A" tube and gives 
better results as an amplifier. Most of 
the other new tubes are rectifiers for use 
in battery eliminators. 

HANDY HINTS 
By D. B. MCGOwN 

Brass "escutcheon pins" may often be 
used for handy terminals by driving 
them directly into a wooden block, or 
by drilling suitable holes in bakelite, or 
rubber, and then forcing the pins into 
them. Beinrong and durable, they 
make substantial terminals. 

If your set is noisy, a good thing is 

to replace all the fixed condensers as 
these units sometimes leak. 

Steel phonograph needles make good 
contact points for a hard durable crystal, 
like carborundum. 

In many receiving sets care must be 
taken in "logging" the dial settings to 
see that the coupling between antenna 
and tuned circuits is set at the same 
point, as the detuning effect of the an- 
tenna may throw you out quite a few 
degrees. 

In any set; the filament power lost in 
heating the rheostat is just so much good 
money wasted, as the heat does no good. 
Remember, then, when connecting bat- 
teries, not to connect so many cells in 
circuit that you have to use the whole, 
or almost the whole of the filament rheo- 
stat to control the current. 
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How To Test Radio Receivers 
Instructions for Making and Using Equipment for Testing 

The Relative Performance of Sets 

By Harry Diamond 
S THE performance of a radio set 

is usually judged by its volume of 
sound output, degree of sound dis- 

tortion, and selectivity, some sort of sim- 
ple equipment is desirable in determining 
these factors in any set or in comparing 
with other sets. Such equipment should 
also show the effect of changes in parts 
or connections. Before describing the 
construction and operation of a circuit 
for measuring these several factors, a 
brief explanation of why they are chosen 
as the basis of comparison is necessary. 

The volume of sound is a function of 
the set's sensitivity, which may be dif- 
ferent for different wavelengths, and of 
the amount of audio frequency amplifi- 
cation. Considerable volume is neces- 
sary for loud speaker operation on dis- 
tant stations. 

The degree of distortion is dependent 
upon its ability to transmit all audio fre- 
quencies from 200 to 3000 cycles with 
approximately the same efficiency. If 
the middle frequency notes are more pro- 
nounced than either the upper or lower 
notes the resultant sound is apt to be 
unintelligible or considerably distorted. 

The need for selectivity or sharp tun- 
ing is obvious whenever a desired station 
wavelength differs but little from those 
of undesired stations. 

The test circuit equipment, as shown 
in Fig. 1, consists of a radio frequency 
oscillator and modulator, an audio -fre- 
quency oscillator, and a device for de- 
termining the magnitude of the received 
signal in the set under test. The com- 
plete circuit diagram, with. ,constants, is 
shown in Fig 2. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic Wiring Diagram of Apparatus. 

To measure volume, the wavelength 
of the r.f. oscillator is adjusted, say to 
300 meters, and the carrier wave thus 
set up modulated by a note of, say, 
1500 cycles. This is done by adjusting 
the a.f. oscillator to 1500 cycles, and 
impressing its output e.m.f. upon the grid 
circuit of the modulating tube. The 
modulated wave is then applied to the 
receiving set under test by means of the 
coupling coil shown, and is demodulated 
through the detector action of the re- 
ceiving circuit. 

In addition to impressing a pure audio - 
frequency e.m.f. upon the grid circuit of 
the modulating tube, the low frequency 
oscillator also applies this same e.m.f. 
across the terminals of the resistances 
R1 and R0 in series. R, is equal to 10,- 
000 ohms and R1 is variable; any portion 

o 

Coi/ 

/9eoe/pzer C..-cv./ 
under /es/ 
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o 
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Fig. 1. Test Equipment Layout. 

of the e.m.f. (V) as measured by a sen- 
sitive milli -voltmeter may therefore he 
impressed across the phones by throw- 
ing the double -pole, double -throw switch 
Sl downward. 

To measure the signal strength re- 
ceived, Sl is first thrown upward, the 
phones being thus connected in the out- 
put circuit of the receiving set so that 
the received signal may be heard. Sl 
is then thrown downward and Rl ad- 
justed for the same intensity of sound 
in the phones as before. This condition 
signifies that the voltage drop across the 
phones (and also across R1) is now such 
as to send a current through the phones 
of the same magnitude as the signal cur- 
rent. Note that this current is also of 

'the same frequency as the signal current. 
The value of the voltage drop across Rl 
is then a measure of the signal strength 
received. 

Since either the wavelength of the 
modulated wave, or the frequency of the 
pure note to which the wave is modu- 
lated, can be varied (the former by ad- 
justing the r.f. oscillator and the latter 
the a.f. oscillator) the signal strength 
corresponding to any other wavelength 
modulated by any audio -frequency note 
can be obtained in an exactly similar 
fashion. Likewise, for comparison, the 
volume received with any other receiver 
at corresponding wavelengths and audio 
frequencies can be determined. Care 
must be taken, however, that the energy 
level of the modulated wave impressed 
upon the input circuit of each receiving 
set is the same, otherwise the compari- 
son is worthless. This also applies for 
all the tests to be described below : 

(Continued on Page 56) 
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"The Stranger's Intent Gaze Fol- 
lowed Every Movement Made by 

Dwyer." 

From Ariel 

THE alarm clock gave a preliminary 
warning click as if clearing its 
metal throat for the morning greet- 

ing to a new day. The sleeper moved un- 
easily and thrust a groping hand in the 
direction of the disturber of his dreams. 
He wondered sleepily how any sane per- 
son could regard an alarm clock in 
friendly fashion. Of course the clock - 
makers' ads tell about the cheerful, jolly 
voice of "Big Bill" or "Little Joe," but 
he doubted very much if a normally 
sleepy human being could listen with any 
degree of pleasure to the nerve -jangling 
clatter that breaks up the most enjoyable 
portion of one's nightly repose. 
I'LL fool you this time," he muttered, 

"you darn super -efficient nuisance!" 
and then, marvelling at the ease and 
lightness which he felt, he slipped quick- 
ly to the floor, and dressing with re- 
markable rapidity he left the room be - 

To Ground 
By David P. Gibbons 

fore the shrill clamor punctured the 
morning calm. 

With the glow of virtuous self -ap- 
proval which makes the early riser such 
a pest to his less ambitious fellowmen, he 
strode along a wide, richly carpeted cor- 
ridor and entering an automatic eleva- 
tor at the far end was whisked silently 
to the roof of the immense hotel forty- 
five stories above Market Street. 

It was still dark and the lights on 
Twin Peaks were barely visible, the rest 
of the city being shrouded in the heavy 
blanket of mist which ignorant visitors 
from the effete east sometimes refer to 
as "the blamed fog." He hurried along 
the smooth expanse of roof, past rows of 
shining flying machines of every descrip- 
tion and nationality, until he reached 
a slim two -passenger affair parked be- 
side a huge six -hundred passenger trans - 
Pacific liner. He glanced at the name 

Ariel-San Francisco stencilled in lu- 
minous paint on the sharp pointed bow 
of the little machine and at his own 
"Dennis Dwyer" with the national li- 
cense plate underneath. Opening a door 
in the fuselage just behind the lower 
wing he entered the richly upholstered 
compartment and switched on the lights. 
For a few minutes he tested the con- 
trols of the various radio apparatus and 
then tuned the telemodyne to receive the 
power wave from the government sta- 
tion on Mount Tamalpais. 

When the meter on the dashboard in- 
dicated that the thousand horsepower 
motor in the rear compartment was ready 
to deliver its tremendous energy he 
gradually inserted the clutch that con- 
nected it to the large horizontal propel- 
ler that replaced the upper wing of the 
old style airplanes. At once the Ariel 
soared directly upwards smoothly and 
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silently. Reaching the five thousand 
foot level-being the height allotted to 
two -passenger flyers by international 
regulation-the motor switched itself 
automatically from the elevating propel- 
lor to the forward -driving air screw and 
the Ariel shot forward towards the 
southwest at a three hundred mile clip 
while Dwyer adjusted the direction find- 
ing and the automatic steering and bal- 
ancing equipment. 

A slight hum penetrated the sound 
proof, electrically heated cabin and com- 
bined with the enormous speed produced 
a soporific effect on the single passen- 
ger. He switched off the lights and 
sinking into the depths of the cushioned 
armchair dropped into a sound and re- 
freshing sleep while the Ariel sped 
through the upper air as safely and 
steadily as if endowed with superhuman 
intelligence. 

For four hours the little flyer raced 
along and then as the speed began to 
diminish slightly a buzzer broke the 
stillness within the car and roused the 
sleeping passenger. He noted the de- 
crease of speed as shown by the speed- 
ometer and glancing at the position indi- 
cator realized that he had slept longer 
than he intended to and that he was 
passing beyond the fifteen hundred -mile 
zone served by the Tamalpais station. 
He again tuned the telemodyne, this 
time adjusting it to the power wave 
horn the great dynamitter at Honolulu. 
At once the Ariel surged forward to its 
previous speed and Dwyer picked up the 
combined hand transmitter and receiver 
and operating the numbered dial on the 
telephone stand he was quickly connec- 
ted with the Hawaiian Central Cus- 
toms staton. He announced his expected 
arrival four hours later and giving the 
other necessary details added that he 
would leave later that evening for the 
South Seas. 

For the next few hours he kept in 
touch with his San Francisco office, dic- 
tating some letters and hearing the more 
important mail that had been received 
there that morning. He tuned in on 
the newscasting station at Telegraph 
Hill and after hearing the latest mur- 
der and bandit reports he listened to 
the midday musical melange in the tea- 
room of the Hotel Gorgeous sent out 
by the jazzcasting station of Kale Sis- 
ters Department Store at San Fran- 
cisco. 

Far below he saw a fleet of marine 
freight carriers speeding eastward 
through the water with their control 
flying machine directly ahead on the 
thousand foot level, and calling up the 
latter he gave him the weather and at- 
mospheric conditions as traced on his 
-ecordiriz chart. From his height the 
freighters looked like the old time sub- 
marines but their speed of around eighty 
miles an hour allowed no further com- 
{ arison. 

At three o'clock in the afternoon 

Honolulu was clearly visible and switch- 
ing the motor from the driving screw to 
thç lifting propeller he slowed down the 
powerful radimotor and dropped gently 
to the spacious roof of the Grand Ori- 
ental Hotel on Fort street. He was 
greeted by the Central Customs agent 
who entered the cabin and inspected the 
meters. Dwyer handed him his inter- 
national scrip book and the agent de- 
tached sufficient to cover the cost of the 
power used since entering the Pacific 
Central Zone. 

A few minutes later he joined the 
crowd disporting themselves on the beach 
at Waikiki and for another hour he rode 
the long slow breakers that rolled in 
from the deep blue waters of the bay 
with the regularity of clockwork. After 
a leisurely dinner in a beautiful dining 
room overlooking the harbor he again 
entered the Ariel and mounted to the 
five thousand foot level. He set the 
controls for the two thousand mile run 
to Samoa and then getting in touch with 
his Hongkong office attended to the 
morning's mail and reports from his 
agents in the Orient. For a while he 
listened to several vocal artists of world- 
wide fame who were singing at the op- 
eracasting station at Schenectady and 
then tuned in the logamitting station at 
Davenport, which specialized in lec- 
tures exclusively, but switched that off 
when he found it nothing more import- 
ant than a self-styled master detective 
telling the world what a wonder he was. 

Darkness was falling as he turned on 
the V -ray signal equipment and con- 
nected the veerayscope to the receiving 
set. He fitted the hooded opening to 
his eyes and swung the funnel shaped 
instrument in a slow arc while he gazed 
intently into the black interior. The 
wider end was closed by a metal plate 
so that no light could penetrate, but 
when pointed in certain directions the 
internal surface of the plate glowed with 
a greenish phosphorescence, and sharply 
outlined on this luminous background 
were various figures and markings. 

"Fanning Island," Dwyer remarked 
to himself, as he aimed the scope direct- 
ly abeam and on the glowing plate were 
visible a triangle surrounded by a circle 
and the figures 658. He moved it 
slightly to the right and elevated the 
angle. "The circle with the cross in- 
side is Tahiti," he murmured as those 
markings took shape within the darkened 
hood. 

He turned the instrument upwards 
and swept the air ahead and above him. 
On the fifteen thousand foot level he 
saw the signals of an Australian liner 
speeding far to his left on her way to 
Vancouver and straight ahead on the 
ten thousand foot level he picked out 
the markings of several of the fast ex- 
presses plying between New Zealand and 
Australia. 

He then turned the veerayscope direct- 
ly downwards, but no glow illuminated 

the sensitive plate as he ranged across the 
hundreds of tiny islands which lay be- 
neath the racing Ariel. He switched off 
the instrument and glancing down 
through the plate glass window in the 
floor was surprised to note a bright red 
spot of light on one of the outermost 
islands of the group. These islands were 
known at the "Little Fijis" and were 
supposed to be uninhabited, so swinging 
the Ariel around in a long curve he de- 
scended to investigate. 

The spot of light continued to in- 
crease in size and brilliancy and when 
within a few hundred feet he saw that 
it was a huge fire built on the highest 
point of the island. He hovered for a 
moment and was about to continue his 
journey when he saw close to the fire a 
dark figure dancing excitedly and wav- 
ing its arms in his direction. Dropping 
the ¡hie! to a level spot close by, he 
stepped from the cabin and awaited with 
interest the figure which came running 
and shouting from the direction of the 
blazing pile. 

Almost naked, with matted hair and 
beard, the castaway laughed and cried 
incoherently as he approached. Dwyer 
was amazed to perceive that in spite of 
the brown skin this was no native. He 
was a white man and the few intelligible 
words he repeated were in English. 
Coming closer he ceased his hysterical 
shouting and gazed with open-mouthed 
astonishment at the graceful, shining 
little flying machine, and when Dwyer 
spoke to him he started violently. 

"Who are you and how long have you 
been here?" Dwyer asked. 

"Years and years," the other replied 
haltingly. "Don't know how long. 
Been living here like an animal. Have 
you any civilized food?" 

Dwyer reached into the brilliantly 
lighted cabin and brought forth a con- 
tainer full of steaming coffee and some 
sandwiches. With exclamations of pro- 
found satisfaction the strange figure 
gulped down the fragrant liquid and 
ravenously devoured the food in silence. 
When his hunger was partly satisfied he 
spoke again. 

"You will take me away from here?" 
he demanded. 

"Certainly," Dwyer nswered. 
"Where do you want to go?" 

"Anywhere, anywhere," replied the 
other. "Just get me away from this," 
he begged, indicating the island shrouded 
in darkness with the fire blazing on the 
hilltop. 

"Step inside,' said Dwyer, and rather 
timidly the other entered and seated him- 
self on one of the cushioned chairs. 

Dwyer followed, closed the door and 
adjusting the telemodyne to the power 
wave from the South Pacific dynamit- 
ter at Samoa he switched the radimotor 
to the lifting propeller and they rose 
swiftly and silently into the night. 

The stranger's intent gaze followed 
(Continued on Page 60) 
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The Million -Dollar Bend 
A Thrilling Story About the Battles Over the Evasion of Radio Tube Patents 

By Volney G. Mathison 

THREE men, an American, an 
Englishman, and a Hungarian 

Jew sat about a plain oak table. 
Wind -driven rain beat against the small 
glass panes of the fabricated steel win- 
dows of the cold, bare big room in which 
they sat; and through these windows 
was presented a cheerless, drizzling view 
of a section of the great grimy city of 
Newark. 

The faces of the . American and of 
the Englishman were troubled. Indeed, 
they looked sick. One might have 
thought they had indigestion, or tooth- 
ache. 

"There are so many millions of dol- 
lars imperiled by this injunction that I 
don't like to estimate them," the Amer- 
ican was saying. "My vacuum -tube fac- 
tory and business conservatively is 
worth five hundred thousand dollars to 
me; and that of Archie here is worth 
quite as much as that to him. And we 
are only the spokesmen of an associa- 
tion of thirty-five tube manufacturers. 
Taken collectively, we are the makers 
of half the tubes that are being produced 
today. Yes, we're all in the same cage; 
and the big one -eyed ogre who is going 
to eat us is the Wide -World Electric 
Corporation. That fellow, the emperor 
of all the tube makers, has secured ex- 
clusive control of the patents on the ma- 
chines we all use in making tube -stems. 
He has served court injunctions on us, 
all and severally, not only in America, 
but in Great Britain, France, and Ger- 
many, that restrain us from using these 
stem -making machines." 

"And," put in the Englishman, "if we 
cawn't use our machines, we really 
cawn't make the infernal things, don't 
you know-" 

"Half the tube production of the 
world is jeopardized through these in- 
junctions," continued the American. "If 
our powerful competitor can put us out 
of business, it not only means a loss of 
millions to us tube men, but it means, 
in the course of time, possibly many 
more millions to the users of radio tubes." 

"Really," again' put in the English- 
man, earnestly, "if we cawn't use our 
machines, we cawn't well make the in- 
fernal things, don't you know." 

As the two tube men told their tale 
of trouble, the Hungarian Jew listened, 
in thoughtful silence. An extraordinary - 
looking man he was, broad -faced and 
thin-lipped, with coal -black hair richly 
sprinkled with silver. 

He was the owner of the plain oak 
table at which the three men were gath- 

ered, of the high bare plastered room 
with the steel -latticed windows, and of 
the twenty -million dollar factory, de- 
voted exclusively to the manufacture of 
tube -making machinery, which adjoined 
the plain council -room. Scarcely twenty 
years ago, this Hungarian had come to 
America with few more worldly goods 
than a tee -square and a set of draughting 
instruments-but possessed of a past 
master's knowledge in the art of me- 
chanical glass -working. Since then, tool 
by tool, machine by machine, he had ac- 
quired this great plant; and his mar- 
vellous mechanical genius had expressed 
itself in the design of hardly fewer than 
three hundred elaborate machines for 
use in tungsten -lamp and radio vacuum - 
tube manufacture. This was the man 
whom the tube makers, imperiled by in- 
junctions involving a mechanical glass - 
working process, had come to for rescue 
from threatened extermination. 

"Gentlemen," said the Hungarian 
Jew, slowly, "there are, as you know, 
a hundred details to the machine for 
making the stem of a radio tube. On 
what exact point are you attacked for 
infringement of your competitor's pat- 
ents ?" 

"It is on the method of putting a small 
glass pipe or exhausting -tube into the 
`crush' or flat part of the glass stem, 
among the seven sealed -in wires that sup- 
port the plate, grid and filament. It is 
a patent on the devices whereby the ex- 

hausting -tube, the flare (see Fig. 1-a) 
and the mounting -wires for the elements 
are all molded into the flat stem shape 
in one operation in the gas flame; while 
at the same time a jet of air is shot into 
the little exhausting -tube to blow a hole 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the Welded Glass Parts of a 
Radio Tube. (a) Stem as Made on Patented 
Machine. (b) Stem as Made on Non -Infring- 

ing Machine.. 

out through the side of the stem, thus 
connecting the exhausting -tube with the 
interior of the bulb that will later go 
over the stem. If we could get the ex- 
hausting -tube out of the `crush' or flat 
part of the stem, we'd be all right." 

"Why, then," said the Hungarian, 
"there you have the key to the solution 
of the problem. Take the exhausting - 
tube out of the place where it now is, 
and put it somewhere else." 

Wire Working Laboratory and Automatic Stamping Machines for Forming Metal Parts: 
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The American and the Englishman 
both laughed, mirthlessly. 

"Yes," returned the former. "Colum- 
bus made an egg stand on end, but he 
broke the egg! You are the maker of 
this equipment for us; and you know 
what the mechanical difficulties would 
be in building a high-speed and an eco- 
nomical machine to weld the exhausting - 
tube in any other position than that 
which we now use-" 

The Hungarian Jew raised his satiny - 
skinned hand. 

"When it is air and it is glass-and 
when " 

"Yes, we know you can do anything 
with those two." 

"Air and glass, yes," continued the 
Hungarian. "It is more; it is I that am 
the top-notcher in the cage of the big 
feller you say is the one -eyed okra, who 
is starving to eat you. If there is no 
tube -makers, there is no tube -machine 
business, no!" 

This was tr.ue. The foreign Jew, 
with his great plant and his force of 
skilled employes, was a bigger factor 
than any dozen tube makers. The pat- 
ent -holding corporation had challenged 
his ingenuity and resourcefulness. They 
'had cast a menacing shadow over his very 
business existence. 

He picked up a sketch -pad from the 
table. 

"Gentlemen, I am going to leave you 
here, awhile," he said. "Please remain 
seated." 

With his pad and a pencil, he walked 
out into his factory, an immense estab- 
lishment of a thousand marvelous whir- 
ring machines-machines that pump va- 
cuums too high to be read on the most 
delicate of scientific gauges; and ma- 
chines that automatically perform su- 
premely skillful and difficult tiny wire - 
and -glass welding operations, with the 
employment of four gases, electricity, 
and the utmost of mechanical intricacy. 

The two tube manufacturers remained 
in the bare office slumped in their chairs, 
one glumly chewing on a big black un- 
lighted cigar, the other contemplating 
the section of the dripping grimy city 
revealed outside the steel -sashed win- 
dows, and looking as if he would like 
to kick it. 

The Hungarian glass wizard went to 
that part of his factory where radio 
tube stem -machines were being con- 
structed, a hundred of them at a time. 
Standing before a completed machine, 
which was set up on a proving -block, he 
ordered an attendant of the testing -room 
to put it into operation. Then, as it 
went round and round, carrying its ro- 
tating batteries of hot hissing gas -jets 
that looked like turning reddish purple 
flowers, he stood and gazed at it. For 
a long while he stood there, thought- 
fully, sketching a little, but not much. 

At length, the machine before him 
ceased to engage his attention. He no 

longer saw it, even though he looked at 
it. Instead, he was watching an imagi- 
nary delicate glass -welding process, and 
studying the mechanical action that ac- 
complished it-for it is the power to 
visualize, to see in the mind a thing com- 
plete that does not yet really exist in 
fact, that constitutes the genius of the 
inventor. 

After he had been absent hardly thirty 
minutes, the Hungarian returned to the 
two troubled tube men in his office. 

"Gentlemen," he said "I am going to 
take your order for a non -infringing 
stem -machine. The price for a machine 
producing not less than a thousand radio 
tube -stems an hour will be three thou- 
sand dollars; and you must guarantee 
me an order from yourselves and your 
associate manufacturers of not fewer 
than one hundred machines." 

The two tube -makers sat up in their 
chairs and stared at the glass wizard. 

"Are you kidding us?" the American 
demanded. 

The Hungarian smiled. "Does three 
hundred thousand dollars sound like kid- 
ding?" he returned. "That is the size 
of the order I am taking today. Place 
it subject to the provision that the ma- 
chines will produce non -infringing tube - 
stems as rapidly and cheaply as the pres- 
ent type in use-or no pay." 

The American pulled out a fountain 
pen. "All right," he said promptly. 
"Give us something to sign-." Ab- 
ruptly, he drew back. "But the injunc- 
tions have already been dropped on us; 

and this is the middle of the rush season 
-when do we get delivery?" 

"Not this afternoon," replied the 
Hungarian, with a slight twinkle in his 
eye. "We'll say in thirty days, count- 
ing from today. If sooner, I'll make 
an extra charge of two hundred dollars 
for every day less than thirty, for every 
machine we deliver." 

So the two tube -makers placed the 
three -hundred -thousand -dollar order 
with the Hungarian glass wizard for a 
hundred machines they had never seen; 
and which in fact did not yet exist, ex- 
cept in his fertile brain. 

"It's just a matter," said the Hun- 
garian, "of putting a little bend in a 
glass tube." 

"By Jove, it may be only a little bend, 
or a bow -knot, or a banana," responded 
the Englishman. "If it pulls us out 
of the muck, it's jolly well worth a mil- 
lion. Really you know, if we cawn't-" 

"Yes," smiled the Hungarian Jew. 
"Then we will call it the million -dollar 
bend." 

THE problem was to put a bend near 
the end of a glass tube 8 in. long 

and about / in. in diameter; to weld 
this bent end into the inside wall of an- 
other glass tube 2 in. long by / in. in 
diameter ; and to pierce or blow a con- 
necting hole through the wall of the 
larger tube. This larger tube would 
form the stem of a radio vacuum bulb; 
and the small bent glass tube welded in- 
to it would comprise the exhaust con- 
nection (See Fig. l -b). 

"Aging" Tubes by Means of a Tapered Filament Current .lpplied as a1(14 -lone Revolves. 
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Now, it would not be much of a feat 
for an expert glassblower to do such a 
job as this by hand ; but the joker in 
the problem was that this job, which 
would ordinarily require the close atten- 
tion for several minutes of a glass -work- 
ing expert, must be done automatically 
by machine, at a speed of a thousand or 
more welds per hour, and at a cost of a 
fraction of a cent for each operation. 

Without going further into detail 
about the mechanical and glass -working 
problems involved, or the method of 
their solution, it will suffice to say that 
within ten days the Hungarian had de- 
signed and built the machine shown in 
Fig. 2; which has made possible the 
manufacture of a non -infringing radio 
tube -stem on a cheap, big production 
basis. So, briefly, was brought to an 
early death one of the most powerful 
patents that ever threatened the radio 
tube manufacturers of this country with 

law extinction. 

Pig. 2. Essential Part of Non -Infringing 
Machine. 

THE 
mind of the radio public is 

muddled on the vacuum -tube 'pat- 
ent situation. At one time, you read in 
the newspapers seemingly well-founded 
announcements to the effect that "all 
patents" nn radio tubes have expired; 
and that any one is now at liberty to 
manufacture them. Then you turn 
around a week later and read in the 
same paper where "Honkatron and 
Blunkenham sue Supertink for ten mil- 

-9 lion dollars for alleged infringement of 

Crusher to Flatten Glass Stems and Seal in Seven Mounting Wires. 

radio tube patents," "Radio Gobblers 
sues Little Boy Blue Tube Co. for ten 
million dollars for alleged infringement 
of radio tube patents," "Blinkaclink sues 
Vampavox for ten million dollars for al- 
leged infringement of radio tube pat- 
ents." "Pink Bulbs sues Purple Prong 
for ten million dollars for alleged 
infringement of radio tube patents," 
-and then, as if to top it all, along 
comes a mystical gesticulating Toodle- 
de-la-Toot from Toulon or Graustark, 
or somewhere, who declares he is the 
first man in the world who ever lured 

an electron into captivity and made it 
jump through a hoop; who owns a won- 
derful radio patent underlying all the 
other radio patents in creation; and who 
is going to sue Honkatron and Blunken- 
hamm and Radio Gobblers and Little 
Boy Blue and Supertink and Blinkaclink 
and Vampavox and Pink Bulb and 
Purple Prong, and forty-three dozen 
other tube manufacturers, for six -hun- 
dred and seventy-five million billion pe- 
setas for "alleged infringing of -radio 
tube patents." However, he is soon ap- 
peased with a good cigar; and then goes 

Latest Model of Automatic Radio -Tube Exhausting Machine, Showing Twelve Vacuum 
Pumps in Foreground. It exhausts a tube every six seconds, seals it off, and rings an alarm 

bell if tubes are soft. 
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gaily back to Graustark without his 
six hundred and seventy-five million bil- 
lion pesetas for alleged infringing of 
radio tube patents-to the further mysti- 
fication of the puzzled and paying public, 
who wonder what in blazes it's all about, 
anyway. 

It is a fact that there is not, and prob- 
ably never has been, a business or indus- 
try on the face of the earth, wherein has 
been carried on such unscrupulous, such 
mean, such ruthless pirating and stealing 
of patents, of trade -secrets, and of ideas, 
as has occurred in the radio business. 
Not a coil, not a condenser, not a bat- 
tery, in fact not even a mere binding 
post in your set, but has been, or still is, 
the object of a million dollars or so 
worth of fierce patent litigation. Even 
the phone -plugs have been yanked from 
hand to hand for years; and hardly a 
loudspeaker on the market today but 
has been squawked over vociferously in 
a dozen patent suits. 

But of all the battles over the patents 
covering the units in the modern radio 
receiver, none have been so terrific, so 
costly, and so prolonged, none have been 
more confusing, various, and conflicting, 
and none have involved such enormous 
sums of money, as have those which have 
raged about the radio tube. 

There are several reasons for this. 
The principal one is, however, that the 
vacuum -tube is the most wonderful, the 
most widely used, and the most profit- 
ably manufactured single thing in all 
radio. Then, too, some of the patent - 
suit massacres and stories of patent -suit 
massacres dealing with radio tubes seem 
to have been started that were deliberate- 
ly intended only for the purpose of 
throwing a scare into somebody and 
muddling everybody. 

Notwithstanding the often -quoted 
statement that all tube patents have ex- 
pired, there are today about forty un- 
expired patents covering the modern 
radio tube. About thirty of these pat- 
ents are in the hands of one corporation. 
They involve almost everything about a 
tube, from the frosting of the trade -mark 
on the bulb to the color of the hair of 
the girl who packs it in its box. 

Some of the later patents are clever 
attempts to renew or reinforce other 
older ones; some are of no use whatever 
in the making of a tube, and therefore 
mean nothing. A number of them-and 
among these are the most highly valu- 
able and important ones today-deal not 
s') much with the tubes themselves as 
they do with the machinery for making 
tubes-such as the stem -making machine 
patent partly described in the first part 
of this story. 

The biggest and most fundamental 
tube patent of all times-and one which 
unfortunately has netted its inventor the 
least return-was .Dr. DeForest's patent 
dated February 26, 1908, wherein he 
distinctly specified the interposition of 
the grid between the filament and the 

plate of the old two -element Fleming 
valve; thereby creating the first real 
vacuum -tube, as we know it today. This 
was a truly basic patent; and it absolute- 
ly prevented any open -and -above -board 
independent manufacturing of radio 
tubes until it expired on February 26, 
1925. An efficient radio tube is an im- 
possibility without a grid. Even the 
placing of an unusually -shaped grid be- 
side the filament, instead of between the 
filament and plate, as was essayed by one 
company, was adjudged an infringement 
by radio -tube engineers and legal ex- 
perts, with the result that the infringers 
virtually had to desist until the expira- 
tion of the grid patent. 

Then there was a company, as long 
ago as 1915, which in an absurd effort 
to beat the grid patent, advertised a 
tube with a grid mounted outside the 
plate element; in fact, it was clamped 
around the outside of the glass bulb. 
When I saw it, I was puzzled as to how 
that tube could work; and it cost me 
five dollars (I bought one) to find out 
that it didn't work. 

The most bitter and interminably pro- 
longed battles over radio tubes have 
thundered around this now dead but 
once almost priceless grid patent. Be- 
cause of it, an immense New York fac- 
tory was torn up by the roots and moved 
bodily over to the Jersey shore. The 
New Jersey laws, incidentally, seem 
more favorable to the operation of cor- 
porations of murky legal status than 
those of any other state in the union. 
If it is true, as has becn alleged, that 
these flexible laws were framed for the 
benefit of the larger corporations, then 
it has proved a disastrous boomerang to 
some of them; for the smaller concerns, 
particularly including tube -making com- 
panies, acting cheerfully in accordance 
with the old saw that what is sauce for 
the goose is pie for the gander, have 
taken advantage of these New Jersey 
laws to the fullest possible extent. 

The dead grid patent is not even al- 
lowed to rest at peace in its grave; it is 
still a bone of mighty contention, in- 
asmuch as its original owner demands an 
accounting of past profits on radio tubes 
manufactured without his legal consent 
before it died. In a court -famous docu- 
ment signed by him at San Francisco in 
1915, he granted a company what he 
considered to be a limited right to the 
use of his grid patent; but somehow it 
turned out to be an unlimited right, and 
not only were immense quantities of 
tubes manufactured under it, but the in- 
ventor was almost stopped from making 
any tubes in his own factory. This 
Arab let the camel merely put his nose 
to the tent -flap ; whereupon the camel 
promptly ate up the tent, blankets, Arab, 
and all. But this is a squabble over a 
thing that is past; it is of no significance 
in the tube business today. 

There is, however, at least one un- 
expired basic patent affecting radio tubes. 

It is not strictly a tube patent ; it deals 
with processes and equipment for draw- 
ing and thoriating tungsten wire-the 
base of the radio tube filament. 

The only succesful method, so far, of 
drawing tungsten metal into a fine wire 
suitable for use as tube filament was ac- 
cidentally invented by an Austrian 
named Hahnemann, in 1912. He sold 
his patent rights to an international cor- 
poration for about half a million dollars. 
It is of interest to note here that for 
some time it was completely unknown 
that the activity of a radio tube filament 
was due entirely to the electronic emis- 
sion of a thorium content in the tungs- 
ten metal. If the thorium had not ac- 
cidentally been there as a rare adulterant 
of the tungsten, the tubes never would 
have worked ; and quite possibly would 
not yet have been discovered or invented. 

The moment it was found that the 
thorium content was what emitted the 
electrons from the filament, and not the 
tungsten, steps were taken to enrich the 
thorium element by artificial means. In 
connection with this, the patented cold - 
drawing of the tungsten wire is an es- 
sential factor. This tungsten patent, 
which has four more years to run, would, 
if it could be strictly enforced, almost 
inevitably put every unlicensed tube 
manufacturer in the country immedi- 
ately and completely out of business. 

But the tube manufacturers, wisely, do 
not make their own filament wire. They 
buy it. If, as is the case in one or two 
instances, a tube -maker has anything 
to do with a tungsten-thoriating labora- 
tory, then it is operated secretly and 
separately; it is not in the tube factory. 
The company previously referred to as 
making a tube with a peculiarly -shaped 
grid is trying to beat the tungsten pat- 
ent by using a filament of thoriated mol- 
ybdenum instead of tungsten-but with 
poor success. Their tubes are short- 
lived. 

Undoubtedly, the tube manufactur- 
ers could be attacked for using infring- 
ing tungsten filament wire, even though 
they do not make it themselves. But 
there are several reasons why an attack 
upon the tube makers by the owners 
of the tungsten -wire patents would be 
extremely difficult. 

For one thing, it is doubtful whether 
it could be satisfactorily proved in court 
that a piece of alleged infringing fila- 
ment wire really was made by the pat- 
ented process or by some other process. 
The cold -drawn wire is so confoundedly 
small that it might seem hard to prove 
whether it was really a piece of the de- 
fendant's tungsten or a couple of hairs 
from the head of the plaintiff's blonde 
stenographer. Nobody in a court -room 
would believe that such fine, hair -like 
stuff could contain all the infringing 
quarts and gallons of electronic brick- 
bats that the engineers testifying for the 
prosecution would try to prove it con 

(Continued on Page 69) 
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Superheterodyne Suggestions 
Some Practical Ideas for Improving the Reception Obtainable 

With This Popular Circuit 

By L. W. Hatry 
THE superheterodyne circuit is 

much misunderstood and conse- 
quently leads to too great expecta- 

tions. The amplification produced by an 
eight -tube set can be but little greater 
than that given by three stages of tuned 
radio frequency and two stages of audio, 
such as might be secured from a six -tube 
neutrodyne, the sixth tube being the de- 
tector. 

The first two tubes of a super, the 
oscillator and first detector, act merely 
as frequency converters, changing the 
incoming frequency to that to which the 
intermediate frequency amplifier is 

tuned, only a limited amount of ampli- 
fication being supplied by the 1st detec- 
tor. The superheterodyne differs from 
other radio frequency circuits in that 
it tunes the incoming wave to the r. f. 
stages, whereas the others tune each r. f. 
stage to the incoming wave. 

Therefore, "why the superhet?" The 
answer is found in the fact that the 
lower the frequency (the higher the 
wavelength) at which a radio -frequency 
amplifier is used, the greater its amplifi- 
cation. By amplifying wavelengths be- 
tween 1000 and 10,000 meters the super 
gives greater amplification than another 
circuit amplifying between 200 and 600 
meters. It is also more selective, more 
stable, and easier to operate. It makes 
better use of the small amount of energy 
supplied by a loop than other sets can 
do with the larger amount of energy 
supplied by an outside aerial. 

Several improvements can be made in 
the superheterodyne sets as ordinarily 
constructed. The first is the use of a 
larger loop to collect more energy. A 
loop having 3 to 5 ft. to a side is none 
too large. It should never be less than 
2 ft. to a side if good results are to be 
secured. 
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Fig. 1. Adding Stage of Tuned R. F. 

Another practical improvement is the 
reduction of the B battery voltage to the 
r. f. amplifiers. The heavy current that 
these tubes take, if the set is operated 
with a potentiometer giving a positive 
bias to the grids, can be greatly reduced 
by cutting the B potential to 45 or even 
22 volts. 

An expensive but useful addendum is 
a shield that completely encloses the set. 
This prevents, if properly installed, any 
pick-up by the wiring of the set itself 
and in that way often provides a worth- 
while gain in selectivity. The shield 
is equivalent to a metal box that com- 
pletely includes the apparatus and should 
be installed when the set is built, if at 
all. 

The use of an outdoor antenna is a 
good idea. If the set is shielded it is 
possible to get a degree of selectivity en- 
tirely unexpected. Loose coupling should 
be used with the coils that tune the an- 
tenna and secondary adjusted perma- 
nently.in one angular relation that does 
not give maximum signal strength but 
good signal strength with satisfying se- 
lectivity. The secondary coil, which 
replaces the loop, is outside the metal 
shield and, although it will pick up di- 

rectly, its main pickup from the antenna 
coupling coil will result in soul -satisfy- 
ing distance. 

The addition of a stage of tuned r. f. 
amplification ahead of the set itself is 
also practicable. It is particularly useful 
in the event of a bad location where a 
loop must be used or where the size of 
the loop is limited and a definitely better 
pickup than now possible would be of 
great value. The details of such a unit 
are shown in Fig. 1. This adds a third 
tuning control to the set, but it prevents 
the set from radiating, which too many 
super -heterodynes do-very effectively. 

Despite what has been said from time 
to time, the addition of a stage of inter- 
mediate amplification, making four in- 
stead of three as in Fig. 2, is useful if 
done properly. Two of the r. f. stages 
are controlled by one potentiometer and 
two by another. This is apparently add- 
ing one control, but in actual operation 
the one potentiometer is set for a posi- 
tion close to oscillation and the other 
will be found to control all four stages. 
Only one of the potentiometers is put 
on the panel while the other is mounted 
with the other parts and adjusted by test 
to the proper point. Thereafter the 
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Fig. 2. Method of Controlling Four Intermediate Stages. 
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panel potentiometer will be found very 
effective for controlling the intermediate 
frequency oscillating point to a nicety. 

The addition of regeneration to the 
set is an easily accomplished thing that 
is included in a number of super dia- 
grams. The circuit of the Best super- 
heterodyne provides a certain amount of 
feedback from the loop circuit in the 
first detector by the use of a .00005 mfd. 
variable condenser which serves as a 
feedback control while tapping the loop, 
which provides the necessary inductive 
coupling to the grid circuit. This is 
already familiar to Best fans. 

A word here about one thing may 
save someone some trouble. Using the 
Best circuit, you know that the first 
I. F. T. is an untuned one. With the 
exact connection scheme published in 
RADIO this first IFT cannot be tuned 
if regeneration through the loop tap is 
desired. If a 'tuned transformer be- 
comes the first one, the capacity used to 
tune the primary of this acts as a by- 
pass of that energy that should be fed 
back and no regeneration results. One 
fan, who preferred his tuned I. F. T. 
to come first, tried this and discovered 
that he had lost the sensitivity due to 
regeneration. The only remedy of this 
condition is an r. f. choke in the lead 
from the plate of the first detector to 
the grid of the first amplifier. This 
should consist of 350 turns lumped on 
a small spool. 

The most frequent fault in super con- 
struction is the use of incorrect by-pass 
condensers. A super handles two kinds 
of radio -frequency current: that having 
the frequency of the incoming signal and 
the oscillator, and that having the much 
lower frequency of the intermediate 
radio frequency amplifier. The first re- 
quires relatively low capacity r. f. by- 
pass condensers and the second relatively 
large. It is not unusual to see an .005 
mfd. fixed condenser across the potentio- 
meter of a 30 k. c. super. This capacity 
is supposed to by-pass the r. f. around 
a 400 ohm potentiometer when its own 
reactance at 30 k. c. is 2250 ohms! A 
.5 mfd, condenser having a reactance of 
about 23 ohms at 30 k. c. would be far 
more effective. Remember that reac- 
tance varies inversely as the frequency 
and directly as the capacity. 

A peculiar by-pass condition is met 
in the second detector. To use a capac- 
ity much greater than .002 mfd. would 
result in rather bad distortion. This is 
particularly true where high primary 
impedance audio transformers are used. 
Yet .002 is inadequate because its react- 
ance is on the order of 16,000 ohms at 
30 k. c., that being our illustrative fre- 
quency, which puts a large part of the 
intermediate r. f. into the audio ampli- 
fier and often results in instability be- 
cause there can be feedback from the 
loud -speaker to the first detector or the 
antenna circuit. Also, it sometimes 

happens that this r. f. causes howling in 
the audio amplifier. The remedy is a 
choke inserted as in Fig. 3. This r. f. 
choke can well consist of the secondary 
of one of the intermediate r. f. trans- 
formers with the primary left free. By 
purchasing an odd I. F. T. whose reso- 
nant point is at a lower frequency than 
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Fig. 3. Use of R. F. Choke in Second 

Detector. 

that of your intermediate r. f. you will 
be safe. Actually every manufacturer 
should include an r. f. choke for this 
purpose in his super kit. The choke 
should be closed iron -core and it could 
be made quite small. A choke in the po- 
sition of the r. f. c. of Fig. 3 must not 
be too large or it will cause distortion 
by reducing the amount of the higher 
audio frequencies that reach that audio 
amplifier. Too low an intermediate r. f. 
would require too large a choke, so the 
only remedy is to choose the I. R. F. at 
a fair compromise. Between 3000 and 
6000 meters is excellent for the purpose. 
On an unshielded superheterodyne the 
use of a choke as in Fig. 3 is an abso- 
lute necessity for perfect performance. 

The proper use and isolation of the 
energy of the oscillator of a super -hetero- 
dyne is important. The detector tube, 
upon which is impressed the oscillator 
and signal energy, operates best when 
the signal energy and oscillator energy 
inputs are the same. This points to the 
need of an adjustment that should be 
made for each signal, but this is not 
practically necessary. The man search- 
ing for supreme DX should have such an 
adjustment, but the man after a good 
and sensitive all around receive does 
not want a multiplicity of adjustments. 
However such an adjustment, if pro- 
vided, can be left fixed for the more 
normal receptions while always ready for 

Fig 4. Coupling Oscillator and First 
Detector By means of Resistance. 

the sympathetic touch of the searcher 
for the optimum. 

Before going into the arrangement of 
the oscillator, the more ordinary and fa- 
miliar methods of limiting the detector's 
pickup from the oscillator will be of 
interest. There is the method of coup- 
ling the grid of the oscillator to the grid 
of the detector through a resistance and 
a capacity. This is shown in Fig. 4 and 
was used by Best in his most recent super 
sets described in RADIO. There is 
the usual idea of a two to five turn 
pickup coil run from the detector to the 
oscillator or vice versa. In some sets 
there is an oscillator -coupler with a ro- 
tating coil for pickup containing any- 
where from 10 to 40 turns. Although 
an adjustment of the coupling of the 
pickup to the oscillator coils is possible, 
it is often true, due to jamming of parts 
or else the size of the pickup coil, that 
anywhere between the limits of rotation 
of the coil pickup is much the same and 
the adjustment proves useless. This 
has led many to the false conclusion that 
an adjustable pickup is of no value al- 
though a correct trial would convince 
them otherwise. 

Then there is the arrangement of 
Pressley's used by McMurdo Silver in 
the Super-Autodyne in which the detec- 
tor and oscillator become one tube. This 
is an arrangement that can be made every 
bit as good as the separate tube fre- 
quency -converter arrangement if the 
tickler is arranged to be controllable 
from the panel so that the degree of oscil- 
lation can be adjusted to an exactness. 
It has seemed odd to me that such an 
arrangement were not suggested before, 
for in practice, to the man that likes 
to push his set to its limit, it works out 
very well. The Super-Autodyne con- 
verter circuit is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Super-.9utodyne Detector Oscillator. 

If the isolation of the oscillation ener- 
gy is provided for it is not difficult to 
arrange the proper use of it for beat pur- 
poses. The trouble in most cases is in 
not properly isolating the oscillator cur- 
rents within the oscillator or circuits 
where no harm can result from its pres- 
ence. This isolation can be accomplished 
fairly well by simple means. It is neces- 
sary to see that the detector circuits are 
well separated from the oscillator and 
associated apparatus. It is a good idea 
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to build the oscillator coil in some form 
that has a limited field. This can be 
done by making the oscillator coil very 
small in diameter, 2 in. or less, wound 
with fine wire, or by using a special 
form of coil such as the Toroid, the 
Binocular or the D coil. 

For instance, the ordinary oscillator 
circuit using a two section coil would, 
on a 2 in. diameter, require a coil of 
70 turns of No. 30 d. s. c. wire, 35 turas 
in each section, wound in the same direc- 
tion, and to be tuned with a .0005 mfd. 
variable condenser. 

The losses that occur in an oscillator 
are unimportant since it always has 
many times the power needed. To 
further keep the oscillator energy within 
reason no more than 22/ volts should 
be used as B battery. I have known a 
super in which the loop picked up directly 
from the oscillator the field of the loop 
and oscillator coils were so large, and 
no other means of pickup was necessary, 
even this being too much. J. L. Mac - 
Laughlin in the one -control super keeps 
energy from the oscillator circuit from 
getting into the B battery by means of 
a choke coil as illustrated in Fig. 6. This 
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Fig. 6. Method of Localizing Oscillator 

Current. 

should not be necessary where a suffii- 
ciently large B battery by-pass condenser 
is used, .1 mfd. or more. 

Probably as good an arrangement as 
possible is to remove the oscillator tube 
and components to the end of the set 
farthest from the first detector and try 
out the set without any pickup direct 
and intentional. If the set works well 
without an apparent pickup, then the 
pickup is from the wiring and other 
parasitic feeders. If the pickup is nil 
unless a special coil is used for the pur- 
pose, congratulate yourself on a good 
job. Arrange the pickup coil with a 
variable shunt resistance according to 
Fig. 7, the pickup coil being from 3 to 
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Fig. 7. Variable Resistance Pickup Control. 

6 turns, 3 generally being enough. If 
the variable resistance has a good range, 
the adjustment of pickup provided will 
take care of any condition of incoming 
signal -strength. The pickup coil should 
have about 6 to 9 turns when the vari- 
able shunt resistance is used since the 
pick-up can be tamed to any desired 
strength. A variable grid -leak with a 
range of / to 5 or 6 megohms would 
be excellent for use in place of the resis- 
tance R in the coupling method as used 
in the latest Best super as it would allow 
a very nice control of the pickup energy. 
In this latter case some capacity effect 
would likely result but it can be partly 
eliminated by carefully mounting the 
variable resistance with a fairly long con- 
trol shaft. 

The best method of protecting the set 
from any pickup from the oscillator, 
other than that intended, is to shield the 
oscillator circuit completely. As was 
said before, losses in the oscillator are of 
not much importance, so it can b; 
crowded to get compactness. 

Air -core intermediate r. f. transformers 
are not always desirable for superhetero- 
dyne use. They are too sharply tuned, in 
the main, and when they prove to be not 
so sharply tuned they often prove also 
to be ineffective. Tubes whose capacity 
vary, differences in wiring capacity from 
stage to stage, and small similarities can 
affect the amplification of a sharply 
tuned transformer. The iron -core trans- 
former is not sharply tuned and is justly 
the favorite at present. In any case the 
transformer should be inclosed within a 
shield unless it has an open iron magnetic 
circuit. The transformer with a good 
shield will not interact with its team- 
mates, an important virtue. A closed 
iron core often makes in effect as good 
a shield as an inclosing can. 

Sometimes exceptional pickup results 
with a super that is credited to the cir- 
cuit rather than to outside influences. 
Particularly is this true where unusual 
results are secured with a very small 
loop and a normal circuit. In one case, 
the pickup of the wiring in a house was 
the entire foundation of his (the own- 
er's) success with a super. He could 
hear anything worth hearing until the 
place was remodeled and the wiring run 
in grounded conduit. A similar case will 
be found with smaller set owners who 
are unable to surpass a light -socket an- 
tenna plug with a good outdoor antenna. 

Another peculiar situation due to 
house -wiring occurred with one super 
owner who was getting excessive inter- 
ference from a local station. It was an- 
other case of open wiring. The house - 
wiring was practically on the wavelength 
of the local station and was thus full 
of quite a bit of energy from it. A strong 
signal field existed about this set so that 
in spite of everything that could be easily 
done it was impossible to get away from 
interference from the local jazz genera- 

tor. The owner was disgusted because 
he had built what was supposed to be 
a highly selective set and it had proved 
otherwise. The problem was solved by 
the use of three or four high capacity 
fixed condensers connected across the a.c. 
wiring in several widely spaced positions. 
Then the local station's strength 
dropped, insofar as excess was concerned, 
to a reasonable point and the set was 
able to tune it out. 

Since the above case points to how 
easy it is to misjudge a set or circuit 
there is one other thing to be said in. 
relation. That is, comparisons between' 
circuits and sets are seldom made f airly_ 
A particular instance was a man who 
built a conventional "super" set that per- 
formed very nicely in a good location 
and of which he was very proud. Later 
he built another arrangement with a 
little different kind of oscillator circuit 
and a new "dyne" name. This he praised 
very highly as being much better than 
his original set. I disagreed with him 
that a tremendous difference was im- 
possible with the same parts and but 
a rearrangement of the oscillator connec- 
tions. Then we looked things over. 
The whole reason for the better per- 
formance lay in a loop whose dimensions 
were nearly 6x6 ft. in place of the 
3/x3/ ft. previously used. 

EUROPEAN RADIO NOTES 
From H. DEA. DONISTHORPE 
Radio for French Hospitals 

France is the next country to follow 
in the footsteps of America and some 
of their hospitals are now being equipped 
with radio receivers for the benefit of 
their patients. Undoubtedly a patient 
who can keep his mind off his ailment 
through the aid of radio will recover 
more quickly than one who has nothing 
to occupy his mind. 

Radio Licenses in the British Isles 
The army of radio listeners still in- 

creases in the British Isles as is shown 
by the official list of the numbers of 
licenses issued to radio listeners for the 
month of September. During this 
month the number of British licenses 
issued showed an increase of 41,500 over 
the preceding month. The total num- 
ber of licenses issued upto date in Britain 
is 1,464,500. 

British High Power Station Heard 
in Australia 

Australia seems to be in the happy 
position of being able to receive the radio 
programs from any part of the globe. In 
addition to the frequent reports about 
American stations being heard in the 
Antipodes, one now comes to hand which 
states that the Daventry high -power sta- 
tion of Britain has been heard so well 
in Australia that it was possible to re- 
broadcast the signals received. 
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How to Read Schematic Circuit ra Iliag m s 
By G. M. Best 

CIRCLAT diagrams showing the 
arrangement ut apparatus in a 
radio receiver, in schematic form, 

are often a mystery to the layman. Even 
when the identity of the various st lbuls 
representing the individual pieces of ap- 
paratus are recognized, the purpose ut 
the connecting \1 ire, as well as the func- 
tion of each part, is nut :(!ways clear. 

This article is not a glussar\ ut radio 
symbols, but rather an explanation ut 
what sort ut tlectrical currents are cir- 
cuhting in each wire of the radio set, 
and to show the primar> purpose of the 
et'elis, c.-nlen-els. and re,i,tancca yt±tll te- 
latiun to these :tit -reins. Three kin), 
uf rlectric.tl curr,.rlt AN: ilwinr ill :,rl\ 
t,t. uutrl t UPC r:;,liu : t he iucon,iu 
radtu 2:r,j'.;e;1:w, the audio Ire.trtenc.es 
tGt 1llliìh !: ls ìi,tlllcitc,d, and the direct i itrt"rllt \t hr_ c t!', the tube tuntluRs. 

Ta r. cifstate an uuderstandin_ of 
their several paths, a -t-rles of color di;t- 
r.itlli 1L,ye geed prepared, dltterlrig 

It ou else eoir.:rltitol.tí r!i tll..t 
t '-;.,diet paths ,.re -hu\\tl in rc,l, audio 

tíetjl±t"11;' Itt lira'. t bl..ìi; and direct cur- 
t. nt i!t ii:_'.: .:,s lil,;s These diagrams 
-how '`t tl.rnt:!t1 ìlrìr!!'.s used is 
_,idle re e; to ,lì,1 their Cotrttllltatll! 

_.l;'Jete kiia,;!,,trls lepre- 
ltt sets wit.! 

O1lice%,:%.-- _..,i_ ; .'!l:, is gene:! lit t.t- 
1__i±i..[. 

t'.. i,1 ,z- pa' e opp 
ta 

o- 
te, l'.,'. 1 is a d_rarrì u7 ti -.m'.11e 
\s ii ,ictiCior ireait. With !u,i,c 

. .. . , p(1!(1.:í\ and st-cu±±J.tr\ 
e tt st ai detector and 

1 t:te sake oI clearness, tri - 
which Lye troth radio and 

t:rt;ueric\ currents tlu\y:.12, 
h the windings will be shown in 

ed lines. Where unit uric current is 
-u ing. tll,' ìv11 Is drawn with solid 

lines. as in figs. 1 :aid J. 
Follut the path of the radio fre- 

quency currents induced in the antenna 
circuit of Fig. 1, the red lines show 
that they pass through the antenna series 
condenser and primary inductance to the 
ground, causing induced currents to flow 
in the secondary inductance, around 
through the crystal detector, through 
the bypass condenser, and back to the 
secondary again. Thr crystal detector 
has the property of passing current effi- 
ciency in one direction only. Hence it 
produces a pulsating current which con- 
forms faithfully to the modulations of 
the high frequency carrier wave from 
the transmitting station. This audio fre- 
quency current is shown in the heavy 
black line which connects the crystal to 
the telephone receivers and around 
through the secondary inductance, form- 
ing a complete closed circuit. The radio 

frequency,' current in the secondary cir- radio frequencies are first received from cuit must also have a closed path, and the tuner, which is shown in the red as the telephone receivers represent a lines, then amplified by the detector high resistance to radio frequencies, due tube, and fed back from the plate to the tu the high inductance and resistance grid circuit again through the tickler ut the receiver windings, a low resist- and secondary coil, the pulsating d.c. duce parli cons sting ut a mica by-pass flowing through the tickler coil at the condenser is provided across the phones same time, forming an audio frequency and the red lines show how the radio component which is heard in the tele- trt"tjuenties return to the secondary iii- phone receivers. Theoretically, the pul- dt.t taure and back tu the crystal detec- sating d.c. and the plate current are tor. :1s the crystal requires no direct one and the same but are shown separ- curr,nt for its opelatiun, none is shown. ately in the diagram to clearly illustrate The use ut a \ ,tcuutn tube in place of what happens. The by-pass condenser die ,r'stal fur the detector requires a is as necessary as it was in the non - filament and plate current, which are of regenerative tube, as it completes the ditt-rent wultagrs. but are both direct high frequency circuit and isolates the current. In Fig._' is shown th: same 6 battery and phones. 
tuned circuit as employed in Fig. 1, Fig. 4 illustrates the currents to be \with :, 11,41-i'acner:ttiye vacuum tube found in a one stage audio frequency nett -1u :unplitìer, connected either to a detector lu th; ca -,e. the principal radio fer- or preliminary amplifier delivering audio yueuct paths .are the :intenta tuned cir- frequency current. In the secondary cuit .und the secondary circuit, including winding of the audio frequency trans - the grid e!,!Idenser and grid of the detec- former there is a flow of audio fre- tor n.br. 1 h \ acuunl tube, acting as a quency current whenever voltage is ap- drtectur, causes pulsating direct current plied to the primary winding, and this to be super::: ;'o -rd upon the direct cur- current causes a corresponding flow of rent in t'lr plate circuit, producing an pulsating d.c. in the plate circuit, as 
tudII'a. sln.tl in the telephone receivers. represented by the heavy black line. The This pr'_%s.iting c_rrent, for the sake of plate current flow is through the tele- 
simpLìi:}, is s%tton as audio frequency. phone receivers and B battery, but 
and in parallel \pith the audio frequency the audio frequency component, after 
pat:! is shown the plate current of the passing through the telephones, follows 
tube, the Litt, r bring the thin black the path through the by-pass condenser, 
line. A certain amount of the radio which Iras a low resistance to alternat- trc.;urn> current actaating the grid of ing current but is infinite to direct tur- tle detector tube is :,mplitied by the rent. 
tube and appears in the plate circuit, In Fig. 5 a four -tube tuned radio fre- where it passes through the by-pass con- quency set of the Browning -Drake type 
denser directly back to the filament, so is shown, incorporating the simpler cir- 
that it dors nut reach either the trie- cuits of the previous diagrams, and en - 
phone receivers or the B battery. If it abling the reader to differentiate be - 
were not fur the by-pass condenser, some tween the various parts of the circuit. 
ut the high frequency would pass The modulated high frequency passes 
through the condenser formed by the ca- from the antenna circuit through the 
pacit> between wires in the telephone tuner to the radio frequency amplifier 
receiver extension cord, and would tube, where it is amplified and passed 
reach the B battery, where it is not de- into the radio frequency transformer, 
sired, especially when connected to an and to the grid of the detector tube. 
amplifier circuit. Some of the energy is fed back through 

"l'he filament current of the tube is the tickler coil, around through the by - 
also shown as a thin black set of lines, pass condenser and back to the filament, 
and it will be noted that for a short while the audio frequency component 
distance all three types of current are in the detector plate circuit is shown in 
flowing through one of the filament a manner similar to Fig. 3. Note that 
leads. Actually, radio and audio fre- the high frequency path in the primary 
quency currents circulate around in the of the radio frequency transformer is 
filament circuit, in small quantities, but around through the B battery by-pass 
the principal path is direct to the nearest condenser, to the filament of the r.f 
point of the filament, and so the parasitic amplifier. The audio frequency com- 
or stray currents are not shown. posent in the detector plate circuit passes 

In Fig. 3 the vacuum tube circuit through the primary of the 1st audio 
of Fig. 2 is made regenerative, by add- transformer and through the detector 8 
ing the feedback coil, which is shown in battery by-pass back to the filament, 
dotted lines. Here we have three types The direct current path from the plate 
of current flowing in the coil, for the (Continued sa Pape 42) 
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POLARIZATION OF RADIO 
WAVES 

By E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON 

Two tangible contributions to radio 
transmission have been made as the re- 
sult of organized research in wave propa- 
gation through space as conducted by 
the Radio Corporation and its associ- 
ated companies. One is that the best 
all-around service is now given by sta- 
tions operating at a wavelength of about 
40 meters and as a result a chain of short 
wave stations is being installed to cover 
the Pacific Ocean, including the Philip- 
pine Islands. The other is the discovery 
of horizontally polarized radiation. 

The experimental station built by the 
General Electric Company at Schenec- 
tady to explore these possibilities is now 
capable of operating with seven trans- 
mitters simultaneously with different 
wavelengths and different types of radi- 
ators, and observations from these trans- 
mission tests are being made all over the 
world. The object of these tests is 
partly to explore the propagation char- 
acteristics of different wavelengths and 
partly to make final tests of comparison 
between various types of radiators. 

The three types of radiators used in 
these comparisons are the result of tests 
with a great many other antenna systems 
which have been at least temporarily 
discarded. The radiators which are 
now being compared are : 

1. The straight vertical antenna os- 
cillating at a harmonic frequency. 

2. The horizontal antenna with an 
over-all dimension of one-half wave fed 
in the middle through a transmission 
line. 

3. The series tuned horizontal loop. 
All these three radiators have one 

feature in common, that the radiation 
is projected at a high angle upwards. 
They may therefore all be classified as 
high angle radiators. It has been found 
that only the high angle radiation is 
useful in reaching great distances. The 
high angle radiator has therefore the 
double advantage of economy of energy 
and the absence of objectionable signal 
strength in the neighborhood of the sta- 
tion. 

The first type of antenna radiates a 
vertically polarized wave of the same 
general character as the waves that have 
been used heretofore in long and inter- 
mediate wave stations. It differs from 
old type of radiation only by being a 
pure high angle radiator whereas the old 
type of stations radiated a ground wave 
as well as a high angle wave. 

The second type of antenna, the half 
wave doublet, is an intermediate form. 
At right angles to its length direction, it 
radiates a horizontally polarized wave, 
and in its length direction it radiates a 
high angle vertically polarized wave. 
Thus in its length direction it has a 
radiation of the same character as that 

emitted from the vertical high angle 
radiator, whereas, in the broadside di- 
rections, it emits a wave of different 
type. 

The third antenna system, the hori- 
zontal series tuned loop, emits a horizon- 
tally polarized radiation in all directions. 

For the analysis of the characteristics 
of high angle radiation, we are particu- 
larly indebted to Commander A. Hoyt 
Taylor of the Navy Department, who 
has made extensive tests and furnished 
valuable data on the so-called "skip" 
distance of the wave. He has found 
that the distance skipped by the wave, 
which means the length of the trajectory 
required for the high angle radiation to 
come down again to earth, depends upon 
the wavelength, day and night condi- 
tions, and summer and winter condi- 
tions, the general rule being that the 
shorter the wave, the greater is the skip 
distance. 

The horizontally polarized short 
wave, as investigated by G. W. Pick- 
ard, is found usually to be twice as 
strong and sometimes ten times as strong 
as the vertical wave. It does not main- 
tain its original plane of polarization, 
because the reception appears to be of 
the same nature regardless of whether 
the wave is radiated with a horizontal 
or a vertical polarization. It is found 
at a distance of about ten miles from 
the horizontal loop radiator, that the 
wave comes down with an almost verti- 
cal direction of propagation. For those 
who believe in a reflecting Kennelly- 
Heavyside layer, this would appear to 
be good evidence because it might be 
assumed that the wave has been radiated 
straight up from the station and is re- 
flected directly downwards. A loop re- 
ceiver under those conditions gave no 
orientation of the station whatever, be- 
cause the signals came in apparently 
equally strong from all directions when 
the loop was rotated around its vertical 
axis. This would indicate that the wave 
besides being vertically propagated was 
circularly polarized. 

Similar observations at a point only a 
few wavelengths distant from a horizon- 
tally radiating loop show that the wave 
comes down nearly vertically but yet 
with a definite slant towards the station. 
Tests with a loop receiver gave in this 
case a distinct orientation but the sta- 
tion appeared to be located at right 
angles from the direction where it really 
was. 

One of the loop radiators used in 
these tests is round, another is about one - 
sixth wavelength wide and two wave- 
lengths longs. These horizontal loop 
radiators also differ from the ordinary 
types of antenna by radiating on the 
magnetic component of the wave. An 
ordinary long wave antenna creates an 
electrostatic field around the station 
whereas the magnetic counterpart of the 
magnetic energy is confined to a tuning 
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coil. In the series tuned loop radiator 
this process is reversed. A magnetic 
field is created around the antenna, 
whereas, the electrostatic counterpart of 
the oscillations is confined to artificial 
condensers inserted at regular intervals 
in series with the antenna conductor. 
One advantage of confining the electro- 
static field to artificial condensers has 
been found to be the fact that 'the anten- 
na is much less subject to fluctuations in 
its natural period due to swaying of the 
wires in the wind. The radiation pro- 
duced by these loops has a pure horizon- 
tal polarization. The oblong loop pro- 
jects its principal radiation 45 degrees 
upwards broadside to its own length di- 
rection. Reception tests have proven 
that it is superior to the vertical radiator. 
From the elementary theory of directive 
radiation it would be possible to 
calculate a quite sharp directivity 
diagram for this antenna. Such a re- 
sult was, however, not expected in re- 
ception tests at long distances because 
experience with a variety of types of di- 
rective antenna systems had proven that 
whereas the theoretical directivity dia- 
gram can be easily confirmed in the 
neighborhood of the station, the distant 
measurements do not bear out the ele- 
mentary theory. The reason for this 
seems to be that while the antenna sends 
out a radiation as calculated, there is an 
additional radiation which is projected 
almost vertically upwards and then 
scattered in all directions by the upper 
layer of the atmosphere. Signals may, 
therefore be received at distant points in 
directions where the elementary theory 
shows that it should be zero. A good 
deal more evidence must be collected 
before any definite conclusions can be 
drawn regarding these secondary phen- 
omena because each case of evidence is 
usually subject to several interpretations. 
We have, however, good reason to hope 
that in a not distant future such a mass 
of evidence will be available that valu- 
able conclusions may be drawn which 
will have important bearings not only 
on the development of radio but on 
fundamental questions in allied sciences. 

From the point of view of the practi- 
cal radio engineer, it is a satisfaction to 
be able to state that enough has been 
learned to create a new and promising 
field of radio communication as evi- 
denced by the decision of the Radio Cor- 
poration to proceed with its chain of 
short wave stations in the Pacific ocean. 
The stations which will thus be built 
will have antenna systems of the type 
classified as short wave high angle radia- 
tors. Which one of the three types dis- 
cussed above will be adopted will de- 
pend upon further results from the com- 
parative tests that are now in progress 
and also upon final tests in the stations 
when installed. So far these tests have 
shown that the horizontally polarized 
radiation is superior to vertical radiation. 

(Continued on Page 70) 
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NOTES ON THE ABC 
ELIMINATOR 
By G. M. BEST 

THE description of the ABC el- 
iminator in December, 1925, 
RADIO dealt principally with 

the theory of the device, and its appli- 
cation to several standard receiving cir- 
cuits. Numerous questions about the 
various parts of the circuit have been 
asked, and it is hoped that the follow- 
ing notes will be of assistance in a bet- 
ter understanding of how the elimina- 
tor works. 

When the eliminator is used in con- 
nection with a UX-213-CX-313 recti- 
fier tube, which furnishes at least 225 
volts at the output of the filter, with 60 
milliamperes current drain, voltages 
greater than those required for the UX- 
112 power tube are available, and it 
has been asked whether it would be pos- 

a sible to use a 7/ watt power tube such 
as the CX-310 in this circuit. The nor- 
mal plate voltage of the Type 310 tube 
is 350, but it will work well on 250 
volts if the proper C voltage is used in 
the grid circuit. Assuming that 15 
volts negative grid potential is proper 
for the 310 tube, with 225 to 250 volts, 
it is not possible with the ordinary five 
tube set, in which the first four tubes 
:ire series, to obtain more than 12 volts 
C potential due to voltage drop across 
the tube filaments, so the extra three 
volts to make a total of 15 volts nega- 
tive grid is obtained from the 50 ohm 
resistance R shown in Fig. 1. If the 

r 

200-230 + 

with the filament circuit. The recti- 
fier tubes would have to be of the 50 - 
watt type, and operated at plate volt- 
ages in excess of 500, in order to obtain 
sufficient current in the output circuit. It 
is easier to use the 60 milliampere tubes 
in the r. f. and preliminary audio stages, 
and employ a single power tube with 
the filament lighted with ordinary a. c. 
as was described in the previous article. 
Using two UX-216-B, 7/ watt recti- 
fier tubes, and a power transformer 
wound to 1200 volts, with center tapped 
secondary, it is possible to obtain 120 
milliamperes to light the filament of the 
UX-120 power tube, and thus avoid 
the separate a. c. step-down transformer 
for the power tube filament. 

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, 
from which it can be seen that the path 

Fig. 2. 

in the receiving set, when used with the 
eliminator, it can usually be traced to 
r. f. oscillation in either the detector or 
r. f. stages, and is more apparent than 
when d. c. from storage or dry batteries 
is available. This will be particularly 
true with regenerative sets, and the old 
familiar whistle which is so annoying to 
the neighbors will be replaced with a 
raucous growl, both in the loud speaker, 
and from your neighbor's. Often it will 
be found that the ground in the receiv- 
ing set should be placed in a different 
part of the circuit than shown in the 
circuit diagrams, and when testing out 
the completed set, it is a good idea to at- 
tach the ground wire to various parts 
of the 'filament circuit in order to locate 
the point where the a. c. hum in the loud 
speaker disappears. 
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Circuit of 120 Milliampere Rectifier. 

for the current is divided, in the fila- 
ment circuit, so that the 60 milliampere 
tubes receive their proper filament cur- 
rent, and the remaining 60 milliamperes 
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set has only three 60 milliampere tubes, 
instead of the four shown in the dia- 
gram, then R is 100 ohms, and with 
two 60 mil tubes, R is 150 ohms. In 
this manner any desired negative grid 
voltage can be obtained for any of the 
tubes, and no critical adjustments will 
he needed. 

Questions have been asked about the 
possibilities of the scheme for furnishing 
the filament current of a number of .25 
ampere tubes of the UV -201-A, C -301-A 
type, in series. This can be easily ac- 
complished with the proper rectifier sys- 
tem, but is uneconomical due to the tre- 
mendous amount of power which would 
he dissipated in the form of heat, in the 
resistances which would be associated 

R 
v 

200W 

I/O AC 

is by-passed through a resistance equal 
to the resistance of all the 60 mil tube 
filaments in series. The UX-120 power 
tube receives the entire 120 milliamperes 
of current, and requires no shunt re- 
sistance. In this circuit, an Acme 30 
henry transmitting type choke will be 
required, as the current would be too 
great for any of the conventional filter 
chokes supplied for the Raytheon or low 
voltage rectifiers. The filter condensers 
should be tested to 1000 volts instead of 
500, and the resistances must be wound 
with heavier wire than is used for the 
60 milliampere rectifier, as the potentio- 
meters used in the latter circuits would 
soon burn out under the heavy load. 

If modulation effects are experienced 

REBUILDING CONDENSERS 
By PHILIP N. EMIGH 

There are several thousand radio sets 
using the old style condensers which 
"bunched" the stations below 300 meters 
and tuned broad on those above 400. If 
the condensers in your set are built up 
with spacing washers and bolts, they can 
be easily changed to fair straight line 
frequency condensers which will sep- 
arate the stations below 300 meters. 

First, your condenser must be about 
twice the capacity of what you really 
need, as altering the rotor plates as 
shown, cuts the total capacity to about 
half its former value. The rotor plates 
will look somewhat like Fig. 1 with the 

Fig. 1. Rebuilt Rotor Plate. 

spacer washer about / to g in. di- 
ameter. 

Take a short section of string or heavy 
thread, making a small loop to hold a 
scriber or point at one end. Wrap this 
thread once or twice around the spacer 
washer as shown so that the loop and 
the scriber touch the outer diameter of 
the rotor plate. 

Carefully move the scriber so as to 
(Continued on Page 57) 
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Questions submitted (or answer in this department should be typewritten or in ink, written on one side of the paper. All answers of general interest will be published. Readers are invited to use this service with. out charge, except that 25e per question should be forwarded when personal answer by mail is wanted. 

With reference to the superheterodyne 
article by G. M. Best in September 
RADIO, I have been unable to find a vari- 
able condenser of .00005 mfd. on the mar- 
ket. What condensers are suitable for 
this part of the circuit? Is the resistance 
type of coupling as used in this set as 
efficient as the inductive coupling ordin- 
arily used? Would it be possible to place 
the antenna coil and the oscillator coil 
inside the set on a sub -panel? Are the 
General Radio coils Type 277 suitable for 
use in this set without re -winding? Would 
it be satisfactory to use Amperites on the 
intermediate frequency amplifier tubes? -K. G. A., Carthage, Ill. 

The XL Model G, small size, has a mini- 
mum capacity setting which is just about 
right for the circuit. Many readers have 
complained that the set is not sufficiently 
sensitive, and in many cases the trouble was 
found in this condenser, which was of too 
small capacity. It varies with the tube used, 
and may be as high as .00015 mfd in some 
sets. For any particular wavelength, with 
the correct number of turns on the grid 
coupling coil, the inductive method appears to 
give more signal strength, but unfortunately 
it is impractical to have a grid coil which 
has a variable inductance. Hence, for short 
waves below 200 meters, the grid coil must 
have a different value of inductance than 
is required for the wavelength range from 
200 to 600 meters, and a rather complicated 
oscillator coil would be required, or a sys- 
tem of plug-in coils with six contacts. 

For this reason the resistance meth- 
od of oscillator control is preferable, 
as the plug-in coils require only four con- 
tacts, and no grid coil. If the wavelength 
range for the set is not to be below 200 
meters or above 550 meters, the inductive 
system is the best to use. 

The antenna coil and oscillator may be 
mounted on a sub -panel, but should be sep- 
arated as much as possible, or the set will 
radiate energy into the antenna and will 
interfere with the neighbors. It is a good 
idea to place a metal shield around the os- 
cillator, grounding the shield to the negative 
.4 battery. The General Radio coils are 
specified for this circuit and do not need 
re -winding. Amperites of the 4V-199 type 
may be used in the filaments of the inter- 
mediate frequency amplifier tubes if desired. 

I have a Tuska Superdyne receiver 
which is not sufficiently selective to cut 
out the local stations. Please suggest 
how the selectivity may be improved.- 
G. M., San Francisco, Calif. 

The addition of a loading coil and series 
air condenser in the antenna circuit, as 
shown in Fig. 1, will aid in improving the se- 
lectivity. The load coil may be a 75 -turn 
unmounted type honeycomb coil, or it may 
be 75 turns of No. 24 wire wound on a 2% 
in. tube. This adds another control to the 
set, but will not make the set critical in 
tuning. 

I have a McLaughlin one control super- 
heterodyne. How can I sharpen the tun- 
ing? Is it possible to eliminate second 

harmonics of some stations which inter- 
fere with other stations? Would mount- 
ing the two condensers help?-A. V. S., 
Soquel, Calif. 

A wavetrap in the antenna circuit will en- 
able you to cut out undesired local stations. 
Practically all the large radiocasting sta- 
tions are free from harmonics, as they are 
equipped with harmonic eliminators, but you 
are actually hearing the stations by means 
of harmonics from your own oscillator. See 
the question on Page 40 of January RADIO, 
which explains in detail why you hear the 
stations at more than one place on the dial. 
Tuning the two condensers separately will 
often help, if the adjustments are not prop- 
erly made, and the set cannot be made to 
function as a single control outfit. 

My absorption type tuner Is sketched 
on the enclosed diagram. How may I 

add another tube to the set?-A. E., St. 
Paul, Minn. 

As you did not state whether the tube was 
to be a radio or àudio frequency amplifier, 
I am indicating in Fig. 2 how to add an 
audio frequency stage, as this is most easily 
accomplished. 

Please publish a diagram of the R. C. A. 
ship receiver No. I. P. 501, also a photo- 
graph and other particulars.-J. P., Port- 
land, Ore. 

Please do not ask us to publish diagrams 
of commerical receivers designed for special 
use, as such diagrams are very difficult to 
obtain and are of such limited interest that 
we cannot publish them. 

'n, ] I 

Fig. I. Circuit for Increasing Selectivity of Superdyne. 
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Kindly print a circuit diagram showing 
a single stage r. f. amplifier to be used 
with a two tube standard regenerative 
receiver.-W. E. F., San Francisco, Calif. 

In the November issue. of Radio, detailed 
description was given by A. J. Haynes for 
the construction of a r. f. amplifier such as 
you describe. The circuit diagram of the 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. It can be con - 
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Fig. 2. Adding Audio Stage to Absorption Tuner. 

so it can be rotated with respect to the sec- 
ondary. The antenna is connected to the 
grid end of the tuning inductance through 
a very small condenser, which may consist 
of two copper or brass plates, 1 in. square 
and placed % in. apart. It would be neces- 
sary to know the exact type, and winding 
data on your present tuner in order to give 
details of modifying the inductance coils. 
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Fig. 3. Circuit of Haynes R. F. Amplifier. 

netted to the radio set antenna binding post 
with out internal changes in the set, and will 
serve the double purpose of amplifying the 
signals and preventing radiation into the 
antenna when the detector tube is oscillating. 

Please tell me how I may convert my 
present single circuit tuner into a short 
wave receiver.-F. B. S., Atwater, Calif. 

A very simple short wave receiver cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 4. The secondary coil, 
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Fig. 4. Short -/Pave Receiver. 

for use with a 9 or 11 plate condenser, should 
consist of 12 turns of No. 14 D. C. C. wire 
on a 3 in. diameter form. The tickler coil 
should consist of 8 turns of No. 18 or 20 
wire wound on a 2 in. form, and arranged 

What is the usual value of the induct- 
ance coil used as a choke in the Heising 
system of modulation? My present radio- 
phone has a 1 henry choke, and I don't 
seem to be modulating any low tones, 
the output sounding like it was resonant 
in the middle of the voice range. What 
can I do to clear up the quality of voice? 

V. M. R., Oltoona, Pa. 
The coil may be as high as 30 henrys if 

the d. c. resistance is low and the wire of 
sufficient current carrying capacity to pass 
the plate current of the oscillator and modu- 
lator tubes, without heating. With only a 
1 henry choke in the plate circuit, frequencies 
below 500 cycles will not modulate the out- 
put satisfactorily. Perhaps your speech 
amplifier and input equipment between the 
microphone and the modulator does not 
amplify the low notes, as would be the case 
with equipment manufactured several years 
ago. The speech amplifier should be im- 
pedance coupled, with high inductance chokes 
such as the Thordarson Autoformer, which 
has an inductance of 350 henrys or more. 
Ordinary single button microphones of the 
hand type, such as are used by most ama- 
teurs, do not produce good quality, as they 
are efficient only over a narrow band of 
audio frequencies. If you wish to obtain 
quality comparable to that of a good radio - 
casting station, you will need a two button 
microphone and associated input transform- 
er, both of which are rather expensive. 

BOOK REVIEW 
"How Radio Receivers Work" by Walter 

Van B. Roberts, 53 pp. 7x10 in., clothbound, 
published by Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden 
City, N. Y. Price $1.00. 

This book covers the subject given in its 
title more clearly, concisely and exactly than 
any other that we have read. Starting with 
a simple explanation of electricity in terms 
of the electron theory, it next discusses the 
factors governing antenna reception of radio 
waves. Nearly half the book is taken up 
with vacuum tube circuits, including regen- 
eration. The theory and practice of the sev- 
eral standard forms of receiving circuits, in- 
cluding neutrodyne, reflex and superhetero- 
dyne, are briefly set forth. The concluding 
chapter deals with loudspeakers, parts and 
accessories. The text is not intended for 
hurried reading but amply repays the care- 
ful student for the time spent. A knowledge 
of trigonometry will be helpful, though not 
essential in its study. Its treatment is mid- 
way between that of the usual elementary 
books and the more technical treatises, form- 
ing an excellent introduction to the latter_ 

OLE'S HOUR 
By MURIEL LILLIAN TIMS 

Ay bane a man who vorks an' vorks 
An' never vonce his business shirks, 
Until the night she settles down 
An' all is quiet in our town- 
Den my vife he up an' goes, 
All spangled out in flossy clothes,- 
For all who bane a family man 
Is bound to clearly understan' 
That vifes are rising up to gad, 
Out playing bridge or some such fad, 
An' leaving boobs who used to boss 
At home alone, quite at a loss 
To know what skall be done, and so 
Ve turn to dis hare radio. 

Ve get the voice of Hollyvood- 
KNX-Ay vish ay could 
See those flapping female stars 
An' Hawaiian Hula czars- 
Ay haf to laf an yump on toe 
Ven ay hear an Eskimo; 
Ay yust shake ven some yazz dame 
Plays "Hot Mama"-'till ay bane lame. 
Ve care not for the "howls and squeals 
Ve never mind to eat our meals- 
Our vives may spend our vages nights, 
An' den go out for vimmen's rights- 
The kids may have the "croup" or "rickets"- 
VE'RE "LISTENIN' IN" BY YIMMINY 

CRICKETS." 
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With the Amateur Operators 
AN EFFECTIVE RADIATION 

SYSTEM 
By T. C. GOODNER, 9DKV and 9AKT 

In this day of radio, we are all ready to 
seize anything that seems to make for better 
transmission and reception. Especially is 
this true in short wave work where interfer- 
ence and static are at a minimum and where 
watts mean "countries rather than just 
states." 

It happened to be the writer's luck, through 
the aid of a fellow ham, namely 9DFH, to 
hit upon the idea of the Barrows antenna 
as described in QST for June, 1925, and to 
adapt it to a "barn" layout. 

The common failing of most short wave 
antennas is the impossibility of attaining a 
place free from trees, surrounding buildings, 
and wires. If the system is short all the 
Fires are down so low as to make those 
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r. t. line is measured (by inches) from the 
coupling coil terminals to the out end and 
should be made equal to exactly % the 
wavelength in meters (3.28 ft.= -1 meter). 
One wire must be dead -ended at the last 
spreader, with sufficient wire allowed for 
tying through an insulator. To the other 
wire is added another piece of No. 14 en- 
ameled wire exactly equal to / the wave- 
length in meters. Some convenient bridle 
will be necessary at this connection, with 
care taken to keep sharp or square corners 
out of the circuit as far as possible. 

Next comes the business of putting up the 
antenna. No doubt it would work best ver- 
tical, but if this is not possible, construct it 
as an inverted "L" with a single wire on 
top and a two wire lead-in. By all 
means stretch the wires tight and hold 
them from swaying in the wind. The writ- 
er, by taking particular care to do this, re - 
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Details of Antenna. 
Enlarged rim: of Antenna Connections. 

precious old pules of almost no use whatever. 
However, the radiator for which the fol- 
lowing will give the construction, is one that 
can be used to good advantage where poles 
and masts from 30 to 100 ft. high are already 
in use. 

The main, as well as the most advantage- 
ous feature in the Barrows antenna, is the 
non -radiating antenna feeder, or r. f. trans- 
mission line which reaches well up or out 
from the driver and surrounding building. 
This line is composed of two No. 14 enam- 
elled wires spaced uniformly at from 12 to 
14 in. apart; with spreaders at intervals of 
5 ft. These spreaders need be nothing more 
than dry stick %xi x16 in., soaked in hot 
paraffin. Where the lead goes into the build- 
ing only porcelain tubes are necessary. This 

ceived a report of a very steady wave and 
excellent signal strength when a regular 
hurricane, with both wind and rain, was 
raging at the station. 

With reasonable care in measurements 
and the use of good insulators and well 
tied spreaders in this Barrows -Zeppelin 
type antenna there is little doubt that re- 
sults will be well worth the effort expended. 

1f trouble is found in getting resonance 
with a driver on a certain wavelength, it 
is advisable to series a 23 -plate variable in 
the long antenna lead. This condenser 
should be as close to the coupling coil as 
possible. If an antenna meter is used it 
should be just outside the condenser from 
the coupling coil. An ammeter is not nec- 
essary except in the absence of a plate mil- 

liammeter, in which case it will help as a 
check on operation. 

It will also be found that besides being a 
good radiator on short waves at fundamen- 
tal operation, it can also be used as a first 
harmonic system. The system as built for 
40 meters works very well on 80 meters fun- 
damental. For a receiving aerial, by con- 
necting the two leads into the receiver as 
ground and aerial connections, using the 
short lead as a ground, most types of re- 
ceivers can be made to work to perfection 
on this layout. Tuning the receiving set as 
the transmitting aerial was tuned, also helps. 
For this a 23 -plate variable of any design 
may be used, provided it be "quiet." 

Even yet there is much room for experi- 
ment with the whole thing. How about 
two or more wires fanned in the top? Who 
can tell what cages in the r. f. line would 
do. Try it on 20 or 5 meters. The writer 
would be very glad to give any further in- 
formation he has about construction to any 
who write. All comunications addressed to 
either 9AKT, 2620 Blaisdell Avenue, Min- 
neapolis, Minn, or 9DKV, Rocky Ford, Col- 
orado, will reach him. 

SOME FACTS ABOUT INDUC- 
TIVE COUPLED TRANS- 

MITTERS 
By C. H. CAMPBELL, 11V 

About a year has passed since inductively 
coupled transmitting circuits have come into 
universal use among the amateurs. The 
operation of these circuits is not difficult and 
for that reason, details which would greatly 
improved their operation are often over- 
looked. 

Probably ninety per cent of the amateur 
transmitting stations use the Radio Corpora- 
tion UL1008 inductance. A good way to 
adapt this to an inductively coupled circuit 
is to cut the inductance through the center 
with a hack saw and use one hilf for the 
primary and the other hºif fur the second- 
ary. There will be ample inductance in 
t sch half to permit operation oa any of the 
amateur bands of wavelengths. Do not 
merely cut the copper ribbons and leave the 
rest of the inductance intact. 

Many amateurs believe that the distance 
between the primary and secondary wind- 
ings determine the amount of coupling. How- 
ever this is only one of three factors. The 
others are the diameter of the coils and 
the number of turns in use. Therefore, the 
primary and secondary of equally sized coils 
would have to be further apart than where 
one is of smaller diameter than the other 
to give the same value of coupling. If the 
secondary were made sufficiently small in 
respect to the primary, it might be possible 
to place it inside the primary and still have 
fairly loose coupling between the circuits. 
This is not recommended, however, and for 
best results the primary and secondary 
should be of the same diameter, or very 
nearly so, and well separated to keep the 
coupling loose. If three turns were in use 
in the secondary circuit and then the clip 
moved to the fifth turn, the effective coupling 
would change and it would be necessary 
to increase the distance between the coils. 
Similarly, if the number of turns in the sec- 
ondary' were educed to one, then the sec- 
ondary woul have to he moved closer to 
the primary order to keep the value of 
coupling the same. 

The proper value of coupling is usually 
the point at which the primary and second- 
ary are closest together and still give stable 
operation right on the resonance peak. If 
the coupling is too tight there is a tendency 
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The new Amsco socket is designed to take all sizes of tubes using the UX or 

CX base without need for an adapter. It 
gives a positive wipe contact which locks 
the tube into place. It is exceedingly 

compact and light in weight and has a 
non-skid one -hole mounting. It is made 
of mottled green bakelite with metal 
parts of phosphor bronze, tinned where 
soldering is to be done. 

The Victoreen superheterodyne trans- 
former has been designed to have a very 
sharp resonance curve so as to give great 
selectivity even with an aperiodic pri- 
mary and so as to prevent interstage os- 
cillation. It is claimed to give satisfac- 

tory operation %tun unmatched tubes of 
either dry cell or storage battery type 

. and with potentiometer control of vol- 
ume. It is resonant at an intermediate 
frequency little affected by harmonics. 

The Pacent superaudioformer is a 3 
to 1 ratio transformer designed for power 
amplification with plate potentials up to 
600 volts. It is claimed to give uniform 
amplification from 100 to 8000 cycles and 

may be used in any stage. It has a high 
primary impedance, low secondary ca- 
pacity, and a large laminated core of 
alloy steel. 

Lastite is a simple means for making 
tight soldered connections. As may be 
seen in the sectional view it consists 
of a threaded nut, that can be screwed 
onto the binding post of a socket, trans- 

former or other radio part, and of a small 
tube into which a wire is put preparatory 
to soldering it to the flange on the end 
of the tube. This leaves both hands free 
for the soldering operation. 

The socket tube reviver is a simple 
apparatus for reactivating thoriated fila- 
ment tubes by the flash and aging prin- 
ciple. It can be attached without cord to 

any 110 volt lighting socket. A small 
button of the side enables the tube to be 
"flashed" at high voltage for 45 seconds 
and then the tube is aged at low voltage 
for ten minutes. 

The Pacent Isolantite adapter fits a 
small UX-base tube, such as the UX-120 
or UX-199, to a standard Navy type of 
tube socket. The shell is provided with 
four holes, one larger than the other 

Pp,E E NT 
CAT. 1vQ23 

'so LA AADAPTER 
PAT. PEND. 

three, to take the four prongs of the 
small UX base. A lock screw holds the 
tube in the adapter while a pin assures 
proper engagement with the bayonet slot 
of the usual socket. 
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The carborundum stabilizing detector 
unit has been especially designed for use with reflex sets using a. c. power. It 
uses a fixed carborundum crystal as a de- 
tector and a small dry cell and potentio- 
meter which may be adjusted so as to 
give a "biasing" voltage which cuts down 

the effective resistance of the crystal 
and thus increases its sensitivity. 'By 
increasing the resistance slightly the se- lectivity is improved. Or this damping 
regulator may be used to control self -os- 
cillation in a reflex set. 

The Tune -Rite dial is a vernier dial 
geared so that when used with a semi- 
circular plate condenser the pointer 
gives a straight line frequency reading. 
The separation of the low wavelength 

stations at the lower end of the dial is 
about the same as the high wavelength 
stations at the upper end. This dial is 
made in styles that readily convert any 
old condenser to a straight line frequency 
reading. / 

A piece of rubber hose, such as : may 
be purchased from any druggist for a 
few cents, makes a good lead-in insulator, 
where the wire must be run under or on 
top of a window. The wire may be 
threaded through the hose, and the win- 
dow closed as usual. A few tacks to 
hold the hose in place may be required. 

ii. 



BUILD THE 

C14%%*11 ILt 40e01 :$4E IS 
Nothing like it has ever 
been known before! 

It is a Five Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Circuit using a new 
and Highly Efficient system of preventing oscillations. 

Sensitivity 1-1 Selectivity h- Tone Quality 
combined to give results 
never before obtainable! 

Build It Yourself with Cam f field Parts 
at half the cost of a good five tube Receiving Set The fol- 
lowing Camfield Parts are essential for use in the Duodyne 
Circuit : 

1 Type 22K Camfield Duoformer Kit $10.00 

3 Type 886 Camfield Straight Line Variable Condenser, each $ 6.00 

5 Type 11 Camfield Bull Dog Grip Socket, each 65c 

Write Direct to the Home Office for 
Complete Free Descriptive Literature 

(-4 ( ( .> (Th ' 
Rear Panel View. Showing Position of Parle and Wiring. 

telling all about the Duodyne 
Circuit and Camfield Parts, 
giving us the name of your 
radio dealer. 

DEALERS : 
Our Sales Policies protect 

your profits and those of 
your jobber. Write us on 
your business letterhead for 
complete information about 
the Duodyne Circuit, Cam - 
field Parts and Dealers' 
Prices, giving us the name of 
your jobber. 

CAMFIELD RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Home Office 

829 HARRISON ST., OAKLAND, CALIF. 1268 WEST 115th ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Branch Office 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 41 



With the Amateur Operators 
AN EFFECTIVE RADIATION 

SYSTEM 
By T. C. GOODNER, 9DKV and 9AKT 

In this day of radio, we are all ready to 
seize anything that seems to make for better 
transmission and reception. Especially is 
this true in short wave work where interfer- 
ence and static are at a minimum and where 
watts mean "countries rather than just 
states." 

It happened to be the writer's luck, through 
the aid of a fellow ham, namely 9DFH, to 
hit upon the idea of the Barrows antenna 
as described in QST for June, 1925, and to 
adapt it to a "ham" layout. 

The common failing of most short wave 
antennas is the impossibility of attaining a 
place free from trees, surrounding buildings, 
and wires. If the system is short all the 
%sires are down so low as to make those 
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r. f. line is measured (by inches) from the 
coupling coil terminals to the out end and 
should be made equal to exactly % the 
wavelength in meters (3.28 ft.= -1 meter). 
One wire must be dead -ended at the last 
spreader, with sufficient wire allowed for 
tying through an insulator. To the other 
wire is added another piece of No. 14 en- 
ameled wire exactly equal to / the wave- 
length in meters. Some convenient bridle 
will be necessary at this connection, with 
care taken to keep sharp or square corners 
out of the circuit as far as possible. 

Next comes the business of putting up the 
antenna. No doubt it would work best ver- 
tical, but if this is not possible, construct it 
as an inverted "L'' with a single wire on 
top and a two wire lead-in. By all 
means stretch the wires tight and hold 
them from swaying in the wind. The writ- 
er, by taking particular care to do this, re - 

Pyp-s/t 'et 6,41/4»"J 

TO Cd./ 

Details of Antenna. 
Enlarged rim' of Antenna Connections. 

precious old poles of almost no use whatever. 
However, the radiator for which the fol- 
lowing will give the construction, is one that 
can be used to good advantage where poles 
and masts from 30 to 100 ft. high are already 
in use. 

The main, as well as the most advantage- 
ous feature in the Barrows antenna, is the 
non -radiating antenna feeder, or r. f. trans- 
mission line which reaches well up or out 
from the driver and surrounding building. 
This line is composed of two No. 14 enam- 
elled wires spaced uniformly at from 12 to 
14 in. apart; with spreaders at intervals of 
5 ft. These spreaders need be nothing more 
than dry stick '/zxy x16 in., soaked in hot 
paraffin. Where the lead goes into the build- 
ing only porcelain tubes are necessary. This 

ceived a report of a very steady wave and 
excellent signal strength when a regular 
hurricane, with both wind and rain, was 
raging at the station. 

With reasonable care in measurements 
and the use of good insulators and well 
tied spreaders in this Barrows -Zeppelin 
type antenna there is little doubt that re- 
sults will be well worth the effort expended. 

1f trouble is found in getting resonance 
with a driver on a certain wavelength, it 
is advisable to series a 23 -plate variable in 
the long antenna lead. This condenser 
should be as close to the coupling coil as 
possible. If an antenna meter is used it 
should be just outside the condenser from 
the coupling coil. An ammeter is not nec- 
essary except in the absence of a plate mil- 

liammeter, in which case it will help as a 
check on operation. 

It will also be found that besides being a 
good radiator on short waves at fundamen- 
tal operation, it can also be used as a first 
harmonic system. The system as built for 
40 meters works very well on 80 meters fun- 
damental. For a receiving aerial, by con- 
necting the two leads into the receiver as 
ground and aerial connections, using the 
short lead as a ground, most types of re- 
ceivers can be made to work to perfection 
on this layout. Tuning the receiving set as 
the transmitting aerial was tuned, also helps. 
For this a 23 -plate variable of any design 
may be used, provided it be "quiet." 

Even yet there is much room for experi- 
ment with the whole thing. How about 
two or more wires fanned in the top? Who 
can tell what cages in the r. f. line would 
do. Try it on 20 or 5 meters. The writer 
would be very glad to give any further in- 
formation he has about construction to any 
who write. All comunications addressed to 
either 9AKT, 2620 Blaisdell Avenue, Min- 
neapolis, Minn., or 9DKV, Rocky Ford, Col- 
orado, will reach him. 

SOME FACTS ABOUT INDUC- 
TIVE COUPLED TRANS- 

MITTERS 
By C. H. CAMPBELL, 11V 

About a year has passed since inductively 
coupled transmitting circuits have come into 
universal use among the amateurs. The 
operation of these circuits is not difficult and 
for that reason, details which would greatly 
improved their operation are often over- 
looked. 

Probably ninety per cent of the amateur 
transmitting stations use the Radio Corpora- 
tion UL1008 inductance. A good way to 
adapt this to an inductively coupled circuit 
is to cut the inductance through the center 
with a hack saw and use one h21f for the 
primary and the other half fur the second- 
ary. There will be ampie iuductance in 
t sch half to permit operation oa any of the 
ama'eL.r bands of wavelengths. Do not 
merely cut the copper ribbons and leave the 
rest of the inductance intact. 

Many amateurs believe that the distance 
between the primary and secondary wind- 
ings determine the amount of coupling. How- 
ever this is only one of three factors. The 
others are the diameter of the coils and 
the number of turns in use. Therefore, the 
primary and secondary of equally sized coils 
would have to be further apart than where 
one is of smaller diameter than the other 
to give the same value of coupling. If the 
secondary were made sufficiently small in 
respect to the primary, it might be possible 
to place it inside the primary and still have 
fairly loose coupling between the circuits. 
This is not recommended, however, and for 
best results the primary and secondary 
should be of the same diameter, or very 
nearly so, and well separated to keep the 
coupling loose. 1f three turns were in use 
in the secondary circuit and then the clip 
moved to the fifth turn, the effective oupling 
would change and it would be necessary 
to increase the distance between the coils. 
Similarly, if the number of turns in the sec- 
ondary were reduced to one, then the sec- 
ondary would have to be moved closer to 
the primary in order to keep the value of 
coupling the same. 

The proper value of coupling is usually 
the point at which the primary and second- 
ary are closest together and still give stable 
operation right on the resonance peak. If 
the coupling is too tight there is a tendency 
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for the tube not to draw its maximum in- 
put every time the key is pressed, especially 
when making dots. The result is that al- 
though good Continental characters are made 
at the key, it might sound like a Brasspound- 
er of Nippon at the receiving end. Loosen- 
ing the coupling to the proper value will rec- 
tify this difficulty. This value changes for 
every other adjustment of the circuit. Some 
stations are operated with tight coupling and 
the antenna slightly de -tuned from reson- 
ance. This will stop the paralyzing effect 
but when the coupling is too close, key clicks 
are apt to be radiated from the antenna. 

There is a difference of opinion as to 
which end of the oscillator the antenna cir- 
cuit should be coupled but the plate end is 
generally considered the best. The proper 
layout of a Hartley circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Proper Layout of Hartley Circuit. 

Be sure not to have any dead turns between 
the coils. Put the plate lead on the extreme 
end of the inductance and vary the space cur- 
rent with the filament clips. Put the coun- 
terpoise lead on the extreme end of the 
antenna inductance and vary the number of 
turns with the antenna clip. The primary 
tuning condenser should be shunted across 
the plate portion of the inductance rather 
than the grid portion as the electrical strain 
is not as great at, that point. Sometimes 
when operating on very short wavelengths, 
the primary condenser is omitted and tuning 
is done entirely with the clips. This is 
rather clumsy and operation is not near so 
stable as when a smaller value of inductance 
is used with a primàry tuning condenser. 

KEEPING FILAMENT VOLT- 
AGE CONSTANT 
By C. H. CAMPBELL, 11V 

Since the description of Station 11V in 
December 1925 RADIO, I have had numer- 
ous requests for information about the extra 
winding on the plate transformer to keep 
the filament from "ducking" every time the 
key is pressed. 

It is a well known fact that on transmit- 
ters, employing a plate potential greater than 
500 volts, trouble is usually experienced in 
having the filament voltage vary as the key 
is operated, due to the additional power 
drawn by the plate. This constant flicker- 
ing is a great strain on the tube and it will 
not stand that kind of treatment very long. 

A few turns of flexible lampcord are 
wound on the plate transformer and con- 
nected in series with the primary of the 
filament transformer. The exact number of 
turns has to be found by experiment. At my 
station twelve turns are necessary to com- 
pensate for a drop of one-half a volt'. With 
the right number of turns a voltage builds 
up in this winding which is just equal to 
the extra power drawn by the plate, and is 
fed into the filament transformer, thereby 
keeping the filament voltage at a constant 
value. If it does not work the first time re- 
verse the polarity. 

The QRA of Z-IAF is Gordon W. Smith- 
son, 39 Surrey St., Ponsonby, Auckland, New 
Zealand. He is on 36 meters and any re- 
ports from American amateurs would he 
appreciated and promptly acknowledged. 

C A L L 5 
I4ÀPD 

By V. L. Rosso, Sena'toblia, Miss, from 
November 21 to November 29 

laca, lack, lajg, laxo, lbdm, lbes, lbs, 
lbvb, lbvr, lga, 1kw, lyb, 2adk.. 2adm, 
2aey, 2ahk, 2ala, 2alt, 2apv, 2b1r, 2box. 
2bsc, 2buy, 2cd, 2cg, 2cj, 2ff, 2fo, 2gp, 2mu, 
3aha, 3as, 3biw, 3bof, 3bwp, 3ckj, 3hu, 31m, 
3ue, 3vx, 3yi, 4bk, 4cu, 4eo, 4eq, 4fa, 4fc, 
4fp, 4jh, 4jr, 4jv, 4kw, 4oa, 4oy, 4ta, 4tx, 
4vq, 6aaf, 6aec, 6bhz, 6btx, Seco, Eche, 
6dam, 6daq, 6vc, 7aij, 7jf, 7uq. Canadian: 
2au, 3dh, 3kp, 3x1, 5hp. Cuban: 2jo. Porto 
Rico: 4r1. Brazil: laf, lib, rgt. Argen- 
tina: ljz. Naval: nba, ncc, ndf, nkf, nivd. 
Commercial: wiz, wqo. Miscellaneous: fw. 

By L. W. Bristol (6DN) 
20 meters: 2ohm, 5atp, 7nx, 8er, 9cbb, 

9swn, 9kv, nkf, wiz. 40 meters: laao, laap, 
toff, laci, lawe, laxr, lcaw, lori, lhs, lrr, 
lsk, lsw, lvc, lwy, lyb, 2acs, 2ahk, 2agq, 
Zagt, 2asa, 2akv, 2anm, 2apm, 2bir, 2cjo, 
2cns, 2cbq, 2ds, 2ef, 2fo, 2kq, 2ku, 2kx, 
2mu, 2zv, 3bwt, 3cdv, 3ckl, 3dh, 3hs, 3jo, 
31d, 31w, 4do, 4fo, 4gt, 41o, 4rm, 5acz, 5aph, 
5aqu, 5ahs, 5afb, Satt, 5cc, 5ef, 5gn, Sgx, 
5gj, she, 5hs, 5jf, 5ms, Snj, 5jd, 5ph, 5qk, 
5qw, 5uu, 5yd, 7afo, 7eq, 7gb, lit, 7kg, 71q, 
7ne, 7pz, 7tm, 7uj, 8avl, 8aly, 8bym, 8bgm, 
8ban, 8baf, 8bpl, 8bev, 8bkq, 8bzt, 8bgs, 
8cjm, 8ckm, 8cau, Seed, 8cct, 8cwk, 8ccl, 
8dr, 8don, 8dpl, 8dbc, 8daa, 8dae, Seq, 8ea, 
8hb, 8jj, 8kc, 8jq, 8mc, 8p1, 9anz, 9awb, 
galt, Sagt, 9ang, 9afp, 9apm, 9adk, 9acq, 
9acy, 9bz, 9bga, 9bqb, 9bhp, 9bfp, 9bdw, 
9biy, 9bkk, 9bwx, 9bcm, 9czz, 9cvn, 9che, 
beel, 9cep, 9ciw, 9clg, 9ew, 9ccj, 901v, 
9ckm, 9dpj, 9dat, (9dn), 9ddk, 9drz. 
9dng, 9d1, 9ddh, 9dga, 9dx, 9elt, 9edz, 
9efs, 9ecl, 9gb, 9hp, 91c, Soo, 9ph, 
9q1, 9mb, 9sg, 9tj, 9ua, 9wo, 9zt, c2bg, 
c4gt, c5ba, c5go, c5na, hu6aff, hu6buc, 
hu6dbl, cgdvb, wiz, gd3, nkf, npg, nism, 
npo, npm. 
By J. G. Tinney, 74 Kainut Road, Hataital, 

New Zealand 
ler, lbg, ich, lka, lsa, lsi, lxu, lyb, 

lza, laao, lhg, lahl, lare, lawe, laxa, 
laz1, lbad, lblu, lcmx, 2ff, 2gy, 2mu, 2wr, 
2x1, 2zb, 2ahm, 2aim, 2als, 2brb, 2cgz, 
2cyw, 2xaf, 3cc. 3hg, 31d, 3wn, 4cu, 4f1, 
4ív, 4js, 4km, 4ku, 4rm, 4sb, 4s1, 4tv, 4xe, 
5ac, 5ak, 5ew, 5ft, 5gx, 5hy, 5jd, 5Ig, 51s, 
5nj, snw, 5oq, 5uk, 5va, 5agn, 5aid, 5akl, 
5akn, 5akz, Same, 5amf, 5amk, 5aph, 5asv, 
5atv, 5aua, 5zai, 6bq, 6cz, 6dt, 6fa, 6gu, 
6hu, 6jí, 6jp, 61j, 6m1, 6nw, 6tx, fitz, 6ua, 
Buf, 6vc, 6vr, 6wt, 6zb, 6zd, 6zh, 6zs, Sagk, 
Gall, 6ake, 6akm, 6amm, baum, 6bbv, 6bgb, 
6bjd, 6bjx, 6buc, 6bvs, 6bwu, 6cah, Scow, 
fiche, 6cms, 6cmu, Ecue, 6ega, 6css, 6csw, 
6dab, 6dah, Sdai, 6dam, Sdat, 6dax, 6xad, 
7ek, lit, 71q, 7uj, 7uz, 7aek, Say, 8bg, 8eb, 
Ser, 8es, 8gz, 8p1, 8vt, 8adg, 8aly, 8bce, 
8bgn, 8bnh, 8bpl, 8bqb, 8bwb, 8cau, Seed, 
9dn, 9dr, 9ek, 9hp, 91e, 9uq, 9xn, 9zd, 9zt, 
9ado, Sail, 9akf, 9aod, 9bez, 9bbq, 9bwb, 
lhwo, 9ccv, 9eld, 9cvn, 9cxx, 9czz, 9dac, 
9dhk, 9djp, 9dly, 9dmj, 9dng, 9dpx, 9drd, 
9dvi, 9dvl, 9efs, 9eji, 9eky, 9ets, Okkv. 
Mexico: 113. ikix, laf, laa, 9a, xda. Eng- 
land: 2cc, 2dx, 2kf, 2kz, 21z, 2nm, 2od, 2sz, 
5dh, 51f, 5nn, 5qv, 6nn, 6rm, 6tm. Italy: 
lau, leo, ter, Smt, lno, lrt. Switzerland: 
7de, 9ad. Dutch: o-ba, o-bq, o-sv. France: 
8az, Sbf, Sao, Set, See, 8es, 8eu, Sfq, 8gm, 
8hu, 8jbl, 8tok, 8wag, 3ca. Algiers: 8alg. 
Morocco: maroc. Belgium: 4yz. Japan: 
laa. China: Tipp. Sweden: smzs, smyy. 
Java: ane. Samoa: 6zac. Philippines: 
lhr, nuqg. Porto Rico: 4r1, 4sa. Canada: 
3aa, 4gt. Hawaii: fxl, 611, 6aff, 6ajl, 6cst. 
Argentine: aa8, afl, ah2, bal, bg8, cb3, 
db2, dd7, de3, dh5, fa3, fb5, ff9, fg4, ga2. 
Chile: leg, ter, 21d, 2re, 2rm, 9tc. Brazil: 
lab, lac, lad, lgw, 2sp. Australia: 2eo, 
2cm, 2cs, 2ds, 2gt, 2gw, 2jw, 2rd, 2rg, 2sw, 
2yh, 2y1, 3ap, 3au, 3bd. 3bm, 3bq, 3kb, 31p, 
3qh, 3u1, 3yx, 4an, 4gd, 5aa, sbg, sda, 51f, 
5ww, 6ej, 7dx, 7gd, 7jb, 7om, 9dr (qra?) 
Log kept. Will qsl card with report sigs. 

At U9DPX during November, 1925 
a2BB, a2CM, a2CS. a2TM, (a2UI), a3AD, 

a3BD, a3KB, (a7JB), (a7PF), beBER, 
bz1AB, bz1AC, bz1AP, bz1IA, bzRGT, fBGI, 
fn2CO, g2KF, g5DH, hu6AJL, oA4Z, oA6N, 
piIHR, pr4SA, g2JT, rBA-1, rFA-3, rCB-8, 
sSGC, z1AO, z1AX, z2AC, z2XA, z4AL, ANE, 
F8Z, NISM, NISP, NISR, NTT, NVE, PB -3. 

By Clarence Wolf, Jr.-3ABH., 1521 No. 
16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Detector only October 11th to Nov. 29th. 
laai, íaíí, lajk, lare, (lawq), lbfq, lcaa, 

(lcbg), (lchi), lcjc, (scot), 1pi, lqv, (lui), 
(luu), (1zk), 2aav, (2acp), 2afo, (2afv), 
2ahw, 2ajc, (2aje), 2akv, (2amk), 2amj, 
(2awq), 2bdi, (2bqb), 2bqq, 2bzr, 2ccl, 
(2cx1), (2cyh), 2av, 2bg, 2cp, (2cy), 2gp. 
(2ke), 21m, (2od), 4bg, 4he, 4og, (4tg), 4vo, 
4wg, (4wq), 5akn, 5apq, 5atp, 5bx, 8acz, 
Sahc, (Samb), (bane), 8aom, 8asi, Sate, 
(Saul), 8azu, (8bay), 8bbl, 8bcz, (8bpd), 
(Ebro), 8cap, (8cas), (Scgv), 8cjb, 8cjv, 
(8cmw), (Scta), 8exp, 8dbn, (Sdfo), (8dhb), 
(Sdhx), 8d1n, 8dpe, Sdgz, (8eu), (Seq), 8g1, 
(8iz), (81p), (8wv), 9aal, (9ami), 9aub), 
(axb), 8bmm, 9bof, (9bvi), (9cax), (9clw), 
Sex!, 9dew, 9dgw, 9dht, 9d1h, (9dxy}, 9dyl, 
(9ehg), (9ejq), .(9jo), 9kv, (9tv). Canadi- 
an: (3co), (AF2), 5o7. (Second character 
of this call fifteenth letter of alphabet 
and not zero). QRA of this station 
wanted. QRK mi 30 watts cw? A card 
goes out for every one that comes in. 

By 6RCs during Nov. 441-S0 
(lad), (lahl), (lajo), (lazd), (lazr), 

laxr, (lbes), (lblf), lbgq, lbvl, lcaw. 
(loll), (icmf), laf, lfu, (10r), (1rd), (1pi). 
lyb, (2ahk), (2anm), (2bkr), (2cvj), (2cvu). 
(2ev), (2cty), (2gp), (2kx), (211), 2mm. 
2qk, 2zv, 3ad, (3aes), (3ash), (3afw), 
(3bit), (3bwt), (3blp, 3cdv, 3chg, 3ckp, 
(3cjn), 3hg, 3kg, (3jo), (3tr), 4cu, 4ch, 
4fc, 4f1, (411), 4vo,:-4tg, (8amd), 8bej), 
(Sbcu), (8bcv), (8bpa), (Saks), 8bbl, 8bsc, 
8bau, 8bww, Sbkm, (Sbwr), (8bt), 8bzd, 
(Soon), (8cgr), (Segv), 8cjm, (8dr,) 8drf, 
(8psy), Srh, 8rf, (8ry), 8aj, (8zk), (8tw), 
8cbr, a -2y1, 2rg, 2bb, sah, 2rj, 2cm, 2ds. 
New Zealand: lax, 2wa, lao, 4ac, 4af, 2ac. 
Misc.: (nqg-2), nism, (m9a), 1 -ter, g2sz. 
r-ebs, ch9tc. 50 watts here on 40 meters. 
Would appreciate any foreign reports of 
my sigs. All cards qsl'd. 6BC , Route 1, 
Box 113, Gardena, Calif. 

By U-6CHX during November 
U. S.: lvc, laao, ibiz, lyb, lcaw, lbgk, 

lsi, lana, lao, lbhm, lawl, lcax, lbdk. 
lbad, lhj, laae, lbv, lzq, 2agq, 2ajm, 2apm, 
2bkr, 2brc, 2bss, 2bsc, 2b1, 2cbg, 2cje, 
2crp, 2etq, 2cns, 2cvu, 2eo, 2co, 2mu, 2kx, 
2kf, 2kr, 2p1, 2zv, Sade, 3ckj, 3dh, 3q1, 3xm, 
4aa, 4fw, 4f1, 4íz, 4pz, 4r1, 4rm, 4rr, 4si, 
4w1, 4we, Sew, satf, 5agn, 5akl, 5alm, 5bn, 
5kw, 5oq, 5uk, 5ph, 6zac, 6oa, Tae, 7alk, 
lay, 7oy, 7mz, 7r1, 8aly, .8bgn, 8bgi, Sbkm. 
Scvd, 8cjm, 8dgj, Sdfo, 8dno, 8gz, 8hw, 8x1. 
8zz, Sara, 9aim, 9akb, 9xj, 9bsa, 9bxq, 9bfp, 
9bmt, 9bmv, 9cvn, 9cwo, 9cmo, 9cfn, 9ctq. 
9ddh, 9dng, 9dms, 9dge, 9eez, 9eji, Seht. 
9ecc, 9efs, 9wv, 9fj, 9bx, 9hp, Sek. Aus- 
tralia: lax, 3ak, 2yi, 3ef, San, 3kb, 2cm, 
2jw. New' Zealand: 2ac, 2xa, 3ad, 3am. 
4az, 4as, 4ac. Italian: las. Philippines: 
lar, lcw, lhr, nuqg. Ships and shore sta- 
tions: gdvb, wyi, barn, fw, nuw, npm, npu. 
ngy, narj, wyd, neqq, npz, nism. South 
Amer.: r-afl, r-b5f, r-db2, r-ga2. All 
heard between 35 and 45 meters. 
By R. Lorain, October 24th to 31st between 

3°30' S. and S°31' S, long. 119 E. and 
125°36' East. Distance for Ameri- 
cans between 8000 and 12000 miles. 

American: 2zv, 4bu, 41v, 4ku, 5ach, 5agl, 
5agn, 5ahp, 5jd, 5giv, 5uk, 6am, 6aly, 6ajl, 
6bg, 6bec, 6bhz, 6buc, 6dah, 6ea, 6ht, 6oi, 
Ern, 6vr, lay, 7bg, 7jb, lui, 7ya, 8cgr, Spi, 
9ado, 9bdw, 9che, 9ddh, 9dng. 9drd, 9ek, 
9zk, 9zt. Australian: 2aq, 2d1, 2gq, 2rg, 
2sw, 2tm, lui, 2yh, 3bd, 3yx, Sah. New 
Zealand: tao, 2xa, 4ac. Mexico: laa. 
Philippines: ldl, lrx, lau. 
At Macao and from Macao to Celebes Sea. 

Forty meters band. 
American: 2bbg. 5ag, 5agu. 5aua, 5asv, 

4gt, 6afa, bag. 6aff, 6ajm, bake, 6bj, 6bjk, 
Sbjd, 6bgv, 6bjx, 6bq, 6cgw, Seto, Gehe, 
6rw, Sve. 6nx. 6zac. Szk, 6xhq. 9cfv, 9eae. 
Australian: 2bb, 210, 2tm, 2ngg (7) 2cm, 
2yi, 2ay, 2kg, 3yx, 3bg, 3ef, 3tm, 3em. 
3ds, 3kb, 3gm, Sog, saa, Sah, 5kn. New 
Zealand: lax. lao. 2ac, 3am. 4ak. Cana- 
dian: 5bg. French: 8tk. Philippine Isl.: 
lhr, icw, ldl, lrx. 
By 9AGO, Joseph C. Fortelka, 2253 Mar- 

shall Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
laae, taci, laoi, lafl, lafo, lajg, latv, 

lawe, leal, lcaw, lckm, lore, levi, lga, 
1pl, lxm, lyb, lye, lyd, 2aa, 2aau, 2ahm, 
2akb, 2akg, 2akp, 2asp, 2cv, 2cuf, 20x1, 
2ff, 2fk, 2fo, 2kg, 3bmz, 3jw, 31d 4bu, 4cs, 
4cu, 4dk, 4f1, 4gw, 4ib, 4rr, 4ua, 5acy, 
5ado, 5agq, 5alm, saoj, 5ary, 5atx, 5cc, 
5dq, 5ew, 5gx, 5hy, 5jd, 5oq, 5ph, 5qj, 5rg, 
5sh, 5sp, Salm, 6akm, 6bjd, 6bpn, 6bq. 
ficca, 6cgw, 6clp, 6cqa, 6evc, 6dag, 6das, 
Sdek, Sdgv, 6dps, 6ea, 6ec, Ehm, 6kb, 6rm, 
6,w, 6sh, 6vc. Bwt. 7gb. 71f. 711. 7xa. r1Rak, 
clay, c2ax, c8fc, faqr, mlj, mlaf. Sweden: 
sfd, zlao, z2ad. Mist: 9s8, cv, fw, kcs, nkf, 
wir, wiz, wqo. 

(Continued on Page 68) 
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FROM THE FAC M LJ AC TURF RS 

The new Amsco socket is designed to take all sizes of tubes using the UX or 
CX base without need for an adapter. It 
gives a positive wipe contact which locks 
the tube into place. It is exceedingly 

compact and light in weight and has a 
non-skid one -hole mounting. It is made 
of mottled green bakelite with metal 
parts of phosphor bronze, tinned where 
soldering is to be done. 

The Victoreen superheterodyne trans- 
former has been designed to have a very 
sharp resonance curve so as to give great 
selectivity even with an aperiodic pri- 
mary and so as to prevent interstage os- 
cillation. It is claimed to give satisfac- 

tory operation w uu unmatched tubes of 
either dry cell or storage battery type 
and with potentiometer control of vol- 
ume. It is resonant at an intermediate 
frequency little affected by harmonics. 

The Pacent superaudioformer is a 3 
to 1 ratio transformer designed for power 
amplification with plate potentials up to 
600 volts. It is claimed to give uniform 
amplification from 100 to 8000 cycles and 

may be used in any stage. It has a high 
primary impedance, low secondary ca- 
pacity, and a large laminated core of 
alloy steel. 

Lastite is a simple means for making 
tight soldered connections. As may be 
seen in the sectional view it consists 
of a threaded nut, that can be screwed 
onto the binding post of a socket, trans- 

2. 

former 

5 
or other radio part, and of a small 

tube into which a wire is put preparatory 
to soldering it to the flange on the end 
of the tube. This leaves both hands free 
for the soldering operation. 

The socket tube reviver is a simple 
apparatus for reactivating thoriated fila- 
ment tubes by the flash and aging prin- 
ciple. It can be attached without cord to 

any 110 volt lighting socket. A small 
button of the side enables the tube to be 
"flashed" at high voltage for 45 seconds 
and then the tube is aged at low voltage 
for ten minutes. 

The Pacent Isolantite adapter fits a 
small UX-base tube, such as the UX-120 
or UX-199, to a standard Navy type of 
tube socket. The shell is provided with 
four holes, one larger than the other 

PACENT 
(ve\ 

1SO LANTAT. ITE, 
EN 
ADAPTER 

D. 

Q 

CAT N0.23 

three, to take the four prongs of the 
small UX base. A lock screw holds the 
tube in the adapter while a pin assures 
proper engagement with the bayonet slot 
of the usual socket. 

The carborundum stabilizing detector 
unit has been especially designed for use with reflex sets using a. c. power. It uses a fixed carborundum crystal as a de- tector and a small dry cell and potentio- 
meter which may be adjusted so as to give a "biasing" voltage which cuts down 

the effective resistance of the crystal 
and thus increases its sensitivity. By increasing the resistance slightly the se- 
lectivity is improved. Or this damping 
regulator may be used to control self -os- 
cillation in a reflex set. 

The Tune -Rite dial is a vernier dial 
geared so that when used with a semi- 
circular plate condenser the pointer 
gives a straight line frequency reading. 
The separation of the low wavelength 

stations at the lower end of the dial is 
about the same as the high wavelength 
stations at the upper end. This dial is 
made in styles that readily convert11kany 
old condenser to a straight line freq ney 
reading. 

A piece of rubber hose, such as : may 
be purchased from any druggist for a 
few cents, makes a good lead-in insulator, 
where the wire must be run under or on 
top of a window. The wire may be 
threaded through the hose, and the win- 
dow closed as usual. A few tacks to 
hold the hose in nlace may be required. 
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Nothing like it has ever 
been known before! 

It is a Five Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Circuit using a new 
and Highly Efficient system of preventing oscillations. 

Sensitivity -4 Selectivity -4 Tone Quality 
combined to give results 
never before obtainable! 

Build It Yourself with Cam f field Parts 
at half the cost of a good five tube Receiving Set ! The fol- 
lowing Camfield Parts are essential for use in the Duodyne 
Circuit : 
1 Type 22K Camfield Duoformer Kit $10.00 

3 Type 886 Camfield Straight Line Variable Condenser, each $ 6.00 

5 Type 11 Camfield Bull Dog Grip Socket, each 65c 

Write Direct to the Home Office for 
Complete Free Descriptive Literature 

r-, r-, 
':F i4. :h eE +`? 4 .,. .1 .... 

Rear Panel View. Showing Position of Parte and Wiring. 

telling all about the Duodyne 
Circuit and Camfield Parts, 
giving us the name of your 
radio dealer. 

DEALERS : 
Our Sales Policies protect 

your profits and those of 
your jobber. Write us on 
your business letterhead for 
complete information about 
the Duodyne Circuit, Cam - 
field Parts and Dealers' 
Prices, giving us the name of 
your jobber. 

CAMFIELD RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Home Office 

829 HARRISON ST., OAKLAND, CALIF. 
Branch Office 

1268 WEST 115th ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 41 



Ib.. ç r,.npere Size 

Tungar 
when you want the best 

battery charger 

The Tungar is a G -E 
product, developed in 
the Research Labora- 
tories of General Elec- 
tric. 
The new Tungar char- 
ges any make and size 
of storage battery ra- 
dio' A" and auto bat- 
teries, and "B" batter- 
ies as high as 96 volts 
in series. 

East of Rockies 
Two ampere size $18.00 
Five ampere size $28.00 

60 cycles.. 110 volts 
Merchandise Department 
General Electric Company 
Bridgeport, Connecticut 

GENE 

"Tungar" is fast becoming the word for 
battery charger. And no wonder! 

Tungar is the trouble -proof, easy -to -use 
charger for all batteries. It's the original 
bulb charger. It's manufactured by 
General Electric. It makes no disturbing 
noise. It can't blow out Radiotrons. 

BATTERY CHARGER 

Tungar-a registered trademark-is found only 
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate. 

AL, ELECTRIC 

4 
The "Windham" Wire Former 

A Handy Tool for 
Electricians, Radio Fans and Mechanics 

This rugged little tool not only makes accurate loops or 
eyes for No. 4, 6, 8 and 10 screws, but will make either 
sharp or easy radius right angle bends, and the sharp cutter 
will cut the toughest wire as well. 
It is drop forged of the very best steel and carefully tem- 
pered in oil. Retails for $1.25 
Dealers and Jobbers send for full information. Deniruble territory still open. 

THE GOYER COMPANY 
Willimantic, Conn., U. S. A. 

HOW TO READ CIRCUIT 
DIAGRAMS 

(Continued from Page 32) 

circuit is shown leading to the B battery, 
by the thin black line. In the secondary 
of the 1st audio transformer is induced 
low frequency a.c. which is in turn amp- 
lified by the 1st audio tube and in a 

like manner passed through the next 
audio transformer and into the last amp- 
lifier tube, where the signal is heard 
in the plate circuit by the headphones 
or loud speaker. In each audio ampli- 
fier filament circuit the audio frequency 
path is shown in parallel with the 
d.c. filament lead, only one path being 
shown, in the negative lead. 

The reflex set produces a very strange 
combination of the three forms of cur- 
rent, as is shown in Fig. 6, which is a 

diagram of a two tube reflex with 
crystal detector. The first vacuum tube 
acts as both radio and audio frequency 
amplifier, so that the alternating cur- 
rent paths are more complex than where 
the vacuum tube is used for only one 
purpose. The high frequency path is 
from the antenna circuit through the 
tuner to the first tube, where it is am- 
lified and passed through the radio fre- 
quency transformer to the crystal detec- 
tor circuit where most of it is rectified 
and converted into audio frequency. 
The latter pass through the audio fre- 
quency transformer shown in the dotted 
lines, and into the grid circuit of the 
first vacuum tube. In order that the 
radio frequencies will have a low resist- 
ance circuit, the .00025 and .002 mfd. 
by-pass condensers shown in red are 
placed in the circuit, as otherwise, the 
presence of the audio frequency trans- 
former windings would retard the flow 
of radio frequency and impair the 
efficiency of the set. The first vacuum 
tube amplifies the audio frequency, 
which passes through the primary of the 
r.f. transformer to the primary of the 
2nd audio transformer, from which it 
enters the grid circuit of the 2nd va uum 
tube and is amplified to loud speal r or 
headphone volume. VVV 

Other radio circuits having more 
vacuum tubes with associated apparatus 
will represent elaborations of Figs. 5 

and 6, but will be similar in principle 
and not difficult to analyze if the color 
charts are retained for ready reference, 
and the various parts of the circuit sep- 
arated into the components. 
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Modernize Your Radio Set 

Type 365 
Rectifier Transformer 

Price $10 

Type 366 
Filter Choke 

('rice $10 

Build a Practical "B"Eliminator 
Í 

Raytheon 
Rectifier 

Tube 

Price $6 

+----z. 

t7t 

di @era . +. .O .mo 

The popular topic of discussion among set -builders today 
is " `B' Battery Eliminators." Many set owners are anxious 
to modernize their receivers by the use of plate voltage sup- 
ply units instead of "B" batteries. 
The above diagram shows the arrangement of parts and 
connections for an efficient "B" battery eliminator using the 
new General Radio Type 365 Rectifier Transformer and 
Type 366 Filter Choke. These transformers give very satis- 
factory results in a plate voltage supply unit when used 
with the new Raytheon rectifier tube or other tubes of 
similar characteristics. 
For further description refer to page 9158 of our new Bul- 
letin 923-C, or write for our circular "Instruction for Build- 
ing a 'B' Eliminator." 

General Radio Co., Cambridge, 39, Mass. 

Type 156 
Standard 

Socket 

Price $ 1 

GENERAL RADIO 
INSTRUMENTS 

"Behind the Panels of Better Built Sets" 
Tell them that you saw It In RADIO 



BREMER-TULLY 
Pioneers of Better Tuning 

In every industry certain names stand out as synonyms for quality and reliability. It has been the good fortune of the Bremer -Tully Manufacturing Company to achieve that distinction in radio. 
Jobbers of H -T Radio Apparatus coined the B -T slogan : 

"B -T never put out a radio part that was not an outstanding success." 

2.2 to 1 $5.00 4.7 to 1 $5.75 

"EUPHONIC 
"Pleasing to the Ear" 

No other product ever attained such instant approval as 
the Euphonic Audio Transformer. No other B -T product ever 
created an equal national demand, or grew so rapidly into na- 
tional distribution. The only explanation lies in the faith of 
the Radio Public in B -T ability, - and the fact that the 
Euphonic Transformer demonstrated its quality on every test. 

The Euphonic is an entirely new conception in design. 
It is not over -size in iron, but amply proportioned, and 

with a scientific core distribution that is the result of 20 years 
of Radio and Wireless experience. 

There is, however, a great increase in the much more expensive copper,-both primary 
and secondary being far in excess of ordinary practice. 

Tonal quality over the full range and maximum amplification on both high and 
notes make the Euphonic superior in our estimation to any 
other form of audio amplification. Try it and you'll agree. 

The Euphonic offers the first remedy for distortion due 
to crossed wires. Movable legs permit mounting in almost 
any position, and the appearance is equally pleasing in any 
position. 

The B -T TUNING CONTROL 
Says Mr. L. J. D. of Toronto: 

"I certainly like your new dial. Your goods don't need 
recommendations; they speak for themselves. One can buy 
them knowing they are getting the best." L. J. D. 

The B -T Tuning Control combines excellent appearance 
with the utmost in mechanical efficiency. It is the only dial 
that is good for either right-hand or left-hand condensers. It 
reads in degrees, station wavelengths, or station call letters. 
Ratio 12 to 1. The B -T is the original window dial. Black and Gold $2.50 

low 

B -T "LIFETIME" CONDENSERS ARE ACKNOWLEDGED LEADERS, 
Have You Read "Better Tuning?" Mr. A. F. B., Ft. Wayne, Ind., Says: 

Ft. Wayne, Ind., Oct. 16, 1925. 
"I consider 'Better Tuning' one of the best and most sensible booklets ever issued by any radio manu- facturer." A. F. B. 

Bremer -Tully Manufacturing Co. 
532 South Canal St. Chicago, Illinois 
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THE B -T "SILENT" SOCKET 

The "Silent Socket" 'ncludes a 
regular B -T Universal Socket. 

$1.25 

All radio has been searching for months for a remedy for 
microphonic noises. 

B -T Laboratories had tried every conceivable means of 
springs, cushions, flexible mountings and even the complete 
suspension of the tube without success. 

And then it was discovered that instead of floating the 
tube, what was needed was shock absorption of entirely dif- 
ferent nature. 

The "Silent" Socket is the result. 

It has cured every case yet found, and the worst cases 
have been sought out for test. 

Put one on your detector. 

The B -T TOROSTYLE 
TRANSFORMER 

The B -T Torostyle'Transformer,-heart of the unequalled 
"COUNTERPHASE"-the only new circuit of the season. 

(Patented June 23, 1925.) 

Read what they say about Torostyle Transformers: 
Kansas City. 

"The Counterphase is in 
every particular by far the 
most efficient receiving set 
that I have owned or heard 
in operation. One stage of 
audio is quite sufficient for 
ample loud speaker recep- 
tion in five rooms of all 
class B stations in the U. 
S., and many class A." 

J. E. M. 

Kit No. 5 for the patented 5 -tube Counterphase $28.50. 

Kit No. 6 for the 6 -tube Counterphase $38.00. 

Chicago. 

"November 9th, outside 
of the usual run of distant 
stations the following were 
picked up from Chicago 
Heights: Miami Beach,New 
Orleans, New York, Den- 
ver, Springfield, and FOUR 
DIFFERENT STATIONS 
IN CALIFORNIA." 

C. B. M. 

Cincinnati. 

"Summarizing tests on 
Counterphase Set I can 
safely say it has more vol- 
ume, greater selectivity, 
greater sensitivity, and pro- 
duces higher quality of re- 
production than any receiv- 
ing set I have ever heard." 

A. C. H. 

" OROSTYLE FOR 
EASY eIRÍ NG 

4PaI,nr,.l Nov. _n. 1,)2 1) 

Torostyle Transformers 
three styles : TA Antenna 
Coupler, TC Intermediate, 
T4 for one stage radio, each 

$4.00 

in 

The 9 -color wiring diagrams have never been approached in radio. 'l'hey leave no 
room for error. 

.B -T PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 
Condensers, Tuners, Aircore Transformers, Sockets, Dials, Modulators, Variable 
High Resistances, Potentiometers, Choke Coils, Mikro -Mike Condensers, Audio 

Transformers, "Nameless" Kits, Counterphase Kits, and 
Complete Receivers 

Bremer -Tully Manufacturing Co. 
532 South Canal St. Chicago, Illinois 
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A Certified Check 
Against Distortion 
As clear and mellow wt 
chime sounds-let the 
"Electrad" Audiohm ban- 
ish that stuttering, sput- 
tering reception forever. 

e ( 
ELECTRAD 
Ausiioli 

IF you want pure tones, clear and true. 
whether high, low or medium pitch, improve 

your set with the Audiohm. It insures repro- 
duction that will equal in smoothness and rich- 

ness the original tones of the instru - 

ment or voice-it makes any good 
set better. 

"ELETRAL" 
LAMP 

SOCKET 
ANTENNA 

Price 75e 
Plugs in on any 
light socket. Re. 
duce. static and 
other interference. 
\o outdoor aerial 
needed. 

Every receiving set with one or 
more audio transformers needs one 
of these tune, quality and volume 
controlling devices. Simply install 
it across the transformer second- 
aries. 

Price $1.50 at all good radio stores. 

LECT WAD 

ONE 
PIECE 

"71ze Six Point 
Pressure Condenser' 

AHE "Electrad" Certified Fixed Mica Condenser 
is a revelation in accuracy and design. Ingenious. 

rigid binding and firm riveting fastens parts securely 
at Six different points insuring positive electrical 
contact. Impervious to temperature and climatic 
variations. Exerts even pressure upon the largest 
possible surface-can't work loose. Binding strap 
and soldering lug In one piece. Accuracy and quiet. 
ness assured always. Value guaranteed to remain 
within 10% of calibration. Standard capacities. 3 
types. Licensed under Pat. No. 1.181.623. May 2, 
1916 and applications pending. Price 30e to 75c in 
sealed dust and moisture -proof packages. 

Ask your dealer or write for FREE 
Descriptive Folder. 

ELECT RAD, INC. 

428 Broadway 
New York City 

Varlohms. Audlohoas, Lightning Arresters. Lead -Ins 
and many other "Electrad" radio products are on 
sale at your dealer's. Sent direct If be can't supply. 

EIFFEL TOWER SHORT WAVE 
TRANSMITTER 

(Continued from Page 10) 
It should be noted also that no oscil- 

lating currents are present in either the 
grid or plate wires, and these may there- 
fore be placed as best suits the construct- 
or, without fear of undesirable feedback 
effects, or other inconveniences which 
may be experienced in single valve oscil- 
lating circuits. Indeed, in the case of a 
single valve, it is necessary to use both 
the grid and plate connections from the 
filament if the circuit is to oscillate, 
which makes it almost imperative to use 
choke coils to cut out stray oscillations 
in the parts of the circuit where they are 
not desirable. 

It is possible, when using two or more 
valves which have been previously 
matched as to characteristics, to obtain 
a transmitting circuit of remarkable sta- 
bility, to which is coupled the radiating 
system. 

At the Eiffel Tower station, six 
alves, rated approximately at 250 watts 

were disposed in two groups of three 
each, and connected according to the bal- 
anced method. The filament circuits 
were connected in parallel, and the plates 
and grids of one bank connected similarly 
to the corresponding elements of the 
other. The peculiar construction of the 
French tubes made this very easy, and 
the laboratory men designed a clever 
rack for quick change, in case of a burn- 
out. 

Directly above the bank of valves, the 
frame on which had been wound all of 
the coils was mounted. Wood and hard 
rubber were used in its construction, and 
its main requirement is rigidity and good 
insulation. 

Although either the plate or grid 
coils may be coupled to the antenna coil 
in this case it is the latter. Herewith 
are given the various values of the coils 
and windings: 

The antenna coupling coil consists of 
two turns of stranded wire, about / in. 
apart and wound on a form of 74 in. in 
diameter. For the grid coil, which is 
wound in two sections, each having the 
following: five turns, spaced 3/16 in. 
apart, on a form 15 in. in diameter. The 
grid coil is wound on the same form. 
and the winding spaced in. apart. 
with five turns. The method used at 
the Eiffel Tower laboratory for the 
mounting of these coils can be see' in 
the pictures of the installation. All of 
the connections are made as direct and 
rigid as possible and in the Tower sta- 
tion, stranded wire, such as used in the 
antenna itself forms the inductances. It 
might be more efficient to use brass strips, 
either flat, or edge -wise wound. 

The experimenter in order to follow 
the effects of the various changes in 
tuning the circuit, should have a plate 
milliammeter, a filament voltmeter, and 
an antenna hot-wire, or thermo-ammeter. 

(Continued on Page 48) 
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FACTS 
THE "WHY OF THE SIX" 

As described in Radio Broadcast for January. 

SELECTIVITY is such that out of town stations may 
be brought to Chicago through twelve powerful'local 
stations. Selectivity can be regulated at will, from 
a degree satisfactory for ordinary reception, up to 
the surprising limit where side -bands are cut. 
SENSITIVITY is so great that nothing will surpass 
the "Six" except special laboratory -built super - 
heterodynes. Either coast may be brought in to Chi- 
cago during the summer months on a small antenna 
-in many cases on a loop. 
FLEXIBILITY permits the use of antenna or loop 
with either detector, one or both stages of radio fre- 
quency amplification. Interchangeable R. F. Trans- 
formers, with adjustable antenna coupler, permit 
operation on all waves from 50 to 550-or higher if 
desired. 
VOLUME is so great as to paralyze any but the best 
loud -speakers. Yet it may be adjusted to any degree 
by a single knob. 
QUALITY cannot be excelled, due to resistance cou- 
pled amplification. It is the only receiver that will 
bring real appreciation of "cone" speakers. 
CIRCUIT consists of two stages of R. F. amplifica- 
tion with special oscillation control uniformly effec- 
tive at all wavelengths, grid -biased detector and 
three stage resistance coupled audio amplifier. 
EASE OF CONTROL allows use of one, two or three 
dials at will. 
TUBES may be either dry cell or storage battery, 
with UV201-A's recommended. "B" Battery Con- 
sumption at 135 volts is below 10 milliamperes-less 
than one-third that of other six -tube receivers. 
ASSEMBLY requires but a few hours, using only 
parts supplied in kit. 

Mail This Coupon 
Silver -Marshall, Inc., Chicago, 111.-106 

Gentlemen: Please send me: 

--Complete building data on the Silver "Six," 
for which I am enclosing SOc. 

B--Descriptive circulars on S -M Products. 

C--Assembly instructions for S-M-Thordar.on- 
Raytheon "B" Eliminator, l0c. 

Name 

}ILVER 
SIX 

The "SIXhas takofenans the 
Radi 

storm. Thousands have built the 
"SIX and thousands are building it 
today. Their letters say it is the mar- 
vel of Radio-and it is truly a great 
receiver. It has everything that makes 
for perfect reception, and still it is so 
simple that any novice can build it 
and get the same amazing results as 
an expert. 

Write for Mr. Silver's description 
of his new "SIX" 

TYPE 600 KIT, including all parts 
necessary to build the Complete 
"SIX" $53.00 
TYPE 610 KIT, essentials only, including 3 con- 
densers, 3 inductances and 3 induct- 
ance sockets $27.75 

See These and Other S -M Products 
at Your Dealer's 

New Long Wave Coils 
S -M Interchangeable Inductances for 
European wavelengths are now available. 
These new coils necessitate no circuit 
changes-they need merely be plugged 
in, in place of present sizes. Regular 
Type Numbers apply. 

For the "Silver Six" 
Tite following coils are needed for the foreign 

wavelengths: 
550-1200 Meters 
2-112 D Coils 
1-110 D Coil 

1200-1800 Melon 
2-112 E Coil. 
1-110 E Coil 

For the Improved "Silver Super" 
Described in January 

ing coils are needed: 
550-1200 Meters 
1-110 D Coil 
1-111 D Coil 

PRICE-ANY 
D Range 
E Range 

"Radio News," the follow - 

1200 -1800 Meters 
1-110 E Coil 

1-111 E Coil 
TYPE NUMBER 

53.25 
3.50 

The Improved 
Raytheon-Thordarson 

"B" Eliminator 
This Eliminator will deliver from 20 to 200 volts at 
three different, adjustable voltages with maximum 
current of 50 milliamperes-more than enough for 
the largest receiver. 
The S -M Type 650 Kit includes Thordarson Trans: 
former, choke, Tobe Condensers, genuine Raytheon 
Tube, Bradleyohms and all necessary parts $34.00 
Assembly Instructions by McMurdo Silver lOó 

Thordarson Power Transformer 
Endorsed by McMurdo Silver as the finest available. 
Its curve is a straight line --its quality cannot be im- 
proved on. Price each $8.00 

arskall1 Inc. 

106 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
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SUPERADIO 
$56/ 5 -Tubes 

2 -Dials 
Individual 

R. F. Control 

No "Crowding" on the 
Lower Wavelengths 

Low Loss Straight Line Frequency Condensers in the tuning circuit provide a very pleasing separation of stations so that the usual "overcrowding" at certain points on the Dials and "dead spots" on other points is avoided. Further, the ingenious use of these Condensers makes possible EXTREME selectivity without the usual critical adjustment. This ease of tuning makes the Superadio the ideal Set for a woman to operate. 
This is but ONE of many EXCLUSIVE Superadio features. Write for full descrip- tive literature. It will prove illuminating. 

SUPERADIO B - BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR 

Another Superadio success by the manufacturers of the famous Superadio Dyno- meter. Provided with taps for precise voltage adjustment, as follows: "B" Taps: Dei -4 to 35 volts variable; Amp. -45 volts; Amp. -67 2 v.; Amp. -90 v.; Amp. - 135 v. "C" Taps -4% volts; 9 volts; 4 to 40 volts variable. 
Type A for B and C Batteries $35.00 Type B for B Batteries $25.00 

DEALERS: Good Territory Open. Write 
De WITT-La FRANCE Co., Inc. 

54 Washburn Ave., Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Boston Representative: Chicago Representative: Martin, Hartley S Dewitt Sake Co., 99 Bedford St. William A. Welty & Co., 36 So. State St. 

BAUVl'Le 
LOUD SPEAKER 

With Concert Unit 
The large size of this Unit gives great range with tone of most pleasing quality, which, combined with the special amplifying properties of the Burns horn, produces remark- able results. A speaker that will add to the enjoyment of any receiving set. Pleases the eye as well as the ear. 

Horn is of a distinctive design with pyralin flare in several handsome finishes. 
No. 205B-With Black Flare 822.50 No. 205D-Mahogany Tinted Flare..._...._...._. .... 25.00 No. 205P-Mother-of-Pearl of -Pearl Flare 30.00 No. 100 -Medium Phonograph Unit -.. w0 No. 120 -Concert Phonograph Unit -.- 12.010.00 

At your dealer's, or write direct to manufacturers 

61eciric 
State and Sixty-fourth Streets CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

(Continued from Page 46) 
These instruments are the minimum re= 
quired and for best results, each valve 
should be equipped with its individual 
rheostat, so that the filament current of 
each tube may be carefully regulated. 

The method used for the keying is 
the so-called "grid resistance" control. 
In this case, the resistance is the grid 
to plate resistance of small vacuum 
tubes. 

Four small 50 -watt tubes, connected 
also in a balanced circuit, form the grid 
resistance. By varying the grid resist- 
ance through the negative battery of 
sixty volts which can be switched in the 
circuit by means of a relay and key, the 
oscillations of the main battery of oscil- 
lating valves can be controlled nicely, 
and the dots and dashes of the code 
formed. 

The type, and number of valves to be 
used depends of course upon their char- 
acteristics, and their ability to handle 
the grid current of the oscillators. It 
will be found that a smaller valve than 
that required in the main oscillating cir- 
cuit can be used successfully here. The 
method of connection is given in Fig- 
ure 1. 

It was found unnecessary in the Tow- 
er short wave transmitter to use a con- 
denser, either fixed or variable, across 
either the plate or grid coils. A large 
variable condenser originally placed in 
the plate circuit was removed after tests. 
Variable condensers may be used when 
it is desired to increase the wavelength 
range of the transmitter. These instru- 
ments should be of very fine construc- 
tion, and their insulation perfect. 

The transmitter of the Eiffel Tower 
has been in daily use for many months, 
and repairs or changes have been hardly 
necessary. It has proven its reliability 
as a short-wave transmitter, a quality 
that recommends it particularly to the 
serious amateur. With a power of about 
gl kilowatts in the antenna, the station 
has a daylight range of several thousand 
kilometers. This range is fairly con- 
stant, and the signals are picked up regu- 
larly at the points mentioned above. 

The wavelength range of the Eiffel 
Tower short wave outfit is from about 
90 to 160 meters. Of course, by re -de- 
signing both the windings and the ap- 
paratus, wavelengths much shorter 
could be reached with equal ease,\µsing 
the system of balanced circuits. iTwo 
tubes, one on each side, could be used 
for a lower -powered set. 

Common cotton sleeving soaked in 
paraffine, and dried on a wire makes a 

very good substitute for "spaghetti" tub- 
ing. If no sleeving is available, the 
outer woven covering of shoe laces may 
sometimes be used. 

ju 
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Be sure to use the right condenser 
for the job 

IF YOU are building a "B" battery eliminator, be 
sure to use the right type of condenser in the filter 

circuits. The usual type of "By -Pass" condenser is 
not designed for the nigh voltages required. 

Dubilier Filter Condensers are especially designed for 
use in the filter circuits of "B" battery eliminators. 
Their working voltage is very conservatively speci- 
fied. That is why they give a permanent life of effi- 
cient service at voltages up to their maximum work- 
ing ratings. 
Remember that, with no load, the D.C. voltage im- 
pressed on the condenser in your filter circuit is 1.4 
times the secondary terminal voltage of the A.C. 
transformer. 
Use the right condenser for the job-made by the pio- 
neer manufacturer of radio condensers. 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER. AND RADIO CORPORATION 

Tell them that you eaw it In RADIO 49 
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The Choice of Experts 
BANDED together in the membership of the American Radio Relay League, 

Inc., are men who have devoted themselves wholeheartedly and enthusias- 
tically to the advancement of radio because of their love for the science and art. 
Among those who have gained world-wide recognition are : Gerald M. Best, 
Technical Editor of Radio; Lieutenant F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager, A. R. 
R. L.; A. A. Hebert, Treasurer, A. R. R. L., and Don Wallace, winner of the 
Hoover Cup. They are not men who would use or recommend an unsuccessful 
thing. They believe in using equipment that is of highest quality. Quite natu- 
rally, therefore, we are proud of the fact that these experts use and endorse 

ANTENNA 
SERIES CONDENSER 

These National Radio Products 
Have Also Achieved 

Leadership 

NATIONAL TUNING UNITS 

Type BDl-A 
Embodying the Broten- 
ing-Drake Inductance 
Coil and National Con- 
denser. 

Type BD2-A 
Includes the Genuine Brown- 
ing -Drake Transformer and 
National Condenser. 

NATIONAL 
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS 
The illustration shows Lieut. F. H. Schnell's 
short wave Transmitter using National Type D. 
X. T. transmitting condensers. These condensers 
are designed for continuous operation at 1500 
volts -400 meters. 

NATIONAL 
VELVET VERNIER DIALS 

Type A. 

Noted for Its Velvety 
Smoothness. 

Type B 

(Patente Pending) 
Variable Ratio, Positive 

Control. 

NATIONAL 
CONDENSER 

Straight Line Wave Length, Permits 
Spread o/ Stations Over 180° on the 
Dial. 

Get the Genuine 
Insist upon NATIONAL COMPANY'S RADIO PRODUCTS 

Your dealer appreciates your patronage and will gladly get them for you 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
1 10 Brookline St. 

W. A. Ready, President 

Tell them that you saw It in RADIO 

Cambridge, Mass. 
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Equip your set with 

Ballote 
Rgd/c owerLJnits 

FSL FSL 

Balkite Battery Charger 
Balkite Trickle Charger 

Balkite "B" 
Balkite "B" II 

the ideal radio 
power supply py 

The Balkite Battery Charger 
for charging "A" batteries. The 
Balkite Trickle Charger for con- 
tinuous charging. Ballote "B" 
replaces"B"batteries-designed 
for sets of 6 tubes or less. Balkite 
"B"11-for sets of 6 tubes or more. 
PANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 

North Chicago, Illinois 
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS: 
Seaule, A. S. Lindstrom Co.. 95 Con- 
necticut St. Sae Francisco, A. S. Lind- 
strom Co., 274 Brannan Sc. Lw Angela, 
A. S. Lindstrom Co., 324 N. San Pedro 
Sc. Portland, A.S. Lindstrom Co.. 1463f 
N. 10th Sc. Salt Lake City. A. S. Lind- 
strom Co..407 Dooly Bids- Denver. Jack 
L. Hunch Co.. 1641 Stout Sc. 

L 
üdl0 e Powerllnibc 

BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER BALKITE "B" 
BALKITE TRICKLE CHARGER BALLITE "B" 

Bobilto p 
11 

a ..d 6,r trews 
.`U dt..r. rated uw.a.. 

e 
ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER: 

SEND FOR TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 
$1.00 FOR SIX MONTHS 

LATEST "COAST TO COAST" FULLY GUARANTEED 

RADIS° ohTM'µ 
s , t -+ ere e r.rle Le re rc 

SAVE S'aTo', ?.ctv!t t flu.co R.a.+rs 
[pore, itit .o 

to 
0mWaveawÇ 

1,.. amazing.foreign Yo&u.. u ocoodeuoily I w t reeteed alaet..r7 . built toot di.tai.ce t e4-let t0 01 of saum c.a.tnar r w. 
Pere ~Now Mufn. 
tube Mtriraco tale bra Ma o to 
Obuaf .PeaYer. fol. 

$ 1t 0 
RADIO 

GETS'EM 
COAST to 

COAST 

FREE! 4(`a,e;'jels; mm. i., [.ev ( prire. iwtlWKi, ut 
uo,. cud JI4LiaL Qrrsli. N'rtte: 
MIDWEST RADA) CORP71 

ef Sere 
414 W Ian W. G444444441.0. 

1KODEL 

Hem VR 

You can't tell the KODEL MICROPHONE 
LOUD SPEAKER from the microphone the broadcasting stations use-they are exactly alike in size and appearance. 
The efficient Kodel Sound Unit, with a ingenious new snail -shell horn, mounted inside the microphone case, produces a remarkably clear, full -toned volume. Non. Non - vibrating tone umber absolutely elimi- nates distorition. 
$15 model incorpo- 
rates 

SI 00 PpKeoddel, 
Jr. unit; 

eildd unit >j2a 

Ra/10 Isd,rs drvrry- 
warrt hoot :ion. 

THE KODEL RADIO CORP. 
507 E. Pearl St. Cincinnati, O. 

RECEIVERS :: SPEAKERS 
HOMCHARGERS 

- WKKC 
Owners of Kodel Broadcasting 
Station WKRC. Send for program 

-11- Filter -u- 
Condensers 
you,"B"Supply Unit 
AU sires -All specifications-Meet all require - meats -Made ln three voltage ranges. Full spec, 
ificat ions and details at your dealer's or direct. 
COTTER MANUFACTURING CO.. Nord Ciitasa, a 

PlYnIlyPase Rad Fle Condensers 
M Aw.ancae-Mod. Product) 

BRITISH BROADCASTING 
(Continued from Page 11) 

controlled. This enables listeners in 
areas which are not well served by the 
main station to obtain the programs 
given out by their area station. 

The revenue of the B. B. C. is ob- 
tained from several sources. Firstly, 
anybody in possession of a radio receiver 
is bound by law to take out a receiving 
license from the government at a cost 
of $2.00 per year. Half of this sum 
goes to the B. B. C. and the remainder 
to the government to cover incidental 
expenses incurred in the issuing of li- 
censes and also for the inspection of the 
receiving stations, which is carried out 
periodically. As there are approximate- 
ly a million and a half listeners it will 
be readily understood that the B. B. C. 
is in possession of ample funds and is 
therefore in the position to pay for the 
best artists obtainable. 

The rate of interest payable on the 
capital invested in the B. B. C. is limited 
by the government to 7Y2%, any earn- 
ings in excess of this amount being put 
aside for improving the system or are re- 
turned to the government for the reduc- 
tion of taxation. In this connection it 
is interesting to note that the B. B. C. 
paid this maximum dividend at the end 
of the first period of twelve months, 
which goes to show how popular broad- 
casting is in the British Isles. 

Owing to the lack of wealth in Eng- 
land today there are very few tube sets 
or loud speakers, and the broadcasting 
stations have consequently been so 
erected so that there is not one spot in 
the islands where a program cannot be 
picked up with a crystal receiver. 

All the stations can be connected to- 
gether by means of landlines which are 
the property of the state, and simul- 
taneous broadcasting by all the stations 
is a regular feature of the organization. 
While this arrangement is beneficial for 
the broadcasting intelligence of a na- 
tional character it nevertheless restricts 
the listener to only one program when 
such a feature is in progress. 

Daventry, which is perhaps the first 
high power broadcasting station to be 
erected, is located in the center of the 
organization and it is believed that sig- 
nals from this station can be picked up 
on a crystal set in any part of"the coun- 
try. This station employs a trans ot- 
ter which works with a power of 25 lo - 
watts which can be increased to 50 if it 
is desired. The antenna is supported be- 
tween two masts each 500 feet high. 
This station operates on a 1600 meter 
wave far removed from other stations so 
that interference is eliminated. This 
makes the design of a receiver to cover 
the complete range a, difficult problem 
unless a change in inductance coils is 
resorted to. 

The scarcity of dance music on the 
English programs is causing much corn - 

(Continued on Page 52) 
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Equip your set with Fs 
Bal 'te 

RgdioJ-owerLJn//s 
Balkite Battery Charger 
Balkite Trickle Charger 

Balkite "B" 
Balkite «B" II 

the ideal radio 
power supply pp y 

The Balkite Battery Charger 
for charging "A" batteries. The 
Balkite Trickle Charger for con- 
tinuous charging. Balkite "B" 
replaces"B"batteries-designed 
for sets of 6 tubes or less. Balkite 
"B" H-for sets of 6 tubes or more. 
FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 

North Chicago, Illinois 
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS: 
Seattle, A. S. Lindstrom Co., 95 Con- 
necticut St. Saw Francisco, A. S. Lind- 
strom Co.. 274 Brannan St. Los Angeles, 
A. S. Lindstrom Co.. 324 N. San Pedro 
St. Portland, A.S. Lindstrom Co., 146M 
N. loth St. Salt Lake City, A. 8. Lind. 
atom Co., 407 Dooly Bldg. Denver, jack 
L Hunch Co.. 1641 Stout St. 

Bald e io to Power Units 
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER BALKITE "B" 
BALKITE TRICKLE CHARGER BALLETS "B" II w Bú óard4r PAU 

du v Ta.d_ ose t,yd r iEa,uriw 
.2 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
SEND FOR TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 

$1.00 FOR SIX MONTHS 

LATEST "COAST TO COAST" FULLY GUARANTEED 

RADIO'S-'° D sAVE iToh 
L'ttrss c r.c rep ,11 crr. ro ..rt Y tretw Ramie..et. 
pr.atrY[aa e....t W qui.L 
y wn. t Ihrbe Q. lwyQr O 

Ili= . 

ben' [wee1ylnn awatria.. R,a.. s 
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su...=.`tm.if.n..n-twat G.ar 3t.t.aiw i-lat ta.413.41r of wore 
Dorm rite !New Muttl. 
tutub..Mlraco i:eti ll:Istanc on 
loo oast pa.ar. Sol. 

FREE! Ui.:l.tu . I.teet itt.`n+l c., a 
rt, L . 

.i.1 ur,cr<. N'nca: 
MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N 

sls w EAU at. uecNwU,a 

RADIO 
GETS'EM 
COAST to 

COAST 

lbeKODEL 

icJiOPHONE 
S 

You can't tell the KODEL MIMOPHONE 
LOUD SPEAKER from the microphone the broadcasting stations use-they are exactly alike in size and appearance. 
The efficient Kodel Sound Unit, with a ingenious new snail -shell horn, mounted inside the microphone case, 
remarkably clear, full -toned volume. Non. vibrating cane chamber absolutely elimi- 

itlon. $1500 $15 moodelriel incorpo- 
rates Kodel. Jr. unit; equipped with large 
Kader unit 120 

Ra le dealers ewre 
where have theta. 

THE KODEL RADIO CORP. 
507 E. Pearl St. Cincinnati, O. 

RECEIVERS :: SPEAKERS 
HOMCHARGERS 

Owners of Kodel Broadcasting 
Station WKRC. Send for program 

-- Filter -IF- 
Condensers 
for "B" Supply Unit 
All sizes-All specifications-Meet all require- ments-Made in throe voltage ranges. Full spec-, 
itìcations and details at your dealer's or direct. 
POTTER MANUFACTURING CU., North Chicago. II. Pott 

By -Pass sad fr Condensers 
A., AmartCs-Mad. Prottut:tl 

your 

BRITISH BROADCASTING 
(Continued from Page 11) 

controlled. This enables listeners in 
areas which are not well served by the 
main station to obtain the programs 
given out by their area station. 

The revenue of the B. B. C. is ob- 
tained from several sources. Firstly, 
anybody in possession of a radio receiver 
is bound by law to take out a receiving 
license from the government at a cost 
of $2.00 per year. Half of this sum 
goes to the B. B. C. and the remainder 
to the government to cover incidental 
expenses incurred in the issuing of li- 
censes and also for the inspection of the 
receiving stations, which is carried out 
periodically. As there are approximate- 
ly a million and a half listeners it will 
be readily understood that the B. B. C. 
is in possession of ample funds and is 
therefore in the position to pay for the 
best artists obtainable. 

The rate of interest payable on the 
capital invested in the B. B. C. is limited 
by the government to 7Y2%, any earn- 
ings in excess of this amount being put 
aside for improving the system or are re- 
turned to the government for the reduc- 
tion of taxation. In this connection it 
is interesting to note that the B. B. C. 
paid this maximum dividend at the end 
of the first period of twelve months, 
which goes to show how popular broad- 
casting is in the British Isles. 

Owing to the lack of wealth in Eng- 
land today there are very few tube sets 
or loud speakers, and the broadcasting 
stations have consequently been so 
erected so that there is not one spot in 
the islands where a program cannot be 
picked up with a crystal receiver. 

All the stations can be connected to- 
gether by means of landlines which are 
the property of the state, and simul- 
taneous broadcasting by all the stations 
is a regular feature of the organization. 
While this arrangement is beneficial for 
the broadcasting intelligence of a na- 
tional character it nevertheless restricts 
the listener to only one program when 
such a feature is in progress. 

Daventry, which is perhaps the first 
high power broadcasting station to be 
erected, is located in the center of the 
organization and it is believed that sig- 
nals from this station can be picked up 
on a crystal set in any part of "the coun- 
try. This station employs a transi}iit- 
ter which works with a power of 25 kilo- 
watts which can be increased to 50 if it 
is desired. The antenna is supported be- 
tween two masts each 500 feet high. 
This station operates on a 1600 meter 
wave far removed from other stations so 
that interference is eliminated. This 
makes the design of a receiver to cover 
the complete range a difficult problem 
unless a change in inductance coils is 
resorted to. 

The scarcity of dance music on the 
English programs is causing much com- 

(Continued en Page 52) 
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The Choice of Experts 
BANDED together in the membership of the American Radio Relay League, 

Inc., are men who have devoted themselves wholeheartedly and enthusias- 
tically to the advancement of radio because of their love for the science and art. 
Among those who have gained world-wide recognition are : Gerald M. Best, 
Technical Editor of Radio; Lieutenant F. H. Schnell, Traffic Manager, A. R. 
R. L.; A. A. Hebert, Treasurer, A. R. R. L., and Don Wallace, winner of the 
Hoover Cup. They are not men who would use or recommend an unsuccessful 
thing. They believe in using equipment that is of highest quality. Quite natu- 
rally, therefore, we are proud of the fact that these experts use and endorse 

ANTENNA 
SERIES CONDENSER 

These National Radio Products 
Have Also Achieved 

Leadership 

NATIONAL TUNING UNITS 

Type BDl-A 
Embodying the Brown- 
ing -Drake Inductance 
Coil and National Con- 
denser. 

Type BD2-A 
includes the Genuine Brown- 
ing -Drake Transformer and 
National Condenser. 

NATIONAL 
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS 
The illustration shows Lieut. F. H. Schnell's 
short wave Transmitter using National Type D. 
X. T. transmitting condensers. These condensers 
are designed for continuous operation at 1500 
volts -400 meters. 

tt, triitirP:. 
i J. ... 

NATIONAL 
VELVET VERNIER DIALS 

Type B 

Type A (Patents Pending) 
Noted for Its Velvety Variable Ratio, Positive 

Smoothness. Control. 

NATIONAL 
CONDENSER 

Straight Line Wave Length, Permits 
Spread of Stations Over 180° on the 
Dial. 

Get the Genuine 
Insist upon NATIONAL COMPANY'S RADIO PRODUCTS 

Your dealer appreciates your patronage and will gladly get them for you 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
W. A. Ready, President 

1 10 Brookline St. 
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

Cambridge, Mass. 
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Have You Heard It? 
If Not, Read Offer Below! 

Every radio fan will be surprised and delighted 
with this loudspeaker. It produces the high and 
low notes without distortion with true and clear 
reproduction. It also has plenty of volume. Ac- 
knowledges no superior at any price. Hand- 
somely finished in crystal black with grained 
mahogany bell and antique golu letall. 

Price, $25.00 

The Remola Concert Cabinet 
Prouuces the dame ueauutw wne as the Trum- 
pet. A fine mahogany finished cabinet of Just 
the right site. Remold' Garen Cabinet 

$25.00 
The Remo Trumpet 

l C....n Ty") 
$25.00 

Dealer's Offer-both of these instruments 
will be sent to you on 10 days' tree trial 
through your regular Jobber. We are will- 
ing to do this so that you may bear them. 

THE REMO CORP MERIDEN. 
. C O N N. 

Cases a.,....urw.: 
FACTORY SAL E3 AGENCIES OO. 
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A NEW Radio Product by 
WEBTON 
Pin -Jack Voltmeter 

'Weston Electrical 
Instrument Corporation 

L Weston Avenue Newark. N. J. 

THIS instrument plugs directly into new 
Radiola, Victor and Brunswick models as 

simian by the illustration. No tools, no adjust- 
ments, no trouble-and it controls your radio 
operation so that you get the very best out of 
your set. 
You simply turn your battery setting knob until 
the pointer on the voltmeter reaches the red 
mark at 3 volts on the dial. You have the exact 
point for the beat reception, you prolong the 
life of your tubes, lengthen the use of batteries, 
get the best out of your set. 

Don't fail to ask your dealer to show this 
new Pin -Jack Voltmeter to you or write 
no directly for full information. 

Pacific Coast Representatives 
Western Electric Company 

Seattle, Wash. 
J. H. Southard 

San Francisco, Calif. 
A. A. Barbera 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Repair Service Laboratory 

682 Mission St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER 

WEBTON 
il`Sion eers since 1888 

AUGUST & 
SEPTEMBER 

BACK COPIES OF "RADIO" 
with Beat's Supee Het. Articles 

Both for boo. 
"RADIO" SAN FRANCISCO 

(Continued from Page 50) 
plaint amongst the listeners who like 
their American cousins have come to re- 
gard dancing as part of their everyday 
life. Dance music at present is restricted 
to three periods a week, when the band 
of the Savoy Hotel, that resort which 
is so much favored by the American tour- 
ist, plays selections from its repertoire. 

Announcing in the B. B. C. is not 
carried on to such an extent as it is in 
the States, and long intervals frequently 
elapse before the new listener can as- 
certain to which station he is listening. 

This article would not be complete 
without a few words as to the possibility 
of Anglo-American broadcasting. The 
erection of the high power station at Da- 
ventry in England and the projected 
high power station at Bound Brook, New 
Jersey are undoubtedly the precursors 
to this form of broadcasting, and Ameri- 
ca may expect to hear some of the Eng- 
lish programs during the winter months 
which will be rebroadcast through the 
American stations. This will aid in 
cementing the friendship between the 
two great English speaking nations. 

AN EFFICIENT TWO -TUBE 
SET 

(Continued from Page 13) 
small antenna it was possible to tune in 
on the loud speaker, without interfer- 
ence, station KFRC, a 50 watt station 
on 268 meters, fourteen miles away. It 
was further possible to tune in between 
these two stations and locate the wander- 
ing wavelength of KRE, which has a 
peak on about 256 meters. KRE was 
three miles away and using 50 watts. 

This extreme selectivity cuts down 
the distance to some extent, but in lo- 
calities which are not so congested, a 
large antenna can be used and this will 
bring in the distant stations with more 
power. To the writer's knowledge, there 
is nothing except a single circuit regen- 
erative receiver that will do any better 
on distance using two tubes than cir- 
cuit No. 2. A radio fan located at Mo- 
desto, California, recently reported that 
using Circuit No. 2 in combination with 
a Western Electric power amplifier he 
has logged 82 stations, among them 
being KDKA and several Chicago, Cin- 
cinnati, and Kansas City stations. This, 
however, is to be regarded as exceptional 
performance and can only be duplicated 
in the best of locations. 

As stated before, the DX fans will 
have to wait another month for the set 
that really "brings 'em in with a roar," 
but it will be out in the March issue 
and the writer believes it will be a treat 
when the details are given. 

National tests of radio reception to 
study the causes of fading are to be con- 
ducted by the Stewart -Warner Company 
in co-operation with Northwestern Uni- 
versity on February 9, 10 and 11 from 
8 to 11 p. m., central standard time. 

12 Tell them that you saw It la RADIO 



FINANCIAL RETURNS ON 
RADIO 

(Continued ,tom Page 12) 

getting started without further delay, 
such opportunities are surely within your 
grasp. Time spent in this phase of the 
game will be a schooling such as you 
cannot obtain elsewhere and will he of 
considerable value later on. 

For those who have made special prep- 
aration, special lines of work will natur 
ally be attractive. When a man has 
specialized in radio at the university, he 
is given an opportunity to associate him- 
self with the various large manufactur- 
ing concerns upon graduation. The Gen- 
eral Electric Company is such a concern. 
They send the young engineer to a school 
at their Schenectady plant for six months 
or longer, thus giving instruction that is 

to fit him for an important position in 
their radio organization. Or, a univer- 
sity graduate may enter the government 
service in any of the many available po- 
sitions. Too, he may obtain employ- 
ment with an engineering organization 
or with some inventive genius on special 
investigation and development work. It 
is in such branches of the service, such 
as I have mentioned above, that the in- 
dividual has his choice of a large number 
of new subjects just lately attracting so 
wide attention. Among the outstand- 
ing ones, I might mention radio photo- 
graphy, wired wireless, high frequency 
transmission, beam transmission, world 
wide telephony and a host of other sub- 
jects of minor importance. 

Summarizing, it is to be understood 
by the reader that the information given 
above is only a brief analysis of the op- 
portunities to be found in the radio field 
and that the subjects discussed are per- 
haps only the high points of general in- 
terest. Remember, radio is yet in its 
infancy! This statement has been made 
upon countless of previous occasions and 
I find it is just as true today as it was 
five years ago, although the industry is 
now growing by leaps and bounds. Such 
being the case, there surely are a host of 
wonderful opportunities presenting them- 
selves daily in the ever widening and new 
fields which are continually available. 
Those now entering the radio profession 
are reaping the present rewards and pre- 
paring themselves for responsible posi- 
tions that the future surely has in store. 
Therefore, you will be wise if you no 
longer delay. Right now take an in- 
ventory of yourself and discover how 
you may organize your study and en- 
deavors so as to ensure you a position of 
importance in the radio industry with 
financial returns in keeping with the ef- 
fort expended. 

A static eliminator in the form of a 
new metal, which separates the desired 
radio program from the undesired noise 
of static is announced by Prof. Dana J. 
Demorest of Ohio State University. This 
is important if true, but the burden of 
proof rests upon the professor. 

who can twirl a dial can renew their old tubes 
without rheve of error with this instrument. 
It is built so that it cannot be min -operated. 

Burton& Rogers Mfg.Co. 
755 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 
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PRECISION BI -PASS 
and Filter Condensers 

Every good radio -set needs by-pass con- 
densers. Use a TOBE .002 Mfd. around 
the primary of the first audio trans- 
former, thus bypassing the radio fre- 
quency currents out of the audio end and 
improving the tone. You can put this in 
your set yourself. 

On resistance or Impedance - coupled 
amplifiers, the coupling condensers 
should be TOBE, not less than 0.1 Mfd., 
to pass all the low notes and secure 
really truthful reproduction. 

TOBE Condensers are standard for 
smoothing and filter work in the Ray- 
theon Plate Supply Unit. 

TOBE Condensers are ACCURATE, 
durable, SILENT, dependable, and REA- 
SONABLE in price. 

"A BETTER CONDENSER" 
In the silver case and the silver carton 

AT YOUR DEALERS 

Tobe Deutschmann Co. 
Cornhill, Boston, Mass. 

RADIO CAST 
WEEKLY 

Sixty-four Pages of Programs, 
Photos, Humor, Musical Re- 
views, Schedules, Tables, Edi- 
torials, Etc: e Per Radiocast Weekly 

C Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 

SAN FRANCISCO 

STUDY 
1tADI0: 

Radio, the field of 
unlimited oppor- 
tunity, calls for more 
trained men. 

Prepare yourself for 
a high salaried posi- 
tion by using your 
spare time to study 
radio at home. 

Radio Institute of 
America, the world's 
oldest radio school, 
has graduated more 
than 7,000 students. 
The value of RIA 
training is univers- 
ally recognized-and 
graduates readily se- 
cure positions. 

This coupon will bring you 
a wealth of important and 
interesting information. 

RADIO 
INSTITUTE 

OF AMERICA 
Formerly Marconi Institute 

Established in 1909 

322 Broadway 
New York City, 

r TEAR OUT ---- 
Radio Institute of America g 
=Broadway, New York City 
Please send me full information about 
your Home Study Course of radio in- 
struction. 

I am interested in the complete 
course, including code instruction, 
which qualifies for the U. S. Gcv't 
Commercial or Amateur Radio License. 

I am interested in the technical In 
course for radio dealers, jobbers and 
salesmen. 

Name 

I Address 
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"The enchantment of distance, 
the joy of clearness, with 

FROST-FONES" 

New: Better: 
`two useful new items of FROST -RADIO now ready 

A new FROST -RADIO 
socket that fits all new 

type tubes 
This new socket takes ALL tubes with 
the new type bases. Has perfect spring 
construction which grips each tube prong 
full length with self-cleaning, sliding con- 
tact. We believe this socket to have the 
most satisfactory contacts of any socket 
made. All terminals plainly marked. It 
is equipped with soldering lugs. Genu- 
ine black Bakelite in high lustre finish. 
Order from your dealer today. 

FROST -RADIO 

No. 540 
FROST -RADIO 5c ADAPTER . . 

FROST -RADIO 

No. 530 FRROOsT 
RADIO 40c 

Convert your present stand- 
ard sockets to UX199-CX 
299, or UX120 - CX220 

with this adapter 
With this handy, inexpensive adapter you 
can instantly fit the new CX299 or UX199, 
and the CX220 or the UX120, into your 
present standard base sockets. 

No need to rebuild your set to take the 
new tubes. Genuine black Bakelite-high 
lustre finish. Ask your dealer to supply you. 

HERBERT H. FI'OST, Inc. 314 - 324 WEST SUPERIOR STREET, CHICAGO 
NEW YORK CITY CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES 

Export Office: 314 West Superior Street, Chicago 

PASS the U. 9. 

Government 
Commercial or Ama. 
leur Radio License 
examination! This 
book will help you 
do it! Send sixty 
cents in stamps os 
coin for your copy- 
p o s t a g e prepaid to 
any point in the U. 
S. Canada or Mexico 

For a Short 6 
Time Only oc 

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 
322 Broadway, New York City 

RADIO DEALERS 
Get that new catalogue 

from Van Ashe! 
New circuits --new parte-new sets. 

All the hard -to -get items-and 
extra good discounts! - 

UardISheRadiO Co. 
210 North 10o5î." 111.. ¡¡ ST. LOUIS. MO. 

POWER AMPLIFIER 
(Continued from Page 18) 

tained at a negative potential with re- 
spect to the filament, no d. c. current 
is flowing and therefore the insertion of 
this resistance does not cause a drop in 
the negative potential applied. The .5 
mfd. condenser between this resistance 
and the filament winding of the power 
tube by-passes the a. c. in the grid cir- 
cuit around this resistance, as well as the 
grid biasing resistance of 1500 ohms. 

The parts shown in the bill of ma- 
terial are those used by the writer and 
are therefore known to operate satisfac- 
torily. In some instances they are the 
only parts of their kind available; how- 
ever, others may be on the market by 
the time construction is started. In any 
event, use only the best materials ob- 
tainable, as the amount of power handled 
is considerable and inferior articles may 
prove to be more expensive in the end. 
This warning applies particularly to the 
condensers used in the filter circuit and 
the coupling condensers. 

A milliammeter may be placed in the 
plate circuit of the power tube between 
the output transformer and the point 
where it is connected to the 350 volt 
lead. It is not essential, but as the prime 
object of this amplifier is quality, it is 
advisable in that it provides a visual 
means of checking the quality. When 
an amplifier tube is operated with proper 
negative grid bias and is not overloaded, 
the milliammeter placed in the plate 
circuit should remain constant, register- 
ing the direct current flowing in the cir- 
cuit. The natural period of the move- 
ment of the meter is so low that it will 
not be affected by the a. c. component 
of the plate current. If, however, this 
tube is overloaded, then the d. c. com- 
ponent will be subjected to more or less 
violent fluctuations, depending on the 
amount of overload. With the meter 
in the circuit, the overload point can be 
readily determined. 

Fig. 2 shows the panel view of the 
amplifier, while Fig. 3 is a rear view and 
indicates the manner in which the ap- 
paratus is mounted on the baseboard. 
The baseboard should be of seasoned 
hardwood at least 5 in. thick and should 
be covered by a piece of No. 28 gauge 
sheet brass. Looking,at the amplifier 
from the rear, the powr transformer 
and filter system is all mounted to the 
left, while the amplifier itself is mounted 
at the right. The brass covering on the 
baseboard serves to connect together the 
cores and shields of all transformers, as 
well as the cases of all the condensers, 
thus individually and collectively shield- 
ing all the apparatus. The rectifier tube 
is mounted on the panel directly over the 
power transformer, the power tube in 
the center and the "high mu" tube at 
the left of the panel. All apparatus is 
mounted on the baseboard with the ex - 

(Continued on Page 58) 
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GUARANTEED r . RADIO TUBES 

Inn 

MI Being unequalled for their long ma 
K m 

liftage and easy drain on batteries, IIIM 
MI 

MO Cleartrons are the most econom- Z. 
NM 

MI 
ical tubes you can buy. And- 

am 
ime remember this, we guarantee me 

mi perfect service or instant re elm - 
me placement. Buy quality-Clear- OMI M - tronc. At all reliable dealers o 

Write for free six page tube folder. 
CT-101A-A Hi -Mu tube for Resistance - 
Coupled Amplifiers $3.00 - CLEARTRON VACUUM TUBE CO. 
28 West 44th Street New York City = = - Factories: 
West New York, N. J.. Birmingham. Fng. 
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BRACH 

Radio an"Home 
ÿllemand Safequards 

r b 
ADD to the delights 

; of your radio bygiv- 
,¿ ing it the protection that 

mre, radio engineers demand 
y` - and National Board of 

Fire Underwriters insists 
upon. Aa: 

Carelessness is inexcusable 
when the dependable Brach 
Vacuum Arrester is available. 

Millions in use tnroughotit the 
world byprincipal railroad.tele- 
graph and fire alarm systems. 

Get yours today. 

BRACH VACUUM 
ARRESTER 

L. S. BRACH 
MFG. COMPANY 

NEWARK, 
NEW JERSEY 

BRACH 

B 
R 
A 
C 
H 

New Radio Log Book 
and 

AIR LINE DISTANCE MAP 

5®C, 
Money Refunded if you 

are not satisfied. 

"RADIO," San Francisco 

Pure Quality 
"Man!-of all the beautiful. 
round and full tones, this is 
the cat's pajamas! Well, folks, 
I'm Doyen until death do us 
part!" 
A Newspaper Radio Editor. 

For Neutrodyne Sets 
"Your resistance coupled am- 
plifier is certainly all that you 
claim for it. I would not hesi- 
tate a montent to recommend 
it to anyone who wants real 
quality without distortion. I 
did not find it necessary to 
use high voltage to get all the 
volume I wanted either, on a 
six tube Neutrodyne." 

A Neutrodyne Fan. 

For a Super -Heterodyne 
"I am using three steps of 
Daven amplification with won- 
derful results. The outstand- 
ing characteristic is large vol. 
unie. This feature is very de- 
sirable when used on a Super- 
lleterodyne as I am using it," 

A Professional Operator. 

Two Converts 
"I followed your advice and 
put in another coupler instead 
of a transformer. I'm more 
than pleased. No more trims - 
formers forme! Your method 
of amplification is better, 
cheaper,and easier to assemble 
than any other." 

From the Mid-II'est. 

"Yesterday I got another 
Daven Unit and hooked it ttp. 
It would take some PULL to 
pry it away from me. Have a 
regular set now. I fail to see 
how anyone can stick to trans- 
formers after bearing music 
come through your (vay." 

A Satisfied New Yorker. 

Quality Succeeds Distance 
"After spending much money 
on sets trying to get DX, I 
gave up in disgust and concen- 
trated my efforts to produce 
quality reception with free- 
dom from distortion; and at 
last I've got it using your 
Resistance Coupled units." 

From the Pacific Coast. 
NA31ES FURNISHED UPON 

REQUEST 

"QUALITY AND DAVEN ARE SYNONYMOUS" 
"The Quality is a revelation." "Man!- of all the beautiful, round and full tones, this is- the cat's pajamas " "The volume is terrific." Unnecessary to use high voltage to get all the volume I want." These are actual phrases Daven quality radio fans have written us. 
Ask to see the Daven Super -Amplifier. It is for set owners who want more volume without distortion, and set builders who want Resistance Coupled Amplifica- tion without the labor of assembly. 
For greateramplification in resistance 
coupled amplifiers, use the new Daven 
Tube MU -20. Type MU -6 is for last 
or output stage of any set. 

Oaten prod.,. are sold only by good deafen b Xee 9 -Ar... -it 

91...o,/or -9oecmlirer 
NEWARK Rtr. U. R. rat. Olfs NEW JERSEY 

set the h. . b,pY et 
R..l.tance 

16eeled DeilÌerp.1up Ñr 
mail. po.lwld, JOc. 

DA VEN RADIO CORPORATION 
151 SWIM 1151.. Newark .N.J. 

Re.,e ..nd m. Ih. tN1,-In a RUIN.,. c,upMd Ampllannon 
Re'latar N sr. 
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THE BIG LITTLE THINGS OF RADIO 

2.'/2 volt 
Un -acid, 

Ever- 
lasting, 

Recharge- 
able 
.,B,> 

Storage 
Battery 

$2.95 
Includes 
Chemical 

45 volts $5.25, 90 volts $10.00, 112% volts $12.50, 
135 volts 814.75. 157% volts $16.80. Truly the big- 
gest buy to day. Easily charged on any current, in- 
cluding 32 volt systems. Any special detector plate 
voltage had. Tested and approved by leading au- 
thorities such as Popular Radio laboratories. Over 
3 years sold on a non -red -tape 30 day trial offer 
with complete refund if not thoroughly satisfied. 
Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock-down kits at 
great savings. Complete "Hawley" B battery 
charger $2.75. Sample cell 35c. Order direct-send 
no money-simply pay the expressman cost on de- 
livery. Or write for my free literature, testimonials 
and guarantee. Same day shipments. 

B. HAWLEY SMITH 
316 Washington Avenue Danbury, Conn. 

MOLLI,FORMER 
B UNIT 
REPLACES 

81 
SEND FOR Complete 

description of this 
powerful "B" Unit that you 

can build in an hour at most reasonable cost. Uses the current from the light socket-Excellent for Su- 
pers and all TRF Sets-Assures greater Clarity-DX 
and Volume-Noiseless-No 7 ubes nor Acids-Util- 
izes full wave rectification. 

Guaranteed to Give Compl rte Satisfaction or 
Your Money Refunded 

PRICE 
Complete Kit 

í$22e 60 Cycle Unit 
Complete Kit $24.50 C 

25 Cycle Unit J 
Kits include Rectifiers. 

Parts sold separately if desired. 
DEALERS -Write for our proposition. 

C. E. JACOBS, Sole Mnfr. 
2808 N. Kedaie Avenue CHICAGO 

SEND FOR TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 
$1.00 FOR SIX MONTHS 

Tell them that you sawn It ill "RADIO 
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AVETERAN set -builder recently remarked about 
the purity of tone at tremendous volumes that 

he got through the Super -size Precise No. 480 Audio 
Transformer. In particular was he impressed with a 
recent organ recital which he had received. "Why." 
he said, "even the organ crescendo was perfect." 
The big Precise No. 480 (shown at the left) is truly a 
master transformer, designed for radio reception in a con- 
cert hall if necessary. It brings forth the deep rich tones 
or the high. clear tones with magnificent volume. The 
ratio of voltage amplification to frequency is practically a 
straight line, assuring uniform amplification over the entire 
range of useful audio frequencies. 

Made in two ratios, 21/2 to 1 and 5 to 1. 
Price, $7.50, either ratio. 

Ask your nearest radio dealer to show you 
the complete Precise Line. 

PRECISE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
Rochester, N. Y. 

BRANCH OFFICES: 
126 Liberty Street 

New York City 
205 W. Harrison St. 

Chicago, Illinois 
821 Market St. 

San Francisco, Calif. 

1127 Pine Street 
St. Louis, Mo. 

701 A. O. U. W. Building 
Little Rock, Ark. 

454 Builders' Exchange 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: 
Perkins Electric, Ltd. 

Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal 

AGENTS 
WANTED 

Tube e T)Ptnnn,1tratA1 I èìFV.. I 
Earn $25 to $100 a week, part or full time. Everyone 
a prospect. Complete line standard set, and accessories. 
$5 to $90. Write today for illustrated catalog and ex 
elusive selling plan for live dealers and community 
agents. 20TH CENTI'ilY tiAl)IO CO., 1011 Coca Cola 
Bldg., Kansas City. Mu. 

eff,aóoaafory ", Bi ,,; T ProducE 
Lillk E cz5 

ldr lJliºlorllonless.//mplecatton 
Ar transmitting Grid leaks, they are made 
in special sises and are not afraid of 
power. Dissipate 10 watts. Four standard 
sae.. $1.50 each. Special resistances, $2.50 
each. 

CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY 
3 Liberty Street. Jaw+ice, N Y. 

You Can Get 
':realer Reflex or Crystal 

Set Reception if you 
use the 

BROWNLIE 
Vernier Detector 

$2.00 at Your Dealer or Direct 
ROLAND BROWNLIE & CO., 

22 Saunders St. Medford, Mass. 

!IP.TetcI.RAD I O 
Exclusive choice of MacMillan 
for his North Polar Expedition. 

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 
310 South Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Illinois i 

HOW TO TEST RADIO 
RECEIVERS 

(Continued from Page 22) 

To keep the energy level the same, 
three conditions must be satisfied: (a) 
the audio -frequency e.m.f. (V) must be 
constant regardless of the frequency; 
(b) the amplitude of the carrier wave, 
as measured by the r.f. ammeter (A), 
must be constant throughout, and (c) 
the coupling between the receiving cir- 
cuit and the output circuit of the r.f. os- 
cillator must remain the same. 

To measure the distortion introduced 
by a set at any definite wavelength, the 
r.f. oscillator is adjusted to the desired 
wavelength and the magnitude of the 
received signal measured for a series cf 
audible frequencies (applied to the mod- 
ulator grid) ranging from 200 to 3000 
cycles. 

To obtain the variation of signal 
strength with wavelength, readings are 
taken for a series of wavelengths rang- 
ing from 200 to 550 meters, all modu- 
lated to the same, say 1500 cycle note. 

In the tests for volume, distortion and 
reception at different wavelengths it is 
of course understood that the set must 
be tuned in for the maximum signal in 
the phones before each reading, otherwise 
the results may prove erroneous. 

To determine the selectivity, the car- 
rier wave is adjusted to a definite wave- 
length, say 300 meters, and modulated 
by a definite audio frequency note, say 
1500 cycles. 'The receiving set is then 
tuned in for maximum volume in the 
phones and the magnitude of this vol- 
ume measured. Without further chang- 
ing the tuning of the receiving circuit, 
the wavelength of the carrier wave is 
changed by ten meters to, say, 290 
meters, the audio -frequency note remain- 
ing the same, and the signal strength 
again measured. The ratio of the sec- 
ond magnitude to the first is then a 
measure of the interference to be ex- 
pected from a station of 290 meters 
wavelength when tuned in to 300 meters. 
This, of course, assumes that the de- 
sired and interfering stations are both 
equidistant from the receiver, which is 
not always true. A basis for compari- 
son with other receivers is neverthOess 
established. 

A little consideration will show that 
the tests outlined above have eliminated 
a number of the variables usually enter- 
ing the problem. For example, referring 
to the matter of distortion, by keeping 
the voltage of the audio frequency note 
(impressed upon the modulator grid) 
constant, practically all the distortion 
dite to the transmitting apparatus is 
eliminated. Furthermore, the distortion 
occurring in the transmitting medium is 
negligible since the distance from the 
transmitter to the receiving circuit is 
comparatively very small. All of the 
distortion measured may consequently 
be ascribed to the receiving set itself. 

r 
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Fig. 3. Typical Curve Obtained With 
Test Equipment. 

600 

In Fig. 3 is shown a typical curve such 
as is obtainable with the test layout, and 
indicates the variation in signal strength 
with wavelength in a simple receiving 
circuit employing both a regenerative 
and non -regenerative vacuum tube. It 
is noted that the reception at 200 meters 
is only 40 percent of the optimum re- 
ception, which is at 360 meters. 

REBUILDING CONDENSERS 
(Continued from Page 35) 

make a mark such as is shown by the 
dotted line. Make one plate as a pat- 
tern and trim all the plates to the re- 
quired shape. Smooth the edges with 
a file and fine sand paper, then reas- 
semble. 

It will be found that the high to low 
ratio is now much greater than before 
as the minimum capacity is now but a 
fraction of what it was previously. 

In my own experimental sets the fol- 
lowing dial settings are noted: 

K. C. Fre- 
Meters quency 

WBBM 226 10° 1330 WREO 286 45° 1050 KDKA 309 55° 970 WGY 380 83° 790 
WSB 428 105° 700 WCAP 469 125° 640 JR 517 148° 580 KSD 546 155° 550 This is a combination of a 9 -plate con- 
denser altered as described and used in conjunction with a Lorentz type coil 
of 112 turns No. 22 D.C.C. wire on a 4.4 -in. circle, wound over one and under 
two pegs. The coils are then sewed or laced with crochet cotton and mounted 
on strips of heavy fish paper. My dials are of the 180 degree type which ac- counts for the high readings. 

AIR LINE MAP AND LOG 
5OCThe best log and map we 
have ever seen. Very 

handy and simple. 

"RADIO" 
Pacific Bldg. San Francisco 

Filament Volts _._ 5.0 
Filament Current ......... 0.25 
Plate Voltage __-20 to 120 
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146 84 
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AMPLION 
Product of Nearly 
40 Years' Experience 

Bring in those distant 
programs clear and loud! 
THE actual originators and world's oldest 
makers of loud speaking devices have 

created in The Amplion a long distance radio reproducer so clear and powerful that many users say it can be used instead of another tube in a set. Hear The Amplion - in comparison!-and you will understand the reason it leads in sales throughout the world-is the choice of the Royalty and Nobility abroad, and of the musically critical every- where. Write for the "Amplion Pedigree." 
THE AMPLION CORPORATION of AMERICA 
Executive Offices: Suite 0, 280 Madison Ave., New York City 

Chicago Branch: 27-29 No. Morgan Street Canadian Ili.iribotnr. Rnrndont of Canada. Ltd.. Toronto 

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. 
LONDON, ENGLAND \ Patentces 

Supreme clarity of tone 
caused Amplions to be chosen for use in St. Peter's, Rome 
to reproduce important papal 
ceremonies. 

All Amplions are completely equipped with cords and panel plugs. 
Speakers and console units 

$12 to $4250 
IIIIII I 

,..,.. . ..I,,,.. nn' 
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-it's in the TUBE 
OUR receiving set can be no 
better than its tubes. CECO 

Tubes give maximum results in 
clarity of tone, rich volume and 
long life. 
Our charted tests (results con- 
firmed by laboratories of national 
reputation), PROVE CECO TUBES 
SUPERIORITY - as detectors, as 
amplifiers. 
Buy CECO Tubes whether your set 
takes one tube or eight. 

Now ready! CECO Tubes with new type 
long PRONG BASES. Also, power ampli- 
fier tubes, b (Dry Cell Type). F (Storage 
Battery), for last stage of Audio Frequency. 
Ask your radio dealer. 

C. E. MFG. CO., Inc. 
702 Eddy St., Providence, R. I. 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send $1.00 for a Trial Subscription 

to "RADIO" for 6 Months. 

Na -old DeLuxe Sockets are the only ones with these 3 exclusive features- lowest loss, lowest capacity and posi- tive side -scraping contact. Send for booklet and laboratory test. Alden Mfg. Co., Dept. G12, Springfield, Mass. 

NO YORE LOOSE CONNECTIONS 
X -L PUSH POSTS 

A binding post that really does excel, 
looks, action, service, and conven- 
ience. Push it down-insert wire- 
cannot jar loose from vibration. No 
screwing or danger of shearing off 
wires. Furnished attractively plated 
with soldering lug and necessary 
markings. Price, Each, 1Sc. XL RADIO LABORATORIES 
2428 Lincoln Avenue Chicago 
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Build the Set That 
Holds 4 World's Records 

d 

The receiver that brought in stations 
6,000 to 8,000 miles distant with loud 
speaker volume night after night. All 
records fully verified. 

Holds World's Records For 
(1) Longest distance ever received on loop aerial 

-8,375 miles. 
(2) Most consistent reception of stations 6,000 to 

8.000 miles distant - 117 programs in three 
months. 

(3)Brought in 6 different stations in 21,4 hours-all 
over 6.000 miles. 

PRICE: 
Complete Set of Part ___.. --889.00 

(Includes all parts necessary to make an exact 
duplicate of this wonderful receiver, together 
with book of instructions and complete blue 
prints.) 

Story of development and proofs of 
records sent on receipt of stamped and 
addressed envelope. 

Scott Radio Laboratories 
37 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 

Dells, and Sat Builders, 
Write for Discoisnta 

Coil Set No. 24 for Browning -Drake Circuit 

SICKLES 
DIAMOND WEAVE 

(Trade Mark Registered Aug. 4, 1925) 

COILS 
For Browning -Drake 
Roberts, Craig and 

Hoyt Circuits 
(Patented Aug. 21, 1923) 

Sickles Coils for the famous Browning -Drake 
Circuit are the latest Sickle» achievement in 
escient design fur particular use. They are 
priced at $7.50 eel. 

The New No. 18A Coils for any Roberts Cir- 
cuit arc absolutely standard equipment. They 
are priced at $8.00 per set. 

Coil Set No. 20. at $4.50. is for use specifically 
with the new Reflex Receiver designed by Al- 
bert C. Craig using the Sedion detector. 

Coils for the Hoyt Circuit at 810.00 set, for 
the Knockout Reflex Circuit at $4.00 a pair, and 
the Tuned Radio Frequency Coils t 82.00 each, 
are other standard Sickles Coils. We manufac- 
ture also for manufacturers' special requiemenls. 

Send for deacrip:ire catalog 

The F. W. Sickles Co. 
138 Union St. Springfield, Mass. 

NON -OSCILLATING R. F. 
CIRCUIT 

(Continued from Page 16) 

far end to the set itself, be used. This 
antenna should be raised as high as pos- 
sible, especially at the far end. It should 
be connected to the first antenna bind- 
ing post on the set. If a long antenna is 
used, best results will probably be ob- 
tained by connecting it to the second an- 
tenna binding post on the set. After the 
set is in operation, the antenna should 
be tried on first one post and then the 
other, and left on the post that gives 
the best results. 

The tuning of the set is similar to that 
of any five -tube neutrodyne or tuned 
radio frequency set. Readings on the 

SPEAKER 

radio frequency tubes, and is placed in 
the circuit to be used as a volume con- 
trol. When receiving local stations, it 
will only be necessary to turn this rheo- 
stat on a little way. It should never be 
turned on full except when the storage 
battery is run down. Neither one of 
the rheostats should be turned past the 
point necessary to give a filament voltage 
of five volts at the tube terminals. This 
can easily be checked if a voltmeter is 
available. 

When dry battery tubes are being 
used, the filament voltage should never 
exceed three volts. 

t4;11111? 

45Y. 
B 

BAT 

45V. 
B 

BAT 

45Y. 
B 

BAT 

&D, 

L--->A(Ar 
6 VOLT 
STORAGE 
BATTERY 

Fig. 6. Battery Connections to Set. Rear View. 

center and right-hand dials will be prac- 
tically the same for any given station. 
The reading of the left-hand dial may 
be the saine or slightly above or below, 
depending upon the characteristics of the 
antenna and the position of the two-way 
switch on the lower left-hand corner of 
the panel. The position of this switch 
controls the relative selectivity and vol- 
ume obtainable. When it is thrown to 
the right, the set will be more selective 
for cutting through the local stations, 
but will not have quite the volume on 
distant stations that it will when the 
switch is thrown to the left. In chang- 
ing the positions of this switch, the left- 
hand dial will have to be reset to receive 
the same station. The position of any 
station will be slightly higher on the dial 
when the switch is thrown to the right. 

It will be found easier to tune in dis- 
tant stations for the first time if head 
phones are used. These may be plugged 
in to the jack on the lower right-hand 
corner of the set. Inserting the phones 
in this jack automatically shuts off the 
loud speaker and connects the phones to 
the output of the first audio frequency 
amplifier. 

The right-hand rheostat in the set con- 
trols the filament current to the detector 
and the two audio frequency amplifier 
tubes. Its proper setting depends upon 
the degree of charge in the storage bat- 
tery. It should never be turned on any 
further than necessary to give satisfac- 
tory signal strength. The left-hand rheo- 
stat controls the filament of the two 

POWER AMPLIFIER 
(Continued from Page 54) 

ception of the tubes, sockets, gridleaks 
and the switches, which are on the panel. 

In wiring the amplifier, use well in- 
sulated, flexible wire, such as No. 18 
single fixture wire, or lampcord, as the 
voltages handled are considerable and 
bus bar wire will not do unless it is very 
well insulated with spaghetti. Keep the 
grid circuits away from the filament 
and plate voltage supply, as well as the 
110 volt power wiring. A filament con- 
trol jack for the output circuit lights the 
filament of the 1st stage, and any simple 
switch will do for the a. c. circuit. A 
Carter Jack Switch having two pairs of 
springs may be used to provide a con- 
venient although not entirely fool -proof 
method of switching both the. c. and 
storage battery circuits on and off, but 
unless the constructor is sure 6f his abil- 
ity to handle 110 volt power circuits, it 
would be better to use separate switches 
for the two circuits and play safe. 

When connected to any standard re- 
ceiving set having a detector tube of 
either the 199 or 201-A variety, the 
volume obtainable with this amplifier 
when connected to a cone speaker is 
ample for a very large room, and the 
quality is beyond reproach. When used 
in connection with the shielded model 
Best Superheterodyne described in Aug- 
ust 1925 RADIO, it furnishes an ideal 
combination, at a relatively small ex- 
pense. 
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Are you interested in seeing what 
is new in Radio- what is best 
and what has been approved? 

And do you wish to know the 
lowest prices on tested sets, prices 
made without the usual " Radio 
profits? " 

This Catalogue is a 
Complete Guide to Radio 

Ward's is headquarters for Radio, 
with probably the largest retail 
radio department in the whole 
world. 

This new 52 page Radio Catalogue 
shows everything in parts, batteries, 
cabinets, contains a list of stations, a 
radio log for recording stations. It 
shows the best of the new sets. One 
tube sets that give amazing results. 

Five tube sets with a single dial to turn. 
Think of tuning in one station after 
another by turning a single dial! 

Every price quoted means a big sav- 
ing to you. Everything offered is tested 
by our own Radio Experts. In fact, 
the best experts compiled this Cata- 
logue for you. 

Write for this 52 Page Book. It is 
yours. free. 

Our 53 year old Policy 
For 53 years we have sold only quality 
merchandise under a Golden Rule 
Policy. You can rely absolutely upon 
the quality of everything shown in this 
Radio Catalogue. 

The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Most Progressive 
Baltimore Chicago Kansas City St. Paul Portland, Ore. Oakland, Calif. Ft. Worth 

To Montgomery Ward & Co., Dept. 39-R 

Baltimore Chicago Kansas City St. Paul 
Portland, Ore. Oakland, Calif. Fort Worth 

(Mail this coupon to our house nearest you.) 
Please mail my free copy of Montgomery War -''s 
New Radio Catalogue. 
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JVew"AM S CO'Produc1s 

clii£ choice d 
l!co 

AMSCO 
SIAMESE 
CONDENSERS 
Used by William H. 
Preiss in his "Straight 
8" Receiver, R. E. 
Lacault in his "Ultra - 
dyne,' L. M. Cockaday 
in his "L. C. 26" Re- 
ceiver, and specified by 
Lester L. Jones for single 
control receivers. 

It Clicks into Contact 

AM SCO 
UNIVERSAL 

SOCKET 
All standard CX 
and CX radio 
tubes snap in with 
a click that assures 
positive contact. 
Patented Anise., 
construction full 
enclosed in gene 
ine Bakelite. One 
hole mounting. 
They save space 

DE LUXE MODEL 
AM SCO VERNIER DIALS 
Nòwfinished in gold, silver, 
and jet. Free acting -forward 
or backward, fast or slow, 

. without momentum or back- 
lash. Gives finesse to fingers. 

FOR STRAIGHT-LINE 
AMPLIFICATION 

AM S CO 
RESISTANCE 
COUPLERS 
The perfected instru- 
ments for straight-line 
amplification. All fre- 
quencies within the 
voice and music ranges, 
from the highest treble 
to the lowest bass, are 
augmented equally,giv- 
ing true tone reproduc- 
tion without distortion. 
Investigate Amsco Re- 
sistance Couplers, Grid 
Gates and Resistors. 

< AMSCO PRODUCTS. INC. 
Broome & Lafayette Sts.. New 'York 

The Largest Net Paid Circulation 
of any radio magazine on the Pacific Coast is being enjoyed by 

RADIOGAST WEEKLY 
Send for a free sample copy 

PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING CO. 
Pacific Building San Francisco, Calif. 

FROM ARIEL TO GROUND 
(Continued from Page 24) 

every movement made by Dwyer with 
intense concentration. His look of 
puzzled bewilderment amused Dwyer, 
who had settled himself in the huge arm- 
chair in the center of the cabin. 

"See something new?' he queried smil- 
ing. 

"Something new!" answered the 
stranger, "Everything I see is new. 
Everything," he repeated, as the civilized 
food and now the civilized surroundings 
seemed to release the long disused meth- 
ods of natural speeçh. "I thought I 
knew something about radio but all this 
is beyond me." 

"How long have you been on the 
island ?" Dwyer asked again. 

"Seems like ten years," he answered, 
"but it may be less. 'What year is this?" 

"1930," answered Dwyer. 
"19301" exclaimed the other, "then 

I've spent five years down there all alone 
on that little desert island. We were 
shipwrecked near there in November of 
1925. I was chief operator of the Ad- 
mira! Sims when she went on the rocks 
and I reached the island on a piece of 
wreckage after three days of drifting. Do 
you remember that ship?" he asked. 

"Very well indeed," smiled Dwyer, 
"Who was your second operator?" 

"A fresh guy named Dwyer," replied 
the castaway. "Whatever shark got him 
sure had indigestion!" 

"Don't you recognize me, Mr. Joe 
Knapp ?" asked Dwyer, turning the light 
to shine full on his own face. 

"For the luv' o' mike! Denny 
Dwyer!" gasped Knapp, "If that doesn't 
beat the Dutch!" 

But the unflattering reference to his 
former assistant by Joe caused Dwyer 
to respond a little coolly to the other's 
fervent expressions of delight at the as- 
tonishing reunion. 

"We were picked up the next day 
after the wreck," Dwyer went on. "Ali 
the boats with all hands except you and 
the skipper. After searching for you 
two days we gave you up for lost and 
went on to San Francisco. When I saw 
you hopping aroun the fire down there 
a while ago ther seemed something 
vaguely familiar ab ut your antics! Re- 
member you used to get a bit excited 
when the old sparks caused too much 
QRM?" 

"There was more than that to drive a 
fellow crazy when you-" began Joe, 
but checked himself and asked in a more 
friendly tone, "Can you take me some- 
where, Denny, where I can get cleaned 
up and look like a human being again?" 

"I don't know about the last part," 
responded Dwyer, "but in my room you 
will find a razor and comb and so forth, 
and after a shower bath you can use 
some of my clothes for the present." 

"Your room! Shower bath!" repeated 
Joe incredulously. 

(Continued on Page 62) 
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Here Are 

Three Good Reasons 

Why You Should Use 

EBY 

SPRING SOCKETS 

1 
A three-point wiping contact that insures a 
positive contact at all times, regardless of the 

size of the prong or amount of solder on the prong 
tip. 

2 Its ingenious design permits the tube to "float" 
when in service. This feature reduces micro - 

phonic noises to a minimum and prevents tube dam- 
age. 

3 All the advantages of interchangeability of the 
new UX, CX, and UV tubes for 60c. 

Don't take chances on twenty loose connections in a 
five -tube set. Use the new EBY positive contact 
sockets for better reception. 

If your dealer can't supply you, write 
to us, sending his name 

H. H. Eby Manufacturing Co. 
4710 STENTON AVENUE PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

This is the EBY Binding Post that is standard equipment 
on eight out of ten of the radio receivers made in America 
-your dealer has all of the 27 different markings. 

MARWOL 
RECEIVERS 

The Buy -Word for Bigger Sales 
in 1926 

The Greatest Line 
of Profit Makers for the Big 

Winter Radio Months 

Concentrate your efforts on Marwol, 
and 1926 will be your banner sales 
year for the following reasons: 

1. Marwol Receivers give su- 
perb performance. 

2. Marwols are moderately 
priced-which means a fast 
selling line with quick 
profits. 

Send the coupon below for the Mar- 
wol story of sure profits and an out- 
line of our plans to help Marwol 
dealers make 1926 a profitable radio 
year. 

MARWOL RADIO CORPORATION 
546-548 Broadway, New York 

Send us complete details about your merchandising plane 
to make 1926 the biggest Radio year for Marwol dealers. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

MARWOL RADIO CORPORATION 
546-548 Broadway, New York City 

Represented 
K. S. Byrd Co. 

221 North 11th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Charles Saenger, 

942 Prospect Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 
The Barsook Co. 

53 West Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, Ill. 

Dungan Sternóeld Radio 
Sales Co. 

25 No. Dearborn St. 
Chicago, Ill. 

C. L. S. Holmes 
502 Boston Block 

Minneapolis, Minn. 

by these concerns: 
Lane-Meyn & Company 

Chemical Building 
St. Louis, Mo. 

C. E. Gay 
166 Lownsdale Street 

Portland,Ore. 
R. T. Carr 

906 Sprague Street 
Spokane, Wash. 

Marshank Sales Co. 
926 Insurance Exchange Bldg. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
C. H. Wallis & Co. 

1409 Syndicate Trust Bldg. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
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Better Quality Greater Volume 
More Economical to Operate 

Your Set With 

RAYTHEON TUBE 
B -ELIMINATORS 

Using 

TRANSFORMERS 
509 

Full Wave 
$7.00 

List 

CHOKES 
514 

20 Henry 

$5.00 
List 

Raytheon Tubes, $6.00 List 

Also Transformers and Choices for K.C.A. 
and Cunningham Tubes 

Practical in every respect the new Ray- 
theon Tube B -Eliminators add more to 
the pleasure of radio than any achieve- 
ment in two years. Performance is con- 
sistent and your B -Eliminator costs less 
to operate. 
It is very easy to build your own B. 
Eliminator - and inexpensive compared 
with the cost of B -Batteries. 
Order from your dealer or send check or 
money order direct to factory. C.O.D. 
deliveries made on request. 

Built complete, including winding 
of coils, in Dongan plant 

MANUFACTURERS 
Leading B -Eliminators today use Dongan Transform 
ers and Chokes. One division of our big plant is 
equipped for large production for manufacturers. 
Special prices on request. 

JOBBERS 
"Finest all -year radio merchandise on the market," 
said one of the country's leading jobbers. Dongan 
wishes new connections in certain territories. 

Other Dongan Products- 
Audio Transformers 

Voltmeters. 

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co. 
2981-3001 Franklin Street, Detroit, Mich. 

Pacific Coast Representatives: 
San Francisco- 

Industrial Sales Co., 171 Second Street 
Los Angeles- 

W. A. Breniman, 443 South San Pedro Street 
Portland, Ore.- 

C. E. Gay, 166 Lownsdale Street 
Seattle. Wash.- 

E. P. Denham, 2726 45th Avenue S. W. 

e30TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS %O 

Proved 

AERO 
This season-thousands 
swer to complete 
Coils. 
Selectivity! 
degree not 
inductances. 
is patented-both 
tion. Any 
by substituting 
those you 

CT -80 --Three 

TRF-110-Radio 
Kit 

WT-40-Wave 
OS-55-Oscillator 
AX-45-Antenna 

AERO 
217 

by Performance ! 
TRF Kit ,,,_,..,t...$12.00 

COILS 
more fans found the an- 

radio satisfaction thru Aero 

Distance! Power! All these-to a 
yet even approached by any other 

And simply because the Aero Coil 
in principle and in construc- 

set-any circuit is greatly improved 
these wonder inductances for 

are now using. At your dealers. 
Write for free Aero Booklet! 

Circuit Tuner $ 8.00 
(Variable Primary) 

Frequency Regenerative 
11.00 

Trap Coil 4.00 
5.50 

Coupler 4.50 
(Variable Primary) 

PRODUCTS, Inc. 
N. Desplaines Street, CHICAGO 

YoursÇre 
Rimo e 

', WRS 96 -PAGE 
- Radio Guide Book 

Profusely illustrated and 
- ;;n "chockful" of interest for 

the radio fans. 
Trouble shooting chart. 
List of stations and Log 

- c r° Chart and hundreds of 

en!i Radio Values on a 
a; , MONEY BACK 

GUARANTEE 
is insured. Service and quality 

or money refunded. Fill all your radio 
stock -24 -hour service. 

postal brings your copy. Write for it 
TODAY. Mention "Pacific Radio." 

Radio Service Company 
Street Dept. AR -12 New York City 

ites ' 

''' 
.,,,¡¡'¡,¡¡i... ...Fell 

,unto 

Your satisfaction 
guaranteed 
needs here-complete 

FREEA 

Wholesale 
6 Church 

Oro j 
r 1,A r. etiKntwt: 

DON'T WAIT ! 

Up That Set Now With 
DENSERS 

them in your receiver and hear them 
speak for themselves 

SPECIFIED BY 

M. BEST 
and Used by the Foremost 
Radio Engineers 

MODIFIED 45,000 CYCLE SUPERHETERODYNE 
.00002 TO .0001 M. F., $1.50 

range 1.8 to 20 micro -micro - 
in Roberts two tube, Browning - 

Silver's Knockout, Neutrodyne and 
frequency circuits. Price, $1.00. 

capacity ranges, .00016 to .00055 
.001 Microfarads, for the Cockaday cir- 

and intermediate frequency tuning in 
and positive grid bias in all sete. 

Price, $1.50. 
RADIO LABORATORIES 
Avenue CHICAGO 

ez 

Pep 
X -L VARIO 

Install 

GERALD 
Endorsed 

SPECIAL FOB 

CAP. RANCE 
MODEL N-Capacity 

farads for balance 
Drake, McMurdo 
tuned radio 

MODEL G-Two 
and .0003 to 
cuit, filter 
superheterodyne 

X -L 
2426 Lincoln 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

(Continued from Page 60) 
"Right here," answered Dwyer, open- 

ing a door to a tiny sleeping compart- 
ment. "And here's the shower," he 
added swinging back another. "Help 
yourself. One of these suits of whites 
may fit you." 

"Ought to," said Joe, "A lot of mine 
fitted you on the old Admiral Sims." 

An hour later Joe re-entered the cab- 
in, shaved, bathed and clothed in spot- 
less linen. He relaxed into the comfort- 
able seat with a sigh of utter content. 
He silently watched while Dwyer made 
various adjustments of the dials and 
switches on the control board, and as 
the latter seemed disinclined to volun- 
teer any information Joe could no long - 
contain his curiosity. 

"For Heaven's sake," he demanded, 
"Can't you tell me what you are doing 
now?" 

"Just changing our direction," casual- 
ly responded Dwyer, "Instead of stop- 
ping at Samoa we will go right on to 
Sydney." 

"To Sydney!" repeated Joe, "You 
haven't enough gas to take us there, 
have you?" 

"Only flitters use gas nowadays," ex- 
plained Dwyer in a rather superior tone. 

"Flitters?" said Joe. 
"Yes. The small cheap monoplanes 

that were put on the market a few years 
ago. They are almost obsolete now. 
When I discovered the principle of en- 
ergy transmission by radio-" 

"When you discovered the which?" 
ejaculated Joe, but Dwyer continued, 
ignoring the interruption. 

"-all the old methods of supplying 
power were quickly discarded. A chain 
of high power dynamitters now cover 
the entire surface of the globe, so that 
unlimited energy is always available by 
simply tuning one of my telemodynes to 
the nearest station." 

"Dynamitters! Telemodynes!" gasped 
Joe. 

"A dynamitter," Dwyer explained pa- 
tiently, "is the machine that converts 
the enormous store of residual magne- 
tism within the interior of the earth into 
radiated energy and the telemodyne is 
my perfected machine for changing this 
wave into useful power, which is then 
applied to a radimotor such as the 
thousand horse power one which is now 
driving us through the air at three hun- 
dred miles an hour." 

Joe's jaw sagged and his eyes popped 
as he stared at the speedometer which 
Dwyer indicated. 

"Three hundred miles an hour," he 
whispered, "and it's pitch dark! Sup- 
pose you meet head-on with somebody 
coming the other way?" 

"That's impossible," snapped Dwy- 
er. "The air is divided into levels for 
every type of flying machine, and for 
similar machines going in different direc- 
tions." 

(Continued on Page 64) 
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LABORATORY 
SERVICE 

By G. M. BEST 

"RADIO'S" New 
Calibration Laboratory 

Is Second to None 

THE complete laboratory 
of the Pacific Radio Pub- 

lishing Company is at your 
service. We make tests - 
calculations - give you ex- 
pert advice on your radio 
problems. Gerald M. Best is 
in charge of our own labora- 
tory. We have an assort- 
ment of the finest testing 
equipment available. 
Use this service. Let us answer 
your radio questions for you. We 
give you expert advice on your 
radio problems. Our service is 
most accurate-entirely dependable 
and PROMPT. 

We will answer ten of your radio 
questions if you subscribe to 
"RADIO" for only one year. With 
your subscription to "RADIO" you 
will receive ten coupons, entitling 
you to answers to ten radio ques- 
tions. 

The regular cost for answering ten 
questions is $2.50. Save this money! 
Subscribe to "RADIO" and get 
your answers without cost. 

Use the coupon. Attach your re- 
mittance of $2.50 to it and mail 
now. Your investment of $2.50 will 
pay big dividends. The coming is- 
sues of "RADIO" will surprise you. 

This offer 
will shortly be 

withdrawn 

Now is the time to act! 

COUPON- - -- - 
"RADIO," Pacific Building, 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Hero is £2.50. Send me "RADIO" for one 
year and 10 free coupons entitling me to an- 
swers to ten radio questions. 

!Vanne 

Address 

City and State 

for the next 12 issues- 

Its Easy to Build 
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Centralab Radiohm 
for Oscillation Control 

TH'E Centralab Radiohm gives you 
perfect oscillation control - enables 

you to get full efficiency from your radio 
set. 
By controlling oscillation with this little 
unit, you can hold that sensitive regen- 
erative position which immediately pre- 
cedes the oscillation point, without distortion or loss 
of selectivity. Think what a boon s o clear, true -tone 
reception this is! 
The Radiohm provides smooth variation of resistance 
from zero to 200,000 ohms. Ideal for plate circuit con- 
trol of oscillation. Used as a standard unit in many 
leading commercial sets. Price: $2.00. 

Centralab Modulator 
for Volume Control 
This improved type of potentiometer takes 
the "rough spots" out of volume-smooths 
out powerful "locals" as well as difficult 
"DX." It provides noiseless control of tone 
volume without in any way affecting the 
tuning of your set. Has a maximum resistance of 
500,000 ohms, specially tapered to give smooth, 
even control from a whisper to full volume-or 
vice versa-without de -tuning. 
Can be used in audio circuits with any transformers 
or with Thordarson "Autoformers." Endorsed by 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. Price : $2.00. 

Mail the coupon 

Central Radio Laboratories 
14 Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 

CENTRAL RADIO LAbOMA1UNtha, le heel. Ave., Mitw.uc. M,.. 
Send me Uferstare describing Centralab controls. Enclosed find 

for which please send me the following: 

o Centralab Modulator, at $2.00 each. Centralab Radiohin, at $2.01.1 each. 
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You Get Perfect Tone 
Quality With MUR - 
DOCK Headphones. 

Wit. J. MURDOCK Co. 
211 South San Pe- 
dro St., Los Angeles; 
S09 Madan St., San 
Francisco; 406 occi- 
dental St., Seattle, 
Wash. 

MURUOCK- RADIO 
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VEBY HIGH -MU TUBES 
will give your resistance -coupled 
amplifier greater volume of better 
quality than is possible with any 

other tube. 

A. F.20 High -Mu $3.50 
A. F. 6 Power Tube K50 

VEBY RADIO CO. 
"Quality Resistors" 

47-51 Morris Ave. Newark. N. J. 

(Continued from Page 62) 
"But we must be above the clouds," 

said Joe. "How are you going to know 
when you are over Sydney? Maybe 
you'll shoot straight across to Perth!" 

"My automatic direction finder takes 
care of all that," Dwyer answered. "And 
in addition I can use this veerayscope 
which I developed especially for foggy 
localities where traffic is heavy." 

"San Francisco?" queried Joe, but at 
the expression of irritation on the other's 
face he added hurriedly, "Oh! go ahead. 
How does it work?" 

"It works on much the same principle 
as the fluoroscope which was used prin- 
cipally by the medical profession in con- 
nection with the X-ray machines of your 
time. Here, take a look!" he continued 
handing Joe the camera -like instrument 
and plugging in the cord from it to a 
jack on the control panel. 

"It's black as the ace of spades," Joe 
reported, fitting the plush -lined open- 
ings to his eyes. 

"Point it directly ahead," directed 
Dwyer, "and move it around a bit." 

"The bottom is now a kind of green- 
ish white," said Joe excitedly. "I see 
some kind of a mark and some figures. 
The mark looks like a cross in a circle. 
The number is 582." 

"That's the insignia of Sydney," 
Dwyer explained. "The number re- 
fers to the latitude and longitude. Every 
station and every flying machine is 
equipped with a projector which sends 
out a powerful shortwave carrier and 
on this carrier is super -imposed the V - 
ray. This V -ray has the property of 
affecting a plate covered with crystals 
of balunium and making it glow in the 
dark. Any metal object placed in front 
of the projector will cast a distinct black 
shadow on the luminous plate of the 
scope, and it is those shadows you are 
now observing." 

Joe was searching for and examining 
the marks of the various stations ahead. 
Newcastle to the right of Sydney, Mel- 
bourne away to the left, and Adelaide 
between the two but further west, were 
all easily identified by their distinctive 
insignia. 

He turned theveerayscope downwards 
and picked up a large fast moving signal 
with a cluster of small signals speeding 
along behind it. 

"What are they?" he asked, handing 
the instrument to Dwyer. "They look 
to me like a flock of whales chasing a 
seagull!" he added. 

Dwyer looker for a moment and then 
switched on a powerful searchlight on 
the bottom of the Ariel and trained it 
on the objects cutting through the water 
nearly a mile below. 

"That is a fleet of aquarines, or freight 
carriers," he told Joe. "The flyer in 
the lead is the radiductor's machine. He 
has complete control-by radio, of course -of the radimotors and steering equip - 
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ment of all the twenty aquarines of the 
fleet." 

Joe blinked stupidly and shook his 
head. 

"Do you mean to tell me," he de- 
manded, "that these things take the 
place of steamship freighters?" 

"Of course, I do," answered Dwyer, 
"The old fashioned ships went to the 
junk pile years ago." 

"Well, where are the masts and aeri- 
als? Where are the cargo booms? 
Where's the bridge? Where's the skip- 
per and the crew?" Joe questioned plain- 
tively. 

"There isn't any more!" Dwyer ex- 
plained, again with the superior smile. 
"A small loop of my own design re- 
places the aerial, and there is no neces- 
sity for any crew since the radiductor 
can maneuver the aquarine in any di- 
rection he wishes. Cargo booms are 
unnecessary because on arrival at San 
Francisco each unit is run into the great 
docking warehouses and the cover is re- 
moved. A battery of huge traveling 
cranes lifts out the cargo which is al- 
ready stowed in large containers at the 
shipping port. Ten minutes is consid- 
ered rather slow time for discharging 
one of those thirty thousand ton aquar- 
ines." 

"Ten minutes to discharge a ship!" 
said Joe sarcastically, "That sure is 
slow! What makes them wiggle that 
way like a fish ?" he added as the fleet 
disappeared over the horizon. 

Dwyer switched off the searchlight 
and leaning back in his armchair ans- 
wered his question. 

"In the old days I was always great- 
ly interested in the inefficient method of 
ship propulsion," he began, but Joe in- 
terrupted him heatedly. 

"In the old days," he snapped, "to 
the best of my recollection you were 
never interested in anything but the din- 
ing saloon and your bunk !" 

"Please don't interrupt me," said 
Dwyer languidly. "The propellor al- 
ways seemed to me very wasteful of 
energy, so I devised the present method. 
This works exactly on the principle of 
a fish's tail. The entire aquarine is 
built like a large model shark, and a 
tail of semi -flexible metal is connected 
to , a piihoted lever which extends inside 
the hull. A group of very powerful 
electromagnets on each side of the lever 
are energized alternately and pull the 
lever from side to side. This oscillating 
motion of the tail propels the vessel at 
a speed far in excess of anything possible 
with the old fashioned screws." 

Dwyer stopped speaking and leaned 
over to a large dial, which was marked 
off into a great number of divisions and 
subdivisions. A section marked "music" 
was subdivided into vocal and instru- 
mental, and these in turn into segments 
marked classical, dance, operatic and so 
on. A section marked "news" was di- 
vided into a group of smaller sections 
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"We are about over Sydney,' he re- 
marked. "Look down. It's almost day- 
light and you can see it rather indis- 
tinctly. The power seems to be de- 
creasing somehow," he added in a more 
worried tone. 

Joe looked through the glass plate in 
the floor of the cabin, while Dwyer made 
some hurried changes in the controls. 

"Sydney seems to be coming up to 
meet us pretty rapidly," Joe announced. 
"I can make out Circular Quay and 
George Street, and over there is the place 
where-" 

"Something wrong!" shouted Dwyer. 
"We're falling! The power wave has 
been shut off. Must be another strike !" 
he yelled as he shifted switches frantical- 
ly but to no effect. 

"Guess there's another strike coming 
off right away too," answered Joe, "A 
regular walkout!" he added as he 
grabbed one of the parachutes which 
Dwyer had torn from their coverings. 

Both jumped when the flying machine 
was still about a thousand feet above the 
water of the harbor, and both shot down 
at dizzy speed. 

"They're not going to open!" Dwyer 
yelled in a panic as the parachutes failed 
to catch the terrific rush of air. "And 
I'm right over the Zoo on Turonga 
Island !" 

His speed seemed to increase and he 
continued to drop sickeningly till within 
a bare few feet of the ground the para- 
chute opened with a snap and he hung 
suspended directly over the open-air 
arena in which the lions of this famous 
zoo are allowed a sort of half -way lib- 
erty. 

He twisted and struggled wildly only 
ten feet above the floor of the rocky den 
and when he saw a huge shaggy lion 
rush towards him with wide open jaws 
his limbs seemed to become suddenly 
paralyzed. 

With a great bound the king of 
beasts fastened its massive paw on his 
shoulder and shook him violently. Close 
by a hoarse voice was shouting. 

L _j E ceased his efforts to escape from 
the terrible animal and seemed to 

be dropping into pleasant unconscious- 
ness when the shaking was repeated and 
the voice became more imperative. With 
a great effort of will he strove to con- 
centrate on the insistent and very un- 
pleasant voice and to ignore the claw 
that still held him in its mighty grasp. 

"Hey you!" the absurd voice seemed 
to be addressing him, "Snap out of it 
now. You're half an hour late already!" 

Dwyer struggled to a sitting position 
as the grip on his shoulder was released 
with a final violent shove. His head 
bumped against some hard unyielding 
object and he opened his eyes to find Joe 
Knapp regarding him with a hostile 
glare. He rubbed his eyes sleepily and 
passed his hand over the spot on his head 
which had come into sharp contact with 
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Machine for Winding Honeycomb Coils 
With this machine anyone can wind their own low - 
loss coils to suit their particular requirements. It 
will wind honeycomb type coils any width from one- 
half inch to one inch and the inside diameter of the 
coil can be arranged to suit by using various sizes 
of wooden spools on the winding spindle. It has a 
recorder with an adjustable pointer for counting the 
number of turns. Each machine is neatly finished in 
black enamel and packed price í6,0Q in an individual carton. 

Get Our Agent's Proposition 
MORRIS REGISTER COMPANY 

Succeeding Morris Cash and Credit Register Company 
Factory: 29th and Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
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the roof of the cabin over his bunk, 
and he gingerly felt of his shoulder. 

"Where are we?" he grunted peev- 
ishly. 

"Left Astoria an hour ago," answered 
Joe, "We're going out over the bar now. 
Shake a leg! The old man wants some 
bearings. There's a thick fog outside." 

Dwyer was slowly climbing from his 
bunk and steadying himself on the pitch- 
ing floor while he groped dazedly for 
his uniform. "Come on! Look alive!" 
insisted Joe, "I can't see what's the 
sense of you buying an alarm clock any- 
way. All you do is to set it and then 
shut it before it rings!" 

He opened the door of the cabin and 
a rush of cold, fog -laden air swept in. 

"For the luv' o' mike," he added, "try 
and stay awake long enough to get some 
press from NPL tonight." 

He slammed the door and dashed be- 
low to the galley to get his midnight 
lunch before turning in, while Dwyer 
completed his hasty toilet and lurched 
unsteadily into the radio shack where he 
dropped heavily into the chair and picked 
up the headphones. 

The old inferiority complex had squat- 
ted solidly again on the solar plexus of 
his subconscious ego! 

Hi CUL GN. 

CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Page 39) By KFUH Heard st 8th, 1925. while kanchored 28In lagoon 

to Aug 
uat Fanning Island, 1000 miles south of Hono- lulu, 40 meters only. 

21j,12bbx 2agba2bumC1(3bwj), 3bwf,, 3ekg, (4sa), 4tn, 4km, (5uk), 5adz, 51h, finq. 5agn, 5nj, 5ew, 5akz, 5zal, 5kc, 5cx, Sali, (6awt), (6jp), (6dcf), (6cbb), (Gaff), (6buc),. 
(6csw), (6zac), (6cfi), Guf, 6rm, 6bde, 6vc,. 6c1z, 6dh, 6bmw, 6js, Gers, 6ur, 6aji, iodai, 6bhz, 6rw, 6agk, Gbvy, ¿bur, 6a1j, 6ban, 6bsh, 6bc1, 6btm, 6bap, 6bgo, Gaol, 6cto, 6bkv, 6bjj, 6km, (7av), (7uz), (7uv), (7aek), Ud, 7ay, 7gj, Teh, 7nt, 7gb, lit, (8ayy), 8aj, 8ckm, 8p1, 8nk, 8bf, (9u g). (9exx), (9aon), 9bht, 9bpb, 9xn, ^ado, 9akf, 9dvl. Australian: 2y1, 2bb, 21j, 3bd. New Zealand: (Sac), lax, 2ac, 4ar, lao, 4a1, 2ae, 2xa. Chile: (leg). Canadian: (9ck), 5ef, 4aa. Argentina: ba-1. Mexi- can: lb, lx. Navy: (nve), (npu), (npm), (nap, (nrrl), nkf, npg, npn, nas, nirx, namg, npo, nsx, nedj. Commercial: (kdid), yap, wiz, wqn. Philippine Islands: ihr. 

(35 to 40 meters),August 8 to Oc- tober 15, 1925. Statii heard and worked by KFUH while at Penrhyn Island; be- tween Penrhyn Island and Papeete, Ta- hiti, and during time spent in Papeete Harbor, Papetoai Bay, Moorea and other islands of the Society group. 
lcmp, lbes. 1pl, lanq,lyb, lzi, lek, laws, 

21u, 2mm, 2xaf, 2mu, 2cpa, 2evj, 2b1m, 2ahm, 2bk, 2cxl, 2anm, 2alm, 2cjj, 3ckg, 3aao,. 31w, 3bva, 3hg, 3ckl, (4do), (4s1), 41o, 4tv, 
4r1, 4oa, 4fg, 4rm, 4bu, 4cu, 411, (5ado), (51g), (5a1d), (5oq), 5ew, 5uk, 5zal, 5sd,. 5akn, 5ox, 5bg, She, 5va, 5w1, 5amw, 5adz, bnq, 5aj, 5aua, Saab, 5agn, 5aty, Samk, 5afn, 5a1j, 5akz, 5ft, (6awt), (6jp), (6dcf), (6zac), (6cfi), (6zd), (6xad), (6ih), (6uf), (6efe), (6aiv), (6aak), (6ea), (liche), (bac),. (¿gk), (6amm), (6ahp), (6o1), (6bvs), (681), (6cmh), (6bzn), (6tc), (6b1p), (6cmq), 
(Gcto), (6buc), (Gasr), (6zbj), (6esw), 6chs, 
6ct, 6vr, 6bjj, 6bmw, 6fa, 6km, 6abg, Gail, 
6e1x, 6cnc, 6bgv, 6btm, 6aqp, 6dah, Gbgb, 6apk, 6aff, 6b11, 6ccv, 6cor, 6afg, 6aum, 
6nx, base, 6ajm, 6qu, 6ess, 6dab, 6wt, 6cah, 
6ih, 6akc, 6dam, 6rw, 6aea, 6cw, 6zh, fiez, 6aly, 6aaf, 6tq, 6ec, 6dax, bake, 6cgw, 
6ega, Geb, 6cmd, Gcft, 6bjd, 6m1, 6bkb, 
6bbv, 6bon, (7de), (7ek), (7aek), 71y, 7uz. 
7ay, lau, Ito, lit, 7nx, 7df, 7uj, 7ot, 7eo, 
Ics, (8bce), (8bnh), (8caz), (8p1), (8gz), 
(8rv), Bac, seg, 8aly, 8cyr, 8bf, 8er, 8tx, 
Ses, 8eq, 8bau, 8se, 8pk, 8xk, Seau, (9ded). 
(9uq), (9efy), (9yav), (9zt), 9xn, 9bht, 9dvr. 

(Continued on Page 70) 
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THE MILLION -DOLLAR 
BEND 

(Continued from Page 28) 

tained; the judge would go half blind 
trying to see it; and the battling lawyers 
would lose it. And, far worse than 
this, the patent -owning company, in or- 
der to state their case, would have to 
lay before the court a great mass of 
jealously -guarded secret facts and form- 
ulas; which the gang on the other side 
of the fence would be writing down in 
their note -books so fast they would 
make their pencils smoke! 

If the patent -holders could drag the 
defendant's wire -drawing machinery into 
court, they probably could prove their 
case ; but these wire -making laboratories 
are mostly kept out of range of even 
the most high-powered legal rifle that 
can be brought into action against them. 
Either they are operated with such ex- 
treme secrecy that Sherlock Holmes 

4 -himself could live and die over one of 
them and never suspect that it was 
around, or else they are located in Af- 
rica or Iceland, or some other equally 
inaccessible spot. 

It appears rather improbable, there- 
fore, that much of anything will be done 
by the owners of the tungsten wire patent 
toward trying to stop the manufacturing 
of infringing filament wire-especially 
in view of the fact that this patent has 
only four more years to live. There 
is one scandal -sheet published for the 
special edification and exasperation of 
persons engaged in the radio manufac- 
turing and merchandising business that 
has been yapping and yelping and egg- 
ing on the tungsten patent owners to 
come on out an' fight ; but the only re- 
sponse from the elephant in the jungle is 
some ominous trumpeting and rumbling 
that occasionally grows loud and vexed 
enough to make all the little dogs turn 
and scoot in alarm. 
r A far more efficacious method of war- 

fare favored by the holders of the big 
patents is being carried on today by de- 
flecting the millions of dollars that 
might be wasted in fruitless litigation 
into costly and ceaseless advertising, 
which is marvellously potent, in time, to 
mold public opinion and confidence. 

With the exception of the tungsten 
patent, there seems to be now hardly 
anything at all to prevent unlimited 
manufacture of radio tubes of the more 
popular types, by any one who cares to 
go into the expensive business of mak- 
ing them. 

There does not appear to be any par- 
ticularly important patents affecting the 
new high -mu tubes lately appearing on 
the market. The mechanical difference 
between a tube of high mu or high con- 
ductance and one of low mu or low 
conductance is merely that the high -mu 
tube has a much more closely wound 
grid than the other-with the result that the slight potentials applied to the 
grid have far greater choking effect on 
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TWO 

GOOD 
SIGNAL 

LOOP AERIALS Bracket Type, $8.50 
A bracket type that attaches right onto the end of your radio cabinet or 
a table type-you can't miss it on either one. When you buy a Signal 
Loop you're buying more than just good looks. You're buying an 
aerial backed by thirty years of experience in the manufacturing of 
electrical equipment. 
Where quarters are close, remember the bracket type loop attaches 
right onto the end of your set and does away with that "extra piece 
of apparatus." It turns a complete 360° in the width of the standard 
cabinet. 
Both aerials are beautifully constructed. The bracket type is of solid walnut. The table type is mahogany finished. All metal parts are heavily nickel plated. 
A third tap is 'provided for sets requiring it. Ask your favorite dealer to show you the Signal Loops-either type $8.50. You will surely want one. 

you buy. 

IT'S EASY TUNING WITH 
A SIGNAL SPIRAL CAM 

It distributes the wave lengths evenly over the 360° of the dial. Stations come in clearly without interference. Just 
step In at your dealer's and ask him to show you the 
Signal Spiral Cam Condenser-the condenser with the 
patented cam control. Then you will appreciate why thou- 
sands of fans have selected this condenser for their sets 

above hundreds of other condensers on the market 
today. 
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser is built for per- 
fect control of high frequency as well as low fre- 
quency wave lengths. Results are uniform at all points on the dial-the scientifically designed cam 
takes care of that. There is absolutely no back 
lash and a balanced condition of the plate assemblies 
permits smooth, velvety action that makes tuning 

a pleasure. Design permits single or three -hole mounting 
and the attaching of air core transformer directly onto the con- denser. 

Don't be satisfied with "just condensers." See the "Spiral Cam" before Three capacities, all one price-.00025, .00035 and .0005, $4.00 and worth a lot more. 

Jobbers and Dealers: If you are not fully acquainted with Signal 
Radio Products, we will be pleased to send you complete informa- 
tion. Write us at once for literature. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. 3-B, Menominee, Mich. 

1216 Hearst Building 408 San Fernando Bldg. 
San Francisco Los Angeles 

GEE -HAW Micrometer 
TUNING DIAL 

Ratio 100 to 1 

A New Mechanical Principle 
Absolutely No Backlash 

Manufactured by 
OTTO R. CISCHOW CO., Inc. 

New York 
For Sample Write to Pacific Coast Agents: 

American Commercial Co. 
1067 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif. 
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You Can Depend on 
HAMMAR LUND 

QUALITY 

New Model S -L -F 
Condenser 

Distribute 
Stations 
Equally 

Hammarlund has manufactured pre- cision instruments for telephone, telegraph and radio use for fifteen years. This new straight -line -fre- quency condenser is the culmination 
Hof that rich experience. 
It embodies every genuine low -loss feature known and is a mechanical and electrical masterpiece, providing the utmost in sharp tuning, equal distribution of stations over the dial and long, dependable service. 

"Hammarlund 
Junior" 

The 
Precision 
Midget 

Here Is a strongly -built shielded midget condenser, with soldered brass plates, clock -spring pigtail, minimum dielectric and one -hole mounting. An exceedingly efficient instrument for neutralizing, regen- eration control and vernier use. Dia- grams of uses sent on request. 

Send 25 cents for illustrated book, giving 
complete instructions for assembling, wir- 
ing and operating the famous Demmer - land -Roberts Receiver. 

Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
424-438 W. 33rd Street, New York 

Pacific Coast Representatives: 

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC AGENCIES CORP. 
383 Brennan St., San Francisco 

O't, 2,C:ta1L Rad 
ammarlund 

P R E C/ S I O N 

PRODUCTS 

The Set You Can 
Afford to Own 

The new Chelsea offers the 
finest kind of service -con- 
sistently -regularly -without 
fuss or trouble. 

Sweet, clear volume, and 
plenty of it, is obtained with 
but slight drain on the bat- 
teries and negligible wear 
on the tube filaments. Rug. 
ged bus -wiring, hand -soldered 
connections and a protective 
dust -proof, fool -proof inside 
panel are construction fea- 
tures insuring greater life 
and longer satisfaction. Fine 
mahogany piano finish Cabi- 
net. Large over -size dials for 
positive selectivity make tun- 
ing a pleasure. 

See this remarkable value at 
your Dealer's or write for 

illustrated folder, 

Chelsea Radio Co. 
CHELSEA, MASS. 

:451133.111.o.areFir 

RADIO CAST 
WEEKLY 

Sixty-four Pages of Programs, 
Photos, Humor, Musical Re- 
views, Schedules, Tables, Edi- 
torials, Etc. 

e Per Radiocast Weekly 
C Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 

SAN FRANCISCO 

the roof of the :cabin over his bunk, 
and he gingerly felt of his shoulder. 

"Where are we?" he grunted peev- 
ishly. 

"Left Astoria an hour ago," answered 
Joe, "We're going out over the bar now. 
Shake a leg! The old man wants some 
bearings. There's a thick fog outside." 

Dwyer was slowly climbing from his 
bunk and steadying himself on the pitch- 
ing floor while he groped dazedly for 
his uniform. "Come on! Look diver' 
insisted Joe, "I can't see what's the 
sense of you buying an alarm clock any- 
way. All you do is to set it and then 
shut it before it rings!" 

He opened the door of the cabin and 
a rush of cold, fog -laden air swept in. 

"For the luv' o' mike," he added, "try 
and stay awake long enough to get some 
press from NPL tonight." 

He slammed the door and dashed be- 
low to the galley to get his midnight 
lunch before turning in, while Dwyer 
completed his hasty toilet and lurched 
unsteadily into the radio shack where he 
dropped heavily into the chair and picked 
up the headphones. 

The old inferiority complex had squat- 
ted solidly again on the solar plexus of 
his subconscious ego! 

Hi CUL GN. 

CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Page 39) KFUii Heard and worked July 28th to August 8th, 1926. while anchored in lagoon at Fanning Island, 1000 miles south of Hono- lulu, 40 meters only. 

21J,l2bbx, 2agba2bumt(3bwi), Sbwf,, 3ckg (4sa), 4tn, 4km, (6uk), Sadz 6ih, 6nry 6agn, 5nj, hew, óakz, 6zai 6kß, 5cx, Sal), (6awt), (OP), (6dcf), (6cbb), (6aff), (6buc), (6zbn), (6cgo), (6zd), (6csl), (6aiv), 
6clzw6dh ó6bmw,66js. 6crá sil 8 jl 'iodai, 6bhz, 6rw, 6agk, 6bvy, 6bur, óaij 6ban, 6bsh, 6bcl, 6btm, 6bap, 6bgo, Gaol, 6cto, 6bkv, 6bjj, 6km, (7av), (7uz), (7uv), (7aek), 7fd, 7ay, 7gj, 7eh, 7nt, 7gb, 71t, (8ayy), Saj, 8ckm, 8p1, 8nk, 8bf, (9uq), 
9akfx 9dvl.aoAustralian: 2yl. 2bb, 21j,-Sbd. New Zealand: (Sac), lax, tac, 4ar, lao, 4al, 2ae, 2xa. Chile: (leg). Canadian: (9ck), fief, 4aa. Argentina: ba-1. Mexi- can: lb, lx. Navy: (nve), (npu), (npm), (naj), (nrrl), nkf, npg, npn, nag, nirx, namg, npo, flex. nedj. Commercial: (kdid), wap, wiz, wqn. Philippine Islands: ihr. 

(35 to 40 me s August 8 to Oc- tober 15, 1925. Sta heard and worked by KFUH while at Penrhyn Island;: be- tween Penrhyn Island and Papeete, Ta- hiti, and during time spent in Papeete Harbor, Papetoal Bay, Moorea and other islands of the Society group. lump, lbes. ipl, lanq, lyb, lzi, ick, laws,21. 

2ahm. 2bk, cxI, 2af. nm,2aim 2jj 3ckg 3aaq 
31w, 3bva, 3hg, Sckl, (4do), (4si), 41o, 4tv, 
4r1, 4oa, 4fg, 4rm, 4bu, 4eu, 411, (5ado), (61g). (said), (6oq), 5ew. Suk, 6zai, Sad,. Sakn, Sox, 5bg, She, 5va, Swi, 6amw, 6adz, Snq, bai, Saua, 6aab, 6agn, Saty, 6amk 5afn, Sali, óakz, 5ft, (6awt), (6jp), (6def), (6zac), (ócfi), (6zd), (6xad), (61h). (6uf). (óefe), (6aiv), (6aak), (sea), (fiche), (bac)), (6gk), (6amm), (6ahp), (Soi), (6bvs). (6a1), (6cmh), (6bzn), (6tc), (6bip), (6cmq), (6cto), (6buc), (6asr), (6zbj), (6caw), licha, 
(let, 6vr, 6bjj, 6bmw, 6fa, 6km, 6abg, óaij, 
6eix, fient, 6bgv, 6btm, 6agp, 6dah, 6bgb, 
6apk, 6atf, 6b11, 6ccv, 6cor, 6afg, 6aum, 
6nx, 6ase, 6ajm, 6qu, 6css, 6dab, 6wt, 6cah, 
6111, 6akc, 6dam, 6rw, 6aea, 6cw, 6zh, 6cz, 
6aly, 6aaf, 6tq, bec, 6dax, 6ake, 6cgw, 
6cqa, deb, 6cmd, 6cft, 6bjd, 6m1, 6bkb, 
6bbv, 6bon, (7de), (7ek), (7aek), 71y, 7uz, 
7ay, 7au, 7to, lit, 7nx, 7df, 7uj, lot, 7eo, 
7cs, (Sbce), (8bnh), (Scaz), (8p1), (8gz), 
(8rv), Bac, Beg, 8aly, Scyt, 8bf, Ser, Stx, 
Ses, 8eq, 8bau, sse, 8pk, 8xk, 8cau, (9ded). 
(9uq), (9efy), (9yav), (9zt), 9xn, 9bht, 9dvr. 

(Continued on Page 70) 
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THE MILLION -DOLLAR 
BEND 

(Continued from Page 28) 

tained; the judge would go half blind 
trying to see it; and the battling lawyers 
would lose it. And, far worse than 
this, the patent -owning company, in or- 
der to state their case, would have to 
lay before the court a great mass of 
jealously -guarded secret facts and form- 
ulas; which the gang on the other side 
of the fence would be writing down in 
their note -books so fast they would 
make their pencils smoke! 

If the patent -holders could drag the 
defendant's wire -drawing machinery into 
court, they probably could prove their 
case; but these wire -making laboratories 
are mostly kept out of range of even 
the most high-powered legal rifle that 
can be brought into action against them. 
Either they are operated with such ex- 
treme secrecy that Sherlock Holmes 

-himself could live and die over one of 
them and never suspect that it was 
around, or else they are located in Af- 
rica or Iceland, or some other equally 
inaccessible spot. 

It appears rather improbable, there- 
fore, that much of anything will be done 
by the owners of the tungsten wire patent 
toward trying to stop the manufacturing 
of infringing filament wire-especially 
in view of the fact that this patent has 
only four more years to live. There 
is one scandal -sheet published for the 
special edification and exasperation of 
persons engaged in the radio manufac- 
turing and merchandising business that 
has been yapping and yelping and egg- 
ing on the tungsten patent owners to 
come on out an' fight; but the only re- 
sponse from the elephant in the jungle is 
some ominous trumpeting and rumbling 
that occasionally grows loud and vexed 
enough to make all the little dogs turn 
and scoot in alarm. 

A far more efficacious method of war- 
fare favored by the holders of the big 
patents is being carried on today by de- 
flecting the millions of dollars that 
might, be wasted in fruitless litigation 
into costly and ceaseless advertising, 
which is marvellously potent, in time, to 
mold public opinion and confidence. 

With the exception of the tungsten 
patent, there seems to be now hardly 
anything at all to prevent unlimited 
manufacture of radio tubes of the more 
popular types, by any one who cares to 
go into the expensive business of mak- 
ing them. 

There does not appear to be any par- 
ticularly important patents affecting the 
new high -mu tubes lately appearing on 
the market. The mechanical difference 
between a tube of high mu or high con- 
ductance and one of low mu or low 
conductance is merely that the high -mu 
tube has a much more closely wound 
grid than the other-with the result that the slight potentials applied to the 
-grid have far greater choking effect on 
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LOOP AERIALS Bracket Type, $8.50 
A bracket type that attaches right onto the end of your radio cabinet or 
a table type-you can't miss it on either one. When you buy a Signal 
Loop you're buying more than just good looks. You're buying an 
aerial backed by thirty years of experience in the manufacturing of 
electrical equipment. 
Where quarters are close, remember the bracket type loop attaches 
right onto the end of your set and does away with that "extra piece 
of apparatus." It turns a complete 360° in the width of the standard 
cabinet. 
Both aerials are beautifully constructed. The bracket type is of solid walnut. The table type is mahogany finished. All metal parts are heavily nickel plated. A third tap is 'provided for sets requiring it. Ask your favorite dealer to show you the Signal Loops-either type $8.50. You will surely want one. 

you buy. Three 

IT'S EASY TUNING WITH 
A SIGNAL SPIRAL CAM 

It distributes the wave lengths evenly over the 360° of the 
dial. Stations come in clearly without interference. Just 
step in at your dealer's and ask him to show you the 
Signal Spiral Cam Condenser-the condenser with the 
patented cam control. Then you will appreciate why thou- 
sands of fans have selected this condenser for their sets 

above hundreds of other condensers on the market 
today. 
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser is built for per- 
fect control of high frequency as well as low fre- 
quency wave lengths. Results are uniform at all points on the dial-the scientifically designed cam 
takes care of that. There is absolutely no back 
lash and a balanced condition of the plate assemblies 
permits a smooth, velvety action that makes tuning 

a pleasure. Design permits single or three -hole mounting and the attaching of air core transformer directly onto the con- denser. 
Don't be satisfied with "just condensers." See the "Spiral Cam" before capacities, all one price-.00025, .00035 and .0005, 84.00 and worth a lot more. 

Jobbers and Dealers: If you are not fully acquainted with Signal 
Radio Products, we will be pleased to send you complete informa- 
tion. Write us at once for literature. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. 3-B, Menominee, Mich. 

1216 Hearst Building 408 San Fernando Bldg. 
San Francisco Los Angeles 
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TUNING DIAL 

Ratio 100 to 1 

A New Mechanical Principle 
Absolutely No Backlash 

Manufactured by 
OTTO R. GISCHOW CO., Inc. 

New York 
For Sample Write to Pacific Coast Agents: 

American Commercial Co. 
1067 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif. 
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DARRHEOSTATS ': 
ONE HOLE MOUNT 

Compare the DeJur Rheostat with any other on 
the market. You will find that the DeJur is II 

different -better -more efficient. Fourteen exclu- 
live features make the DeJur superior to all 
other rheostats on the market, and make it the 

Ts ONLY RHEOSTAT WITH A POSITIVE CON- 
NECTION PLATE. We guarantee them 11 

absolutely. 
Sold by all dealers 

Manu/acturers-Writs /or 
sample and prices 

DQJi 
PRODUCTS Co 

PATENTS 

c1f`" 

APPLIED FOR 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

Filter 
Transformers 

Northern Electric Type Filter Coils 
adjusted to any specified frequency 
between 25 and 60 kilocycles, com- 
plete with calibrated condenser 

ONLY $5.00 
Throw away that inefficient, un- 
known quantity in your set and 
replace it with a filter which won't 
distort. 

ARMY SALES COMPANY 
1650 Jackson Street 

San Francisco, California 

the electronic emission from the fila- 
ment to the plate than they do in the 
case of a low -mu tube with a coarse 
grid. It is apparent, incidentally, that 
high -mu tubes are far easier on B -bat- 
teries than are the usual 201-A type. 

It is becoming more and more need- 
ful, not only in the name of common 
fairness, but to avoid confusion in our 
own minds, that we should cease from 
referring to some radio tubes as boot- 
legs and to other tubes as not bootlegs. 
A bootleg tube, as has been often pointed 
out, is properly a deliberate counterfeit 
of some much -advertised make. There 
are at this moment large quantities of 
tubes, thousands indeed, being sold, 
falsely bearing a well-known trademark 
and packed in a well-known box. Sleuths 
in the employ of the Radio Corporation 
of America are reported to have run 
down a big outfit that was turning out 
such perfect counterfeits of Radiotrons, 
including the container, that the only 
immediately evident clue to their spuri- 
ousness was a slight difference in the 
shade of the red ink used to do the print- 
ing on the carton. These counterfeits, 
ninety-nine times out of a hundred, are 
foisted upon the unsuspecting public 
over the counters of the drastically cut- 
price radio stores. 

The fact that a $2.50 Radiotron or 
Cunningham tube is advertised by some 
store for $1.69 or $1.62 does not neces- 
sarily prove the tubes to be counterfeit; 
but it should interest the reader to be 
informed that no retail radio dealer any- 
where in the entire United States today 
can himself buy these tubes for a cent 
less than $1.72 apiece, spot cash. Some 
radio merchants do at times sell a few 
of their goods at cost price as leaders or 
trade -pullers; but when one of the big- 
gest selling items of a radio store is 
continually offered at pretended cost 
price or less, then it is time to take that 
concern's advertisement with several 
grains of salt. 

In concluding this story of radio tube 
patents, I may remark that there is a 
rumored possibility of further warfare 
over the big -production stem -machine 
patent that I have described ; because of 
the fact that this glass -working patent 
mentions the use of compressed air in 
the course of the manufacturing pro- 
cess. The use of air in a process is a 
pretty broad specification; and under it 
even the new non -infringing machines 
may be attacked; but the Hungarian 
wizard in Newark, who builds practical- 
ly all of the world's tube machinery, 
other than that used by one company, has 
still another revolutionary new airless 
machine in readiness, to be dragged out 
the moment the glass storm breaks 
around him again. The thicker the safe - 
makers build their doors, the hotter do 
the safe -busters make their oxy-acetylene 
flames; or, when that fails, sometimes 
they bring along a truck and a derrick, 
and carry away the darned safe entire. 

CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Page 68) 

9ek, 9qr, 9eay, 9eht, 9bpy, 9wo, 9fj, 9efs, 9zk, 9dpx, 9eky, 9ff, 9bib, 9cvn, 9cxx, 9bwb, 9dmj, 9co, Sark, 9eji, 9cfy, 9bwo, 9drd, 9dwk, 9zd, 9akf, 9cld, 9eez, 9aod. Cana- dian: (5ba), (5go), 5bf, 5hp, 5ef, 4aa, 4gt, 3aa, 3kp, (9ck). Mexican: laf, lb, lk, lx. 
9a. New Zealand: lao, lax, ixa, 2ac, 2ae, 
2b1, (3am), 3ao, (4ag), 4a1, 4as, 4aa, 4ar, 
4ak, 5da. Australian: (21j), (2gq), 2hs, 
2cm, 21p, 2bb, 2xa, 21w, 2sw, 2bk, 2tm, 2yh, 
(3ef), 31p, 3bq, 3bd, 4cm, 4an, 5bg, 5kn, 5da, 
6ag. Argentina: (bal, afl, db2, de3, pa2, 
cb8, fg4, fbb, aa8. Brazil: (bzlab), bzlax. Philippine Islands: (pilhr). Chile: (leg). 
Cuba: q2mk. Japan: jlaa. England: 
g2cc, g2nm. U. S. Navy: (nrrl), (nas), (numm), (nisr), (nisv), (nqw), nedj, nkf, (npm), npg, npn, npo, npp, nve, naj, nsf, najd, nqg, (nqg-l), nqg-2, nijr, nisv, nirx. 
Commercial: (wap), (vmg), wiz, wir, wvy, 
idg, wqo, ftj, kel, wvz, fw, whw, kudg, 
(gdvb), vit, ane, aqe. 

By Russ Short man Jr., 6BWS, 717 West Jackson Street, Phoenix, Arizona. 
lah, lare, 2bbx, 2cgz, 4oa, 4bu, 4io, 4we, 

4ao, bagn, bak, Sam, 5ef, 5eu, 5g1, 5hc, 
She, bid, bng, 6nj, boa, box; 5qs, 6ry, 6uk, 
5agu, 5asz, bad, 5atx, Shy, 6aak, 6aea, 
6ael, 6agc, 6aij, 6aiv, 6ajm, Gajo, 6arw, 
sasg, Gash, 6baw, 6bhc, 6bhz, 6bhy, 6bjb, 
6bjd, 6bjh, 6bjx, 6bls, 6bq, bbtr, 6bvf, 6dah, 
6bvx, 6bvy, 6cev, 6cgm, 6cgw, 6cgo, 6chm, 
6ms, 6chl, 6chp, 6cia, 6cip, 6cix, 6cmq, 
6cnf, 6crk, 6crx, Scsi, 6css, 6csw, 6cta, 6dh, 
6rto, 6du, 6ea, 6eb, 6gn, 6gx, 61a, 6jp, 611. 
6nx, 6rw, 6tx, 6bvs, 6ct, 6dag, Gdal 6bwa, 
6bwa, 6dak, 6ew, 6awt, 6asm, 6cip, 6cu, 
7aj, 7bj, 7r1, 7ra, 7gj, 7si, 8anb, sbse, 8bpl, 
8bgi, 8dnf, 8bnh, 8ced, 9apm, 9apy, 9beq, 
9bsp, 9bst, 9ek, 9elt, 9fz, 9dkr, 9bmd, 9dex, 
9djv, 9dkh, 9dmj, 9ayp, 9zt, 9dac, 9daj, 
9bwb, 9adi, 9cdv, 9ua, 9axb, Sail, 9nq, 9cnn, 
9aik. Others: wiz, wqo, wqn, nkf, numm, 
kfuh, raa8, chieg, ch9tc, aabz, ??, qra??, 
pr4oi, z4aa, ane?? qra?? 

All of above stations were heard on a 
Schnell Tuner; detector only. Any of the 
above may have crds if they inform me 
as to their correct addresses. If anybody 
hears my low power CW I would appre- 
ciate a report. Crd for Crd. 

POLARIZATION OF RADIO 
WAVES, 

(Continued from Page 34) 
Mechanical Model for Studying 

Wave Polarization 
I have a mechanical model, made 

up for studying wave polarization in the 
General Electric laboratory. The model 
consists of weights suspended in such a 
way that they are free to move in all 
directions. Twenty-two of these weights 
are arranged in a row and connected to- 
gether by rubber bands. Each weight 
is suspended from ai yokk and an equal 
weight hung on the óther side of the 
yoke to serve as a counter weight. A 
screen is set up so as to hide the counter 
weight and avoid confusion in observing 
the wave motion. This model was set 
up especially to study the twisting of 
the plane of polarization and the ex- 
periment has strikingly confirmed the 
theory which it was intended to illus- 
trate. This theory is briefly the follow- 
ing: 

We will assume that the medium 
through which the radio waves pass has 
such characteristics that the velocity of 
propagation for a vertically polarized 
wave differs slightly from the velocity of 
the propagation for a horizontally polar- 
ized wave. It is not necessary for the pres- 
ent purpose to try to explain the reason 
for this difference in velocity. We may 
assume that the reason for it is due to 
the electrostatic and magnetic effects, to 
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the retarding effect of the velocity of 
the vertically polarized wave passing 
close to the earth, or, on the other hand, 
due to properties of free electrons in the 
upper atmosphere. Whatever the cause 
may be, we may assume that such a dif- 
ference of velocity exists and the me- 
chanical model has been constructed so 
as to reproduce such conditions. The 
weights on both sides are tied together 
with rubber bands. Wave motion in 
the horizontal or vertical planes can 
thus be studied independently, and these 
two wave motions may be adjusted for 
different velocities. A wave started in 
the vertical plane maintains itself verti- 
cally and a wave started horizontally 
maintains itself horizontally. If, how- 
ever, a wave is started in a plane 45 de- 
grees between the vertical and the hori- 
zontal, it is found that the wave motion 
proceeding therefrom assumes the shape 
of a cork screw. The straight line os- 
cillation of the first weight is passed 
along as all eliptical motion which gradu- 
ally widens into a circle. Then this 
circle narrowed down again to an elipse 
and finally a straight line at right angles 
to the original line of oscillation. This 
is exactly in accordance with the theory. 
The point where the wave has shifted its 
plane of polarization 90 degrees is the 
point where the faster of the two waves 
is half a wavelength ahead of the slower 
wave. From this point on the wave 
proceeds repeating this peculiar cork 
screw motion. 

The fact that the twisting of the wave 
is due to different velocities in the two 
planes of polarization can also be demon- 
strated by this model. For this purpose 
the rubber bands are added to the coun- 
ter weights. The effect of this is to 
change the velocity of propagation in 
the vertical plane, whereas, the velocity 
in the horizontal plane has not been af- 
fected because only the vertical motion 
is transmitted to the counter weights by 
the suspension yokes. The system can 
thus be adjusted so that the velocities in 
the horizontal and the vertical planes 
eire exactly equal. After this has been 
(lone it is found that the tendency to 
-:orkscrew motion disappears and the 
wave remains strictly in the plane in 
which it has been started. 

While this mechanical experiment does 
not bring out any new facts that were 
not known from the classical theory of 
wave motion, it helps us to visualize the 
main phenomena in the radio wave 
propagation which we are trying to ex- 
plain. The phenomena of a constantly 
shifting plane of polarization which we 
discovered experimentally in tests be- 
tween Schenectady and Long Island can 
thus easily be explained. 

USE OUR TESTING LABO- 
RATORY. SEE PAGE 63. 
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KESTER 
Rosin Core 

Radio SOLDER 
Sure is Sáfe and Simple 

Approved by 
Radio Engineers 

A Genuine Solder 

CHICAGO SOLDERCOMPANY 

WO,td', 
Originator, 
L. u.Ala ni.ru ,. 

'Srl Fl., rin Sgl.l,. 
Un ó A1.71, 

CAN SUPPLY YOU 

cylPeason / 
THE rUBE WITH A SENSIBLE" LUABANrtt LipU3Wm 

.J ,,771t1If 
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Perf ance 
Depe ilit y 

are the factors which made Supertvox 
the fotemostlndependentTube in America l ! 

The Public buy and enjoy Supertrons because 
they are assured of satisfaction by a serial num- 
bered guarantee ou each tube for their protec- 
tion-at their own price; the public demand 
price-two dollars. 

All Types $2.00 
Canada. $2.75 

Try Supertron and Be Glad. 
At Good Dealers. 

Branch offices in principal cities 
throughout the United States 

Supertron Mfg. Co. 
Hoboken, N. J. 

,2SUPERTRON 
A SERIAL NUMBER GUARANTEE 

TUBE 
5GUARANTEED 

RAD.a 

BIG POWERFUL 

1YW ACOilltraS 
Users overywhere report 

It gets programs coast to coast, 
Canada to Gulf. loud and clear 
on speaker; outperforms $10 

Ó to $250 sets. many 
hearEuro. t 

v louny convince you. ra 
eetimony convince you. Retail 

FACTORY 
PRICES -SAVE 

1/3 TO Y2. smaller 
Sots $13.75 up,retall. 

FREE! Literature on luteet 
Ito tuba models Agents 

new low prices and I Dealers 
SPECIAL OFFER \ Write I 

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION 
Hower Builders of Sets 

st4-8E 8th St., Cincinnati, Ohiq 

]JIRACO 
RADIO 

GETS'EM 
COAST 2b 

COAST 

IRADIOADS 

A Classified Advertising Sec- 
tion Read by Better Buyers. 

The rate per word is eight cents net. 
Remittance must accompany all ad- 
vertisements. Include name and ad- 
dress when counting words. 

Ads for the March Issue Must Reach 
Us by February Fifth 

FREE BOOKLET. Interesting monthly payment 
Radio Magazine Subscriptions. Two-thirds publisher's 
price. Spencerlight Agencies, West Los Angeles, Calif. 

10 -WATT TRANSMITTER, voice, C W. Operates 
from AC. Acme transformer 500 volts, 2 filament. Two 
5 -watt tubes. Mounted on panel, complete. Write for 
information and prices. Will sell cheap. J. D. Brun, 
1701 Franklin St., San Francisco. 

"TELEFUNKEN 200 -WATT POWER TUBES $70.- 
Filament 14 volts, 4 amperes, plate 3000 volts. Arthur 
Beyer, 106 Morningside Drive, New York." I enclose 
check for $1.68, covering cost, viz. 21 words at $.08. 

AGENTS WANTED 
AGENTS-Quick sales, big profits, outfit free. Cash 

or credit. Sales in every home for our high class line 
of Pure Food Products, Soaps, Perfumes, Toilet Articles, 
etc. Write today for money -making plans. American 
Products Co., 5792 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

RADIO AMATEURS-Improve your set with a Fara- 
don Mica Condenser, Model UC 1015, made expressly 
for Radio Corporation. Only $1.00. Originally listed 
$5.25. Capacity range .0002 to .001 mfd. All brand new 
and packed in original containers. Instruction sheet 
enclosed. Send your order in now! Utility Radio Co., 
58 No. 6th St., Newark, N. J. 

A LIFETIME EDISON will solve your "B" battery 
troubles. Good, live, large size elements connected with 
pnre nickle wire, electrically welded 7c per pair. All 
parts for sale. Sample cell and "dope sheet" 10e, Paul 
Mills, Woodburn, Oregon, Successor to Chas. Snively. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 7-A POWER AMPLIFIER, 
hundred hours use, forty dollars with tubes. Lieut. Wen- 
strom, Fort Bliss, Texas. 

SELL FIVE -TUBE RADIO SETS. Thirty days free 
trial. Three sales weekly pays $90.00 profit. Experience 
unnecessary. DIRECT RADIO, 197B Fourteenth St., 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

WANTED-More readers of "RADIO" to advertise 
their used equipment in these columns. RADIOADS 
bring quick and profitable sales. Turn your excess ap- 
paratus into profit. Some of our readers want just what 
you have to offer. Try the RADIOADS. You, too, will 
then be convinced that they PAY. Mail your copy now 
for the next issue. 

KEEP station records in THE RADIO LOG BOOK, a 
handy pamphlet for recording stations heard, dial set- 
tings and other data. The price is only 10 cents per 
copy. For sale by Pacific Radio Pub. Co., Pacific Build- 
ing. San Francisco. 

MAKE $100 WEEKLY in spare time. Sell what the 
public wants-long distance radio receiving sets. Two 
sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big investment, no 
canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955 in one month. 
Representatives wanted at once. This plan is sweeping 
the country. Write today before your county is gone. 
OZARKA, INC., 126-E Austin Avenue, Chicago, 

THE NEW square plate Ensign Variable Condensers. 
JUST OUT! Brass plates. Efficient on low waves. Get 
one of these condensers without cost in return for your 
subscription to "RADIO" for only two years. Five dol- 
lars brings you the condenser and the magazine. Send 
your check now. There are only a few of these con- 
densers in our stock. "RADIO," Pacific Building, San 
Francisco. 

FUNNY RADIO STORIES. Twelve of 'em in the 
"RADIOBUSTER," Volney G. Mathison s humorous 
thriller. 112 pages in bound form. Mathison knows how 
to write. You will enjoy his stories. Send $1.00, today 
for a copy of the "RADIOBUSTER," or get it free 
with your subscription to "RADIO" for one year ($2.50). 
Pacific Radio Publishing Co., Pacific Building, San 
Francisco. 

YOUR RADIO QUESTIONS ANSWERED FREE.- 
Gerald M. Best, technical editor of "RADIO," will au. ewer ten radio questions for you if you subscribe to RADIO" for only one year at $2.50. Get this wonder- 
ful technical service, together with a good, practical 
radio magazine. "RADIO," Pacific Bldg., San Francisco. 
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OF ALL stars in the heaven the good mar- 
iner most often uses the North Star. Be- 

cause it is fixed-safe! 
Steer your Radio Course for 1926 by the North 
Star of Radio Circuits as embodied in the Sam- 
son TC Assembly-a circuit that for a long 
time has been sponsored by Editors of Radio 
Periodicals because of its sterling perform- 
ance. 
The Samson TC Assembly will give you a 
startlingly real, surprisingly faithful reproduc- 
tion of the selection as it is broadcast, variable 
selectivity to suit any owner and-distance. 
In every respect it is a quality job throughout, 
from its design by nationally prominent engi- 
neers, its manufacture-the crowning achieve- 
ment of nearly half a century experience-and 
the exclusive use of high-grade standard parts. 
There is no substitute for such quality- 
The Samson TC Assembly, with all parts 
mounted on Formica engraved and drilled 
panels, ready to wire in a few hours-$65. 
For the man who builds his own it will not be neces- sary to discard the parts you have as the Samson Transcript Kit contains only the new essentials for building this remarkable circuit $14.78 

SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Manufacturer» Since 1882 CANTON. MASS. 

Soles Offices in Thirty Leading American Cities 
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RECEIVER 
526,ºº 

Liceaesd Under 
Armstrong Patent 

No. 1113149 

The only genuine Arm- 

strong circuit 3 -Tub e 

Set, at this low price, 

with a duet -proof, fool- 

proof inside panel. 

Cord connections to 

batteries, no bind ing 
posts and many other 

refinements. Operates 
on all standard tubes. 

For distance and real 

tone quality, the equal 

of many $100 sets. 

Added 
Features 

Both of these Ne.. 
Chelsea. possess per- 
forming features and 
refinements of design 
only found in the mot 
expensive models. Each 
Chelsea is a manufac- 
lured product-not an 
assembled job-and is 

fully guaranteed. 

Chelsea Branches 
New York,Philadelphia, 

::, ^1Im1T"- -- 

Ìhe " ecv s^ 1 00 
,oSuperJlVC 

There's no place like home with a 

Chelsea. After supper, dishes done, 

the family gathers round the living 

room to enjoy the radio wonders of 

the air - never more delightful and 

satisfying than with the New Super. 

Five. Here, power and perfect living 

tone quality are combined with easy 

operation. Dependable, enjoyable re 

suits are aiwa> s assured. 

,cad for ) U:..i. , 

Item -rebuts UI 
I .nest t Ael.aas 

Ltr CHELSEA RADIO COMPANY 
Cleveland, Detroit, 

179 SPRUCE S l'REET. CHEI.SEA. MASS 
(bicage, l.e. Antele., J_,-st,.t s .1 ,--,w : / -/'J_'-/' /j a -ß v -= _-- 

`AGENTS 
WANTED 

5 Titbe Demonstrator FRE E 
tern I. ta $1w s ..c. Put .e full tier. 1 eery.ee 

a pr.upeet. Complete lune staedud sea and re<e..wlres. 

si t. $90. "rue today fist illustrated eatal.g and w 
d,ur,e selling plan for Uwe dealer. and erasaaiy 
agent,. MTH CENTL NY RADIO CO_. lilt Cita Gela 

Bldg-, Kansas City, He. 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

Potter 
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CONDENSERS 
-Prevent "B" voltage fluctuation 
-Allow undistorted amplification 
-Make posslhle full bass tones 

-Improve reception with "B" 
Supply Units. 

Abode i 4.1,4, 1,2,3 and 4Micr%15 
At Your Dealer's 

poT IR M NI! FACTt'RING COMPANY 

N.<rib Clutego. ItLn.u' 
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LOW R E L LOSS 

LOW WAVE COILS 
In the Lead Again!-"REL" Basket Weave Coils 
now equipped with Plug-in Mountings-Quick, 
efficient coil changing-Five interchangeable units 
In each outfit-Triple cotton covered paraffined 
wire-Chocolate color, won't soil-For any low - 
loas, low wave circuit-Covers 10 to 110 meters efficiently-Inexpensive-Rugged-No increase in Price! 

Price $4.50, including mounting. 
At your dealer's, or order direct 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
LABORATORIES 

27 Thames Street New York, N. Y. 
"THE LOW LOSS COIL PIONEERS" 

You Can Make $100 
Weekly Selling Radio 

Demonstrate once-results 
mean sure sales! Sell what 
everybody wants-radio at low prices. Coast to coast reception -4, 5 and 7 -tube instruments. 
12 Selling FREE! Lessons 
Establish a business of your own. Start in spare time-evenings. 
Sales course in 12 lessons and 10 radio service lessons teach you J. Matheson Ball, Pres. everything. 

3100 Men Are Now Doing It! Success with over 3,100 men proves merit of our Proposition. $100 weekly not unusual-many Ozarka men make more in spare timel 
Free Book! Write me personally-tell me about yourself. I'll see that my 64 -page book, Ozarka plan No. 100, is sent you with- out cost. Please mention the name of your county. Mail the coupon! 

120 Austin Avenue I , 

Gentlemen: 

%NCORPORATEA 
-Çhicagotlllisoia _ 

10-25 

greatly interested in the FREE Ozalrka Finnn" whereby lean sell your radio Binstruments. 
"TheOOK 

Name 

Address City 
Çotunity_ _ stat_ 

MODEL A 
Bell 10 in. 

Height 22 in. 

Radio Never Had a Tube 
Equal to 

EMPIRE -TRONS 

Type '99 also 
supplied with 
'01 base (all 
Bakelite) . 

Every tube is a 
model of perfec- 
tion; finest me- 
chanical construc- 
tion, unequalled 
for clarity, sensi- 
tivity and perfect 
reception. Has 
been tested for 
1200 hours' contin- 
uous operation. 

Satisfactory 
Performance 
Guaranteed 

Comparative tests 
invited ---ask your 
dealer for an EM- 
PIRE-TRON and 
hear the difference. 

Superior Quality 
Priced Right 

EMPIRE -IRON 
AM.11nea AND orrecrot 

ns.vs. n.re v.=pao 

`"v Uv 

Made in U.S.A. 

Tested in 
Our Factory 

Distributors and Dealers Wanted 
Some Choice Territory Still Open 

Write for Circular and Particulars 

EMPIRE 
SPEAKERS 

and 
UNITS 

A beautiful line of 
Speakers made of 
unbreakable compo- 
sition handsomely 
finished in rich dark 
brown, crystalline ef- 
fect. Very graceful 
and an ornament to 
any home. Brings 
out tone perfectly. 
Model "A": Bell 10 
in., height 22 in., 
fitted with EMPIRE 
Adjustable Unit- 
retails at $13.50. 
Model "C": Bell 14 
in., height 22 in., 
fitted with EMPIRE 
Adjustable Unit- 
retails at $16.50. 

MODEL C EMPIRE Adjustable 
Bell 14 in. Unit; constructed 

Height 22 in. with greatest scien- 
tific care. Guaranteed 
to bring out the full 
volume of any set- 
true and clear -toned, 
Retails at $6.50. 

"The Home of Empire Products" 
They speak for themselves. 

Write for circulars and prices. 

American International Trading Co. 
59-61 Pearl Street, New York 

Cable Address: "Stanmarhs, N. Y." 

RADIOCAST 
WEEKLY 

Forty-eight Pages of Programs, 
Photos, Humor, Musical Re- 
views, Schedules, Tables, Edi- torials, Etc. 

Per Radiocast Weekly 
Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 
SAN FRANCISCO 

The Famous Truly Portable 
TELMACO P -i Receiver 

Four Tubes Do the Work of Seven 
The peer of portables in size, weight, ease of tuning, 
selectivity, distance, volume, woramanship and price. 
Aerial, loud speaker and batteries self contained. 
Complete with tubes and batteries, $125.00 
$141.50 Receiver only . , 

P -I Kit Saves Yon Money! 
Our offer of the Telmaco P-1 Receiver In kit form has 
met with enthusiastic reception. This contains all 
parte, as built by us including case, drilled and en- 
graved panel, and illustrated instructions. $80.00 
Complete kit , 
Ask your dealeror write us. Descriptive folder free. 

'Radio 'Division: 
Telephone Maintenance Co. 
20 So. Wells St. Dept. A Chicago, III. 

2 ality'Itadio Exclusively ,e Established 1918 

RATIOS 3i,¢ TO 1-5 To 1 

No set is better than its parts and no one part is more important than the Audio Transformer. That's why you should insist upon Supertrans in your set --they are by test, the beat trans- formers on the market. 
Di tributed by L. W. Cleveland Co., Portland, ortland, Me. n. P. Denham, Seattle, Washington Waite Auto Supply Co., Providence, R. I. Gray Sales Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Rice -Hitt Co., San Francisco, Calif. 

+. B. Darmstader, Chicago, Ill. Whiting Radio Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 'aterson Radio Co., Paterson, N. J. Buffalo Radiophone Co. Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. The Jack L. Hunch Co., Denver, Colo. FORD RADIO & MICA CORP. 111-113 Bleecker St., N. Y. 

5,: g:' 

-%e-% 

%f., 

,i .íG%%i.rii 
AUDIO TRANSFORMER 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
SEND FOR TRIAL SUBSCRIPTIAN 

$1.00 FOR SIX Mori fH 
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Elektron Tubes have proved 
to be the finest receiving 
amplifiers and detectors 
that money can buy. Reli- 
able and highly efficient. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

There's an Elektron 
(201-A, 199, or 199-A) 
for every type of circuit 
and battery equipment. 

DEALERS! Some esctdi. ,t 
territory is open. Write 

for our proposition. 
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LECiRUDIO CORP. 
LA MN, MASS. 

s 

Cectrodlo Corp. 
LYNN MASS 

SAVE MONEY 
Dot can tae prime--lateet Radii. Catalog & Guide belmful of new idea», over 100 special hook-ups with Information-all free. Shows savings an high as 50% ou sets and supplies. Be sure to get this thrifty Illustrated book befo -e you buy. It means money W your pocket. Standard guaranteed goods. 

pored ..... At..st.a., ,.day 
Ili .RAWIK CO., III.12s S. Can 

M. 
alSt., Chicago. U.S.A. 

BIG MONEY FOR RADIO 
Demand for high pay radio men is so great that a big 
Kansas City wholesale concern is now attira' men free to 
cet into the radio business for themselves and make $60 
ce $200 a week without any capital invested. Select arritory open. Send today for free catalog and amazing 
aller. Write direct to Mr. H. J. Saiaow, Standard Radio 
Co., 1421 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo. 

Y7s9ri:t77.t.: 

Tone Clarity 
Beyond Expectation 

Just pull the switch and note the 
clarity and richness of tone any Am - 
peri te -equipped set gives you. Amper- 
ite is the automatic rheostat which 
does away with hand rheostats and 
filament meters. No guessing. No un- 
certainty as to correct tube current. 
Tubes last longer. Makes any novice 
a master operator. Insist upon Apiper- 
ite when you buy or build. Price $1.10. 

Write for free hook-ups 

RADIALL COMPANY 
Dept.R-16,50 Franklin St., N.Y.C'ty 

(My "SELF ADJUSTING"Rheartat 

RADIO MAPS 
POSTPAID 

ANYWHERE 

1 0 c 
PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO. 
Pacific Bldg , San Francisco 

Takes the mystery 
out of Radio 
JUST OUT -514 PAGES 

Compiled by 
HARRY F. DART, E.E. 

Formerly with the Western 
Electric Co., and U. S. Army 
Instructor of Radio. 

Technically edited by 
F. H. Doane 

NO MORE need you turn 
from book to book. 

hoping to find what you 
want. It is all here, in 
514 pages crammed full 
,f every possible radio de- 
nil. Written in plain 

l-.nguage, by engineers for 
laymen. 100,000 sold. 

I1 EXPLAINS: Electrical terms and circuits, antennas, 
batteries, generators and motors, electron (vacuum' tubes, 
maey receiving kook -ups, radio sad audio frequency am- 
plification, broadcast and commercial transmitters sod 
receivers, super -regeneration, codes, etc. 

Send S1 today and get this 514 -page 1. C. S. Radio 
Haadbooh-the biggest value in radio today. 

I.C.S. 
RADIO 
HANDBOOK. 

International Correspondence Schools 
Box 8262 A. Scranton. Penna. 

1 enclo-e One Dollar. Please send me-post-paid- 
the 511 -page 1. C. S. Radio Handbook. It h 
understood that If 1 am not entirely satisfied I may 
return this book within are days and you will 
refund my money. 

Name 

Address 
('seek here and eneloae s1.s0 q poi «deb the 

edition bowed In Leotherotd. 

-1 

J 

(Continued from Page 84) 
very great, hence there are no appreci- 
able multiple frequency constituents of 
the current circulating in the output cir- 
cuit, and the alternating voltages across 
the coils Lp and Lg are in all cases prac- 
tically sinusoidal. 

Consequently the useful power sup- 
plied by the tube can be determined in 
terms of the alternating voltage across 
Lp and the fundamental constituent of 
plate current. If we could neglect the 
grid current, this would be the power 
available for dissipation in the resist- 
ances. As the output current increases, 
the amplitudes of the alternating volt- 
ages across the plate and grid coils in- 
crease proportionately. The alternating 
grid current increases more and more 
rapidly, as the amplitude of the plate 
voltage becomes larger. On this ac- 
count the power loss to the grid in- 
creases. The power supplied by the 
plate increases with increasing plate 
voltage, but as the grid voltage in- 
creases, the effective saturation current 
is reached when the grid is positive, and 
the plate current becomes zero for an 
appreciable part of the cycle when the 
grid is negative; consequently a con- 
tinued increase in the amplitude of the 
output current results chiefly in an in- 
crease in the harmonic constituents of 
plate current without greatly increasing 
the fundamental. Obviously, then, a 
condition of stability ensues when the 
power supplied by the fundamental of 
plate current minus the power dissipated 
by the fundamental of grid current is 
just equal to the power dissipated by 
the output current in-Rg, R9, and R. 

GRID POTENTIAL AND COUPLING. In 
the Hartley circuit of Fig. 7 the instan- 
taneous grid potential is determined by 
the potential across L5. This potential 
is a function of Lg and the current 
flowing in this coil. Here, Lg and Lp 
are not mutually coupled. Referring to 
the circuit of Fig. 9, it will be seen that 

Fig. 9. Generating Circuit With Coupled 
Grid and Plate Inductances. 

the operating grid potential is obtained 
by coupling Lg to L9. Here, Lg is not 
a part of the oscillatory circuit. 

By definition, the mutual inductance 
of two coils such as Lg and Lp of Fig. 
9 is the number of interlinkages of mag- 
netic flux from coil Lp with Lg per ab - 

(Continued on Page 88) 
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ade with 
recision ! 

Right from the start at our factory each 
SUPERTRON is produced with PRECIS- 
ION as the dominating factor. 

The material, each process, the triple test, 
and the final inspection, are all guided by 
the most exacting PRECISION. The unit 
of PRECISION called SUPERTRON 

_ 

is 
serial numbered and wrapped in a certificate 
bearing a corresponding number. 

Thus giving you a' means of identi- 
fication to assure full satisfaction. 

Pacific Coast Offices: 
LOS ANGELES-Pacific States Commercial Co., 3208 Glendale Blvd. 

SAN FRANCISCO-American Commercial Co., Rialto Bldg. 
Branch Offices Thruout the United States 

SUPERTRON MFG. CO., Inc. 
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY 

Export Department, 220 Broadway, New York 

All 
Types 

$2.00 
Canada 

ÇSUPERTRON 
A SERLAL NUMB ER GUARANTEE +' 
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KESTER 
Rosin Core 

Radio SOLDER / Sure is Safe and Simple 

-----f Approved by 

A Genuine Solder 

Ci IICAGO SOLDER COMPANY 

Radio Engineers 

4254w.irhtwoodwve.. chiaro, U. S. A. 

Ui .n.urr and 
LnrEu Manuiac 

u,r 
r 

arlf n.UnE Solder 
SOUR DEALER 
CAN SUPPLY YOU 

$39.50 

MARWOL 
The Line of 

MONEY MAKERS 
FROM the MARWOL BABY 

GRAND at $36.50 to the MAR- 
WOL CONSOLE GRAND at $130, 
the MARWOL line holds the greatest 
sales and profit -making opportunities this 
year. 

MARWOL is the outstanding line of 

the season, from every standpoint-qual- 
ity, performance, appearance and range 
of models and price. 

MARWOL Dealers know from past 
experience that MARWOL will hot cut 
prices-that there is no Summer dump- 
ing of MARWOL-that MARWOL 
stands firmly behind its guarantee. 

Our new Factory of twenty-five thou- 
sand square feet is in full production. 
This means that every MARWOI, 
order will be shipped promptly - no 
delays or disappointments for dealers 
standardizing on MARWOL. 

Write or wire today direct to 
us or to the Sales Branch 

nearest you for catalog of the 

complete line, discounts and - 
full information. 

MARWOL RADIO CORP. 
546-548 BROADWAY 

FACTORY No. 2 

85 MERCER STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

Pacific Coast Representatives: 
In California: 

MARSHANIC SALES COMPANY 
926 Insurance Exchange Bldg., 

Los Angeles, California 
In Idaho: 
R. T. CARR 

906 Sprague Street, 
Spokane, Washington 

In Oregon and Washington 
C. E. GAY 

166 Lownedale Street, 
Portland, Oregon 
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A five -tube tuned radio frequency receiver, 
encased in as fine a heavy 5 -ply solid gen- 
uine mahogany cabinet as ever graced any 
radio set. 

Every part embodied is newly constructed 
resulting in greater efficiency and finer 
tone quality. The illustration shows our 
new straight line wave length, low loss 
condenser and vernier device, permitting 
the reception of stations over a wave 
length from NO to 550 meters. 

For Sale By cAuthori;ed Freshman 'Dealers Only 

has. freshman Co.Inc. i2aa/iv jed.ecestsers an". P a,- s 
FRESHMAN BUILDING 

140-248 WEST 40TH Sr -NEW YORK.NY 
CHICAGO OFFICE - 327 S. LA SALLE ST. 

Sensation 
e Season 

Slightly Higher 
Denver and 

West 

Vernier feature assuies gnáier 
selectivity and sharper tuning. Tlltis9) 

`- ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? '--, 
SEND $1.00 FOR A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO "RADIO" FOR 6 MONTHS 

"The Elixir of ''ET Life" 
Just as the Heart is the most vital organ of the 
human body-the tube is the most vital part of the 
radio set. The SIMPLEX SUPER POWER TUBE 
performs its function in the radio set with the saine 
sensitivity, accuracy and regularity as a healthy heart 
in the human body. 

REJUVENATE YOUR SET WITH THE SIMPLEX 

5Iuì3r?í1é5í: 
SU PER 
POWER" 

SUPER POWER TUBE, IT MEANS LONGER LIFE 
AND BETTER RECEPTION. 

GUARANTEE: Your dealer is authorized to exchange or return money for any defective 
S. S. P. Tube, within ten days. 

PRICE: Silvered Tube - - - $2.00 
Types: S. S. P. Blue Tube - - $2.50 
201A, 199, S. S. P. ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE SIMPLEX 12, Silvered and 
slue. SUPER POWER TUBE 

TITANIA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 105 West 40th St., New York 

(Continued from Page 86) 
solute ampere change of current in coil 
Lp. The voltage set up in coil Lg is 
dependent directly upon this mutual in- 
ductance and the rate of change of cur- 
rent in coil L0. 

Suppose the circuit of Fig. 9 is gen- 
erating oscillations of maximum 
strength. If the mutual inductance be- 
tween Lp and Lg is decreased by separat- 
ing the two coils the alternating poten- 
tial induced in Lg is decreased. By vir- 
tue of the controlling action of the grid, 
this decrease in coupling results directly 
in a decrease in the amplitude of the 
plate current wave and a decrease in the 
variation of plate potential across Lp. 
This results further in a decrease in the 
strength of oscillations until a condition 
of stability ensues for the particular 
value of coupling between L, and Lg. 
As the coupling is further decreased the 
oscillations will become weaker and 
weaker and finally stop at a particular 
value of coupling which is determined by 
the condition that for oscillations to ex- 
ist, the mutual conductance of the tube 
must be at least equal in numerical value 
to a factor depending upon the constants 
of the external plate circuit and the par- 
ticular value of mutual inductance be- 
tween Lp and Lg. Once oscillations are 
stopped by decreasing the coupling, they 
will not again start until the coupling 
is increased appreciably beyond the pre- 
vious stopping point. 

The condition' for strongest oscilla- 
tions exists when the quantity involving 
the constants of the external plate cir- 
cuit and coupling between Lp and Lg is 
such as to operate the tube over the por- 
tion of its characteristic corresponding 
to minimum mutual conductance for the 
tube itself. If the coupling is increased 
beyond this point, the oscillations will 
again decrease in strength. There is, 
therefore, an optimum value of coup- 
ling between Lp and Lg for most desir- 
able operation. 

CONDITION FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT. 
The output of a tube and its circuit can 
be increased by increasing either the 
plate current or plate potential. We 
can increase the plate current by in- 
creasing the filament temperature. The 
detrimental effects of excessive filament 
temperature do not often make this a 
desirable method of increasing the out- 
put. We may, however, increase the 
plate potential providing at the same 
time we make the grid more negative by 
an amount equal to the quotient of the 
increase in plate potential and the amp- 
lification factor. Safety hinges upon 
adequate insulation and the maintenance 
of the necessary negative grid potential. 

If output is plotted against external 
plate circuit resistance, other conditions 
remaining constant, it will be found 
that maximum output is obtained wI 
the external plate resistance is equal 
the internal plate resistance. 
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Precision 
Inducto 
Coupler 

Price, $1.85 

McLaughlin Recommends It 
James L. McLaughlin, the author- 
ity on superheterodyne design, rec- 
ognizes the superiority of Precision 
Coils. He says: "The Precision In- 
ducts Coupler is the only coil I 

recommend for use in my new One 
Control Superheterodyne. 
The Inducts Coupler has been de- 
signed for use where a split wind- 
ing coil is desired. Made of the 
best moulded hard rubber, which 
insures lowest losses. 
The Cockaday 4 -Circuit Coil is the 
only coil ever specified by Laurence 
M. Cockaday, inventor of the fam- 
ous Cockaday Four -Circuit Tuner, 
for use in his set. Double silk cov- 
ered copper wire results in in- 
creased volume and greater selec- 
tivity. 

Cockaday 
4 -Circuit 

Coil 

Price, $5.50 

PRECISION COIL CO., Inc. 
209 Centre Street, New York, N. Y. 

Coil Set No. 24 for Browning -Drake Circuit 

SICKLES 
DIAMOND WEAVE 
(Trade Maik Registered Aug. 4. 1925) 

COILS 
For Browning -Drake 
Roberts, Craig and 

Hoyt Circuits 
(Patented Aug. 21, 1923) 

Sickles Coils for the famous Browning -Drake 
Circuit are the latest Sickles achievement in 
efficient design for a particular use. They are 
priced at $7.50 a set. 

The New No. 18A Coils for any Roberts Cir 
cult are absolutely standard equipment. They 
are priced at $8.00 per set. 

Coil Set No. 20, at $4.50, is for use specifically 
with the new Reflex Receiver designed by Al. 
bert C. Craig using the Sodion detector. 

Coils for the Iloyt Circuit at $10.00 a set for 
the Knoekout Reflex Circuit at $4.00 a pair, and 
the Tuned Radio Frequency coils at $2.00 each 
are other standard Sickles Coils. Wo manufac. 
lure also for manufacturers' special requirements. 

Send for descriptive catalog 

The F. W. Sickles Co. 
138 Union St. Springfield, Mass. 

DON E. CAMPBELL 
1216-17 Hearst Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. 

This Chart Tells the 

Success Story of the 

Signal Spiral Cam 

Condenser 
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser is the only 
condenser on the market equipped with this 7 

unique and highly efficient control. The dis- 
tinct advantage of its construction is best illustrated by the chart reproduced above. 
Note the even distribution of stations over the complete 360° of the dial as compared 
to typical condensers of other types. It's all in the cam! 

Other Important Features 
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser operates with 
velvety smoothness and with a complete elimi- 
nation of backlash, permitting easy'and accurate 
tuning. The electrostatic field is concentrated 
within a small area and the dead dial shaft is 
not connected to either set of plates. It is com- 
pact, being no larger than the old semi -circular 
type. It is die cast throughout, insuring abso- 
lute uniformity. It is designed for either single 
or three -hole mounting, and air core transform- 
ers can in turn be mounted directly on the con- 
denser. Signal Spiral Cam Condensers are built 
in three sizes with unusually low minimum 
capacities in all sizes, giving a high tuning 
ratio. One price for any capacity -.00035, 
.00025, .0005--$4.00. See one at your dealer's. 

NOW-A BRACKET TYPE LOOP AERIAL 
Cut out that extra piece of apparatus by attaching a Signal Bracket Type Loop Aerial right onto 
the end of your radio cabinet. This aerial will turn a complete 360° in a space no greater than 
the width of the average cabinet. This new aerial has all the advantages of the famous Signal 
Table Type Loop. Constructed of solid walnut with third tap for sets requiring them. See both 
types at your dealer's. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. 3-K, Menominee, Michigan 

Western Representatives: 
RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO. 

408 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Branches in all principal cities 

Get a 
Phonograph Unit 

FREE 
With only one subscription to 
"RADIO" for one year-$2.50. 
Unit is made by The Union 
Fabric Company. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

" RADIO " 
Pacific Building, San Francisco 

MATE 
RADIANT CONDENSERS 
For Real Radio Reception 

HEATH RADIO AND ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 
208 First Street, Newark, N. J. 

Na-ald DeLuxe Sockets are the only 
ones with these 3 exclusive features- 
lowest loss, lowest capacity and posi- 
tive side -scraping contact. Send for 
booklet and laboratory test. Alden Mfg. 
Co., Dept. GO, Springfield, Mass. 
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Vigilance 
Constant vigilance 
is the price of wo 
uniformitqwwweitx 
and constant vigil- 
ance is maintained 
over Magnatrons. 
That is whe Magna-, 
Irons are unuÇorºn,and 
uniFormlij 

good. 

^Annrrrorv 

EX The Magnetron DC -201A. DC -199, and DC - 
199 (large base) now list for only $2.50 each 

Connewey Electric Laboratories Magnatron Building, - Hoboken, N. J. 
Pacific Coast Representative: 

Pacific Radio Laboratory 
256 So. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

the nek, tube for ß' batter, 

mtna. 

MACMATRONS 

Good Company 
MAKE YOUR TUBES KEEP GOOD COMPANY 

Bad tubes in your set spoil the good ones 

REFORM your backsliding tubes with the 

$7.50 BuR"T BE°GERS 
FL-ASHER 

One model for 
D.C. or A.C., 
all cycles. 

Utmost simplic- 
ity of opera- 
tion. 

BRINGS BACK 
BAD TUBES 

For tubes with 
thoria ted fila- 
ments. 

Results will 
exceed your ex- 
pectations. 

Send for our booklet "Save a Life" 

BURTON 6L ROGERS MANUFACTURING CO. 
755 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 

1 

STATIC MITIGATION 
(Continued from Page 18) 

ing different makes of a.f. transformers 
were used, and then a balance between 
the impulses would be difficult. 

The antenna -ground circuit of each 
receiver must be coupled to the first tube 
circuit as in a neutrodyne receiver, and 
the connection which joins the A bat- 
tery to ground must be removed to avoid 
the possibility of short circuiting any of 
the batteries through the common 
ground connection. Of course, separate 
A and B batteries must be used on each 
receiver. In case loop receivers are used, 
the two loops should be pointed in the 
same direction, since static from differ- 
ent directions is different in character. 

The method of operating the two re- 
ceivers is as follows: The outputs of 
the two are connected as shown in Fig. 
2, using only a single loud speaker. 
They are then both adjusted to a station, 
the filaments of one .being turned off 
while adjusting the other. Then both 
sets of filaments are turned on at once, 
and the intensity of static and signal ad- 
justed by filament control until both are 
reduced to practically zero in the loud 
speaker. This is a test for the identity 
of characteristic of the two receivers. 
One receiver is then tuned sufficiently 
off of the station wavelength so that 
the signal is lost on it and only the 
static remains. The filaments of the 
other receiver should be turned off dur- 
ing this procedure. The detuned re- 
ceiver should not be tuned so far off 
that it picks up some other station. It 
should have merely static on it and 
should be as close to the original signal 
wave as possible, without containing any 
of the signal energy. For this reason 
sharply tuned receivers such as the neu- 
trodyne or super -heterodyne are desir- 
able for this test. 

After the condition of static on one 
receiver and static and signal on the sec- 
ond is obtained, it will probably be neces- 
sary to increase the static intensity on 
the first slightly, since it will not he 
quite as strong as on the second, in %which 

the signal tends to accentuate the static 
impulses. By careful adjustment of the 
filament currents of the two receivers, 
the intensity of the static on the two 
can be equalized. Due to the fact that 
the two receivers are tuned to slightly 
different waves, only that type of static 
will be balanced which is substantially 
the same on all waves. The sudden 
sharp click variety is most nearly equal 
on all wavelengths, and it is this type 
on which this sÿstem is most effective. 

It should be remembered that this is 
not a static "eliminator." If it did any- 
thing as final and definite as that, the 
author would he getting out a patent 
and selling stock. However, if sufficient 
care is taken in the adjustment of the 
receiver, a definite improvement it to 
ratio of the static to the station J 
can be obtained. 
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Introducing 
"SUPER UNIT 

JUNIOR" 
A little brother to the stand- 

ard Type A and Type B "Super - 
units." 

He measures 5x10" and he 
consists of a stage of tuned 
R.F., the detector and two 
stages of Thordarson audio. 

He has plug-in coils and the 
standard set of coils which he 
uses will tune from 170 to 570 
meters when used with the S -C 
Capacity Element to make a 
one dial set. Other coils for 
other wave lengths. 

He makes the most efficient 
set for use with an aerial and 
there are just 11 connections to 
complete him. 

YOU SHOULD MAKE HIS 
ACQUAINTANCE! 

Price, complete with 
instructions $37.50 

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR 
A COMPLETE SET 

1 "Superunit, Jr." 
1 S -C Capacity Element or 

2 .0005 condensers. 
1 Front panel, size 7x10 or 

larger. 
2 Bradleystats. 
1 Double circuit jack. 
1 Single circuit jack. 

Note: No baseboard is re- 
quired. 

Hanscom Radio 
Devices 

Mfgrs. of the S -C Capacity Element, 
the one dial control for 

two control sets. 

Woonsocket, R. I., U. S. A. 

Pacific Coast Representative: 

S. A. WINSOR 
1221 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 

RADIOCAST 
WEEKLY 

Forty-eight Pages of Programs, 
Photos, Humor, Musical Re- 
views, Schedules, Tables, Edi- 
torials, Etc. 

5 Per Radiocast Weekly 
Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 

SAN FRANCISCO 

NO BACKLASH Is Possible In This New Dial ! 

In the new Fynur dial there are no gears to mesh, so 
there can be no lost motion ; no backlash. Forward or 
backward, the movement is always smooth, free and 
without the slightest break or interruption. 
Traction (beveled wheels) makes this new Vernier Con- 
trol the most accurate tuning dial on the market. It is 
simple in construction and beautiful in appearance, and 
owing to a special automatic compensation adjustment 
for wear, it will outlast the set on which it is placed. If 
you want the utmost accuracy in reception, use Fynur 
Dials. Ask your dealer or write to us 

August Goertz & Co., Inc., 270-286 Morris Ave., Newark, N. 

$3 .s0 

J. 

`-. ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? - 
SEND $1.00 FOR A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO "RADIO" FOR 6 MONTHS 

POWRPEP!!!! 
A brand new device for eliminating the antenna. Simply place 
POWRPEP under your telephone and listen -in. The results are 
amazing. Order one of these novel devices today. They are selling 
fast. 

ONLY 35 Cents --Postpaid 
Dealers and Jobbers' Prices on Request 

ATLANTUS MFG. CO. 
74 Front Street Port Jervis, N. Y. 
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Plerriev; 
Ilow offers the 

Mocking 
Bird Unit 

Patented 

$7.50 List 

All fans remember the pio- 
neer of adjustment units - 
Morrison Model C. For 3 
years this unit was a stand- 
ard of comparison. In trend 
with radio's great growth, 
Morrison now offers the 
Mocking Bird Unit, the peer 
of all units. 

You cannot equal the tone 
reproduction of the Mocking 
Bird Unit attached to the 
phonograph. Radio assumes 
new delights -purity of tone 
and the remarkable volume 
(adjustable) are marvelous. 

The Handsome Mocking 
Bird Cabinet at $30 list is a 
real musical masterpiece. 
Morrison Mocking Bird 
Cabinets and Units at most 
good dealers or send your 
order to factory. absolute 
money -back guarantee if nor 
satisfied. 

Set hteatc factureis: 
iw.etw. atray prsre* e-. t.il. w ew peer Seta. 

Dealers: 
«.im bee eiasy, es. ess,Aaady.y :wi. No. .rA.dir/. r.sdy- a r .rf0. 

M orrison Laboratories 
Inc. 

323 E. Jelerwn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

Padfc Coast Distributors: 

D. S. Spector Co. 
Rialto Building, Saca Francisco 

-Z.:Utl C VPCaRkC,1'a 
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B 
ELIMINATORS 
Assured Success with 

New Type Tubes 
and 

Transformers 

Designed especially for operation with 
the new Filament and Non -Filament 
Tubes, Dorgan Transformers and 
Chokes are most essential pans of the 
remarkable new B -Eliminators. These 
new Eliminators are thoroughly in- 
dorsed by Corkedey and other author- 
ities. 

Names famous in the industry are 
found on these new type tubes. Like- 
wise Dongan-long a leader in the 
production of quality transformers - 
shares in this achievement. 

Order by Number 
cuss, a.. Seerwllute.. s . 

n.. íee real W... 
Fr a.tt... T.., 

Neu 11: Full w..s l>Ell 
F., a. C. A. Tel.. 

N.. Sl: Full lieu, l .$U 
r.r Cru.yiltem 

S.. í3a Halt r... L 1tEUa 
Per t.C_A.Tel.. 

S.. 538 Hill rag. C11.118.11 
Fee C uisiel. 7 _ 

S.. 114 
1.. f1e - 
N.. 13+ 

CHOKES 

,00 

tLt 
re a .ry s5 
1. bows .00 

WAr Spans! :'tis.sl.rw.e ..d CWa ).t ae+4 
A and R Ltr.ea...s /t.r.n.rwu, 

lad/ pent 111F3sssuat.r ..,tl, D.yu 
Trs.J.,a.n aad LAr... .se ..ur 
4M111e Of esd eAe-ei N Mama, e-.e.te. 
1.u. itiai}ei.aVs dads .r. q ,de-+ 
. g.awe.l. 

Dealers! 
Get taut Amu. .! tát. 
t,Y,1.e.. 1 r11 .tet.,t, 
weer ,eg re. l. 

Wunu/artwer s.' 

e- (an .Me tart on 
an, g.aal,lt t'.K., 
,,.. ,eguee-l. 

DONGAN ELECTRIC MIANUFACTURING CO. 

2981 I I.uil io es. Detroit, Mich. 
l..uw,..r. .1 nor. her Algoma Yew 

Perms eeeet Rerresaaterim, 
W F,srwt.- 

Waetsàd S.i.. C... 171 Ssaw/ Si... 
Lam Ay.le.-- r. A. aroma... 843 .....e Pets. Street 
P.rtl..a. Ibre.- 

C. IL L.l, lie 
v.ttle. Wade. - 

L. P. Denham, t:á6 a51ó .*.sww, W. 
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CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Nye 44) 

By 008W. 2330 HIllburrt Ave.. Hollywood, Cant. 
laze., tact, laep, lahg, lalw, lanq, lbgl, lbqt, lckp, lcmx, lka, 1pl, luw, lxu, 2afp, 2agw, 2bbx, 2buy, 2by, 2cty, idx, 2gu, 23bva,213cjn. 

3jw, 3kg 3 t. 3vx,a4 é, I4av, 4fg, 4f1, flit, 4jr, loa, 4o1, 4r1, 4rm, 4sa, 4s1. 5aao. badt. bald, bahw. Said. 5ak1, 6amh, bap)). basv, bpu, bqs, bad, Jul bva, b.'a. enft. (.but, óaji, rlcet. 6dcf, fxi, tbgn, 8biq, 8bkq, 8bgl, 8brc, 8byv, fibs!, toed, 8ckm, Scii, lades, adme, beb. 8eq, ajj, bjq, 8st, 8u1, 8zm, 9adr, 9aed, Stitt, 9afx, gall, 9aon, 9aot, 9atq, 9aud, 9bcx, 9bdw, 9bck, 9bmv, 9brk, 9brq, 9ccb, 9cce, 9cfy, 9cdo, 9cuo, 9daw, 9dbq, 9dkv, 9duc, 9dum, 9dwz, 9hp, 9pn, 9pz, 9ae, 9zd, 9zk, 9zt. Canada: 3aa, 4aa, ter, 4gt, 4hz, 5ba, bbf, let ago, 5hp, bet, 9ek. Mexico: lam, laf, lax, lb, lg. lx, 9a. Australia: 2bb, ?be, 2cm, 2da, 2Ij, 2x1, 3bd, 3bq, ief, 3ju. N. Z.: lao, lax, iac, 2ae, 2xa, dag, Oak, dal, tar. 41. Chile: leg, ?id. Ste. Argentina: bat, afy. P. L:1hr, Mae.: nits, nedj, nkt, npu, aryl, numm, nugg, veal),kfuh, jbc, 266? QRK' All cards answered. 
By H. C. C. McCabe, 71 Holloway Road. New Zealand 

U. S.-lxu, laep, law), lex, lbge, lmy, lanq, las, lare, 2xaf. Sato, 31.va, 3hg, 4rr, bog. Saav, Sat '. 6ea, 6eb, tabu, 5rw, 6bsc, 6xad, 6cso, Seas, ejp, 6no, Sts, baoi, davj, 6awt, Saft, 6bhi. Scdy, 60p, dbcl, dcub, 6js, 6ajm, 6bge, 6bih. Send, óchs. 6bur. 6dah, 6bgb, ibmw, Gehl. 6agk. tali, 6awo, 6fa, Snit, 6ctn, 6qd, scow, tbgo, Segw, 6cgo, óbde, 7ay. 'Tack. 7nt, 7g1. Tua, fiche. 8apw, Seed, 8adm, Btx, 8bgn, 8gz, fakf, /labt, 9uq, Sek. 9bn, two, 9ado, 9xn, lip!, 1??. Miscel- laneous: wiz, nkf, npg, rpm, urrl, gbe, way, nee, summ, cxl. 
By 6A8D. 21147 Lucerne Ave.. Lea Angeles. California. 

(40 lanq. lanyytare. 1(x, lnq6 (qra?). Ste, lam, tact, tbxl, 2afp, ?ohm. !aim, 2bbx, ?bur, !cgj, tdx, 2gy, :Mr, 21a, lnp, 3bv, nee, 3bty. Ibva, 3chg, 3eu, Sot, 3xb, 4ave, Thy. deg, 4fg. 4gt, tjs, 4km, 4rm, dal, ttn, baaq, bade, bado, baga, bald. Sail, .,akn, &aka, balj, tame, Sapa, Sapm, baya, barn, bary, bask, 5asv, labs, bee, loo, bina, box. Spa. Sae, buk. tux, bva, 5wa, bxbh, Stai, ,aek, Taid, 7df, 7gj, 71t, 7kg, 7nz, Tux, 7ya, salt. 6alÿ, Bby, aber, fibhm, Bbpl, Seed, lcyl, dal, fidkk, Idno, Req. Sgt, 1gz. Spi, Irk, Itk, Six, auk, Bza, 9ado, tact, 9adr, tack, 9aep, 9aey, 9apn, 9atq, 9bcx, 9brg, 9bpb, 9bvh, 9bwo, Scea, Seca. 9ejw, Seld. teen, Seam, 9dac, *dab, tote, 9dkv, 9dpx, toue. 9dvr, 9dwn. 9dwz, 9dan, 9cce. 9efa, Seht, 9ek, Otf, 9hp, too, 9pn, kJ, Sum, two, 9xn, 9yav, 9xk. New Zea- land: Oak. Canada: laa., das. 4gt_ Hawaii: Salt. Mexico: lb, 1k, Sa. Naval: nkt, npg, nrrL Com.: wir, win. Unknown: hid, re_. rat. 
By J. G. Tianey, 74 Kahan/ 111.. Hatettal. New Zealand (Fur July and August CO to 46 meters) Detector only. 

lag,Ibla a, my, lsf, lie, Islang, lare, Ibgo, 
wy, Iba, Plu, ca f, !xg. xi. _yt, 2zy. ?afn, ?_atp, 2bbx. !bee, 21),b, ?bur, 2buy, !eU'. !xat, Iba, 3hg, 3auv, Sbva, 3ekg, 4cu, 4tu, los, dol, dr1, 4rm,.4aa, 4v1, 4atu, task, Set, Sew, Sfh lake, bjd, bnj, Inq, boo. box, 5uk, Sael, Satz, Sali, bats. Szaa. Set, 6db, Sdn, 6dq, 6ea, 6ta, Sjp, Ill, Sax, Sol, arm, órw, 69b, Sta. óxg, tad, tala, 6agk, Sali, Satu, 6aji, 6ajm, 6aka, Salt, «a k. «apw, Case. 6avj. 6awt, óbap, Ebbw, abet. tbhg, 6b1h, 6bntw, 6bsc, 6bur, «bye, Scab. ice. «ego, «caw. Sehe. Sehe, «emus, Somq, Seno, Seas, teas, test, sego, óevj, «dab. 6dah, «dot, Seta. 6mgk, 6xad, Tay, 7nt, Tut Tua, Tack, Taal, Seq. Ber, des. Iga, djj, Ike, ink. 41. try, ist, dan, dadm, lamb. lapw, 5ayy, lawn. leak, tofu, Nees. !ehk, irez, 9bn, !di, led, lek, lap, 9nt, tog, 9101. 91h, Sus, !ado. tall. Oaks tact, Sa pm, 9bac, »elk, lbbt, fbpb, *ooh Stied, 9dac. 9dpz, idqu. *due. !idea, fdwj, !eat, 9yav, 9xq. Alaska: Ide. Algeria: talg. Australia: !bb. Iba, !bd. !bq, lem. lddJj. !cis. 2gq, 21 . 3rg, lea. les, 21m, Ewa. lyl, tan. Sad. Set, 

3bq, Sim Slr. 3pm. try, Sul. Syx. tan, Orb. Sam, 7gá, 7pt. Argentine: cbi. Brazil: lab, tat, Esp. Canada: 4gt. Chile: leg, Ste. Cocos: lfx, (gra!). England: tee, 
1k?, ila. lam. Pod, tes, Sit, inn, 6rm, tant; 
phone lam. France: loo, let. beg, 8f q, 6irj. Stott. Swag. Syor. Hawaii: Salt, fil_ Holland: o-ba, nu-sv, peuu. Italy: ter, lmt, lno, lag, art_ Mexico: las. lb. Ix. 9a. Mieeellaneous: aga. bbvp, exi, fia, kfuh. ktvm. mil, naj, arj. ave. npg, nph, rpm, 
npn, capo, apu, napg, naso, nedj, rira. arts, nutum. pot, wir, wgn. North Po Region: wap, was). Samoa: Siam 8w 
amyy. 
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This new unit makes itpossibleto use a 
light socket for"B"voltage, withoutany 
troublesome hum from alternating current. 
Supplies the constant voltage necessary for 
perfect reception. No acid to spill. No mov- 
ing parts. Requires no attention. Semi- 
automatic in operation. The least expensive 
type of unit because of low first cost, mini- 
mum current consumption and long life. 
In handsome walnut case. Price $35. 

`The Andrews 

Pata. Pend. For best results in home - 
built sets it is safer to 
use equipment employed 
in the best commercial 
receivers. Here is a su- 
perior coil used in such ß high grade receivers as 

Price 4=1 the Deresnadyne and 
$3.00 Buckingham. It can be 
used in any hook-up requiring a high type 
inductance. 

Has exceptionally high ratioofinductance to 
resistance with minimum distributed capa- 
city. Improves tone. Increases range,volume 
and selectivity. Blue prints of tested hook- 
ups employing this coil are available. 
Our Technical Dept. will answer inquiries. 

BmoSwird 
gölding ceop 

Handsomely finished 
in silver and mahog- 
anyto harmonize with 
the finest home 
furnishings. 

'avow 

Price 
$8.50 

Pate. 
Pend. 

Easily portable. Has insulated handle and 
graduated dial. Reduces static and other in- 
terference. A special model for every circuit. 

See these standard units at your dealers 
or write for complete information. 

tamMeg NEMO 
130 3 First Avenue Maywood, Illinois 

Perkins Elect. Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg ^ 

Electric 
Soldering 

IRON --- 
FREE 

Subscribe to "RADIO" for one year 
-$2.50-and get a 110 -volt MAR- 
VEL Soldering Iron FREE. 

"RADIO," San Francisco 

Smallest Uniform 
Frequency 
Condensers made 
easily fit 
into present sets 

They are half to a third the size of others, are only 2/t" in diameter 
with plates fully extended, so will easily go into your set. 

Do away with crowding of station readings -85 out of 100 come below 
50 on dial with ordinary condensers-by using 

Samson 
Uniform Frequency 

Condensers 
These condensers are built to 1/10,000 inch, silver plated all over 
and-in addition-have gold plated plates to prevent oxidization. 
Grounded rotor type-minimum capacity 12 mmf. losses lower than 
most laboratory standards. .500 mmf., $7.00; 250 mmf., $6.75; 250 
rnmf., $6.50. 

SAMSON 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

CANTON, MASS. 

Member RMA 

Lombard J. Smith, 24 N. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.; A. S. 
Lindstrom, 274 Brannan St., San Francisco, Calif.; Mr. H. A. Killam, 
1461/4 N. Tenth St., Portland, Oregon; Mr. G. H. Maire, 95 Connecticut 
St., Seattle, Washington; Jennings & McCollom Co., 407 Dooly Bldg., 
Salt Lake City, Utah; Jack L.Hursch Co., 1641 Stout St., Denver, Colo. 

Manufacturers of Quality Electrical Products Since 1882. 
Sales Representatives in Thirty Leading American Cities. 
Western Representative: A. S. Lindstrom Co., San Fran- 
cisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City. 
Practically uniform high amplification over entire au- 
dible range with minimum distortion is obtained by 
using Samson Helical Wound Transformers. Ratios - 
6:1, 3:1. $5.00. 

RADIOCAST 
WEEKLY 

Forty-eight Pages of Programs, 
Photos, Humor, Musical Re- 
views, Schedules, Tables, Edi- 
torials, Etc. 

Per Radiocast Weekly 
Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 

SAN FRANCISCO 

SEND FOR TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 
$1.00 FOR SIX MONTHS 

LOOK! 
Radio Mileage Chart, 10x16 inches. Not a map. No scale necessary to get your mileage. Mailed on re- ceipt of 50 cents. Address: 

Graph & Chart Service 
P. O. Box 945 Waterbury, Conn. 

Tell them that you saw It In RADIO 
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LABORATORY 
SERVICE 

By G. M. BEST 
THE complete laboratory 

of the Pacific Radio Pub- 
lishing Company is at your 
service. We make tests --- 
calculations --- give you ex- 
pert advice on your radio 
problems. Gerald M. Best is 
in charge of our own labora- 
tory. We have an assort- 
ment of the finest testing 
equipment available. 
Use this service. Let us answer 
your radio questions for you. We 
give you expert advice on your 
radio problems. Our service is 
most accurate --entirely dependable 
and PROMPT. 
We will answer ten of your 
radio questions if you subscribe to 
"RADIO" for only one year. With 
your subscription to "RADIO" you 
will receive ten coupons, entitling 
you to answers to ten radio ques- 
tions. 
The regular cost for answering ten 
questions is $2.50. Save this money! 
Subscribe to "RADIO" and get 
your answers without cost. 
Use the coupon. Attach your re- 
mittance of $2.50 to it and mail 
now. Your investment of $2.50 will 
pay big dividends. The coming is- 
sues of "RADIO" will surprise you. 

----COUPON---- 
"RADIO," Pacific Building, 

San Francisco, Calif. 
Here is $2.50. Send me "RADIO" for one 

year and 10 free coupons entitling me to an- 
swers to ten radio questions. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

MOLLI,FORMER 
8 UNIT ''' . i -- 

-- _ ', ,, REPLACES r:; 
;,-JùuIW 

s S C y ,, .. BAT?ERIES 

SEND FOR compete description of this 
powerful "B" Unit that you 

can build in an hour at most reasonable cost. Uses 
the current from the light socket-Excellent for 
Supers and all TRF Sets-Assures greater Clarity- 
DX and Volume-Noiseless-No Tubes nor Acids- 
Utilises full wave rectification. 

Guaranteed to Give Complete Satisfaction or 
Your Money Refunded 

Complete Kit- PRICE 

60 Cycle Unit 
Complete Kit - 

25 Cycle Unit 
Kits include Rectifiers. 

Parts sold separately if desired. 
DEALERS-Write for our proposition. 

$22.50 
24.50 

C. E. JACOBS, Sole Mnfr. 
2808 N. Kedzie Avenue CHICAGO 

SHORT WAVE REFLECTORS 
(Continued from Page 13) 

meter is 29.51 in., 34 of which is 
7.38 in. This will be used later as the 
focal length. On a large sheet of paper 
draw line AB near one side. Line CD 
is drawn perpendicular to AB at its 
center E. On the line CD 7.38 in. 
from E a point is located at G. This 
point is the vertex of the parabola. An- 
other point 7.38 in. from G on line CD 
is located at X. This is the focus of the 
parabola. A number of lines, KK', LL', 
MM', NN', 00' are drawn perpen- 
dicular to CD as shown. They cross 
CD at points P, H, Q, I and J. Take 
a compass and with distance EP as a 
radius strike an arc from X on KK' 
making points UU'. Then with the dis- 
tance EH as a radius, from X strike 
arcs on LL' making points YY', then 
taking the distance EQ do the same on 
CC'. Continue until the parabola is 
finished or in other words until the 
opening in the parabola is the right size, 
or in.this case until the opening is 59 in. 
The distance from the vertex to the cen- 
ter and perpendicular to the line join- 
ing the sides of tie opening or line GD 
is 30 inches. / 

The construction of the reflector needs 
little explanation. It is made of finished 
white pine. The top and bottom frame 
is made from 1 x 4 in. material. They 
are separated by posts 2 x 4 x 163/4 in. 
long. The whole frame is nailed to- 
gether securely. A full sized drawing 
of the parabola is made on some wrap- 
ping paper. Nine equidistant points are 
located on the curve of the parabola on 
the drawing. By laying the drawing 
on the frame these points are transferred 
to it. These points are where the re- 
flector wires are to be located. 

The insulators shown in Fig. 3a con- 
sist of / in. bakelite, 1 x 1Y2 in., with 

in. hole / in. from one end, which 
is screwed to a wooden block 1 x 1 x 2 
in., which in turn is screwed to the 

frame so the center of the bakelite in- 
sulator will be over the point for the 
reflector wires. The insulators for the 
aerial -counterpoise are the same except 
that they are 1 x 4/ in. This allows 
for the coupling coil in the center. The 
reflector wires are cut from No. 14 
bare copper wire. They are exactly 
16/ in. long and should be as straight 
as possible. The ends of the wires are 
slipped through holes in the insulators 
and twisted back around itself. 

Fig. 4. Tuning Mechanism. 

The transmitter is placed directly be- 
hind the reflector and is coupled to it 
by a link coil. The end coupled to the 
coil in the reflector is separated about 

in. axd held by two small insulators 
made like porcelain cleats, as shown in 
Fig. 3b. 

(Continued on Page 96) 

Q-' ~bc% 

77v/i7e 
- H yo/ 2s 74' teures 

(h) 
Fig. 3. Insulators. 
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